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Preface
Native warm-season grasses (nwsg) have received a tremendous amount 
of attention since the early 1990s, especially among wildlife managers 
trying to enhance habitat for northern bobwhites, grassland songbirds 
and other early-successional species. During this time, much work has 
been devoted to improving methods for establishment, identifying sound 
management practices and documenting the response of wildlife to habi-
tat restoration efforts. Also noteworthy during this period is the interest 
nwsg have generated among forage and livestock producers. Research 
continues to show various nwsg are viable forage for hay production and 
grazing for several livestock species. This manual is intended to provide 
in-depth information on identifying, establishing and managing nwsg 
for natural resources professionals, forage and livestock producers and 
other landowners attempting to grow and manage nwsg either for wildlife 
and/or livestock.

ix
Introduction
Nwsg are grasses historically indigenous to an area that actively grow 
during the warm months of the year. In the Mid-South, that includes 
those warm-season grasses that occurred prior to European settlement. 
Many non-native grasses occur “naturally,” but that doesn’t mean they 
are native. Naturalized grasses originated outside a particular region, 
but are able to exist (and often thrive) in the wild (without cultivation) in 
self-perpetuating populations. Most naturalized grasses in the Mid-South 
were brought to North America from Europe (tall fescue, orchardgrass), 
Africa (bermudagrass, crabgrass) or South America (dallisgrass, bahia-
grass) as a forage crop.
Grasses are classified as warm- or cool-season based on their chemical 
pathways for photosynthesis. Warm-season grasses fix energy into 4-
carbon units and are referred to as C4 grasses. As a result, their photo-
synthetic potential is much higher than that of cool-season grasses. They 
make most of their active growth when minimum daily temperatures 
reach approximately 60 F and soil temperatures reach 55 F. The opti-
mum temperature for warm-season grass production is 85 – 95 F. Nwsg 
are dormant during autumn and winter. Cool-season grasses fix energy 
into 3-carbon units and are referred to as C3 grasses. They make most 
of their active growth during fall and spring months when the minimum 
daily temperature is approximately 40 F. The optimum temperature for 
cool-season grasses production is 60 – 80 F. What this means is warm-
season grasses grow more rapidly during a relatively short period, while 
cool-season grasses grow more slowly during a longer period. 
Technically, the term nwsg could include numerous warm-season grasses 
native to the Mid-South region. Nonetheless, seven species are most 
commonly promoted for their value as cover for wildlife and/or forage for 
livestock. These include big bluestem, little bluestem, broomsedge blue-
stem, indiangrass, sideoats grama, switchgrass and eastern gamagrass. It 
is important to realize not all of these have the same quality for wildlife 
habitat or livestock forage. For example, broomsedge offers excellent nest-
ing habitat for bobwhites, but poor forage for livestock. 
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Chapter 1
Identification and description
There is more than one suitable cultivar1 of most nwsg 
within the Mid-South region. It is important to identify 
and determine the cultivar best suited for the intended use 
(whether wildlife habitat, livestock forage or both) and site 
conditions (such as bottomlands or dry uplands). 
Big bluestem
Andropogon gerardii
Big bluestem is a warm-season perennial that spreads by 
short rhizomes, creating clumps. Stems may reach 8–9 
feet, depending on variety and site conditions. Growth 
begins in April; however, the majority of growth occurs 
after June 1. Growing points are close to the ground until 
late summer (after seedhead has formed) when they are 
2–4 inches above ground. Leaves are long, flat and rough 
along the margins. The ligule is small and membranous; 
the sheath is somewhat flattened, open and usually hairy. 
One of the best features used to identify this grass before 
flowering is the presence of fine silky hairs on the sheath 
and widely dispersed on the upper leaf surface. The stem is 
usually purplish at the base and covered with fine hair. The 
seedhead is two or three distinct racemes on the top of the 
stem, resembling a turkey’s foot. Awns make the seed appear 
1 For clarification, a cultivar (or variety) is an ecotype that has gone through 
years of testing before release by a plant materials center. Cultivars are tested 
and selected for specific characteristics such as disease resistance, forage yield, 
or plant vigor. An ecotype is a selection of pre-varietal materials and differs 
from other ecotypes in morphological and physiological traits, such as height, 
stem diameter or growth rate. A genotype refers to the hereditary make-up 
and characteristics of a pure line (no genetic manipulation) or variety.
Fig. 1.1  The grand grass of the tallgrass prairie, big 
bluestem, was once quite prominent throughout 
the Mid-South.
“hairy.” Big bluestem grows on a wide 
variety of soils, even on sites with a pH 
as low as 4.0. Big bluestem is extremely 
drought-tolerant, with root systems that 
may grow 12 feet deep. Cultivars of big 
bluestem adapted to the Mid-South 
region include:
Rountree — originally collected in Monona County (west central), Iowa 
and released for use in northern Missouri, Iowa and Illinois, this 
cultivar was developed for areas of the upper Midwest and eastern 
U.S. Rountree is well-adapted to the higher humidity levels of what 
once was the eastern tall grass prairie and prairie remnants of the 
north-eastern U.S. Rountree has a relatively short growing season, 
reaching maturity earlier than most varieties. 
Niagara — originally collected in Erie County, New York, this cultivar 
was released for its superiority over Midwestern cultivars in the 
northeastern U.S. It is adapted to various soil types, but grows best 
on moist, well-drained, fertile loam. Niagara is tolerant of hot, dry 
conditions, low-phosphorus soils and low pH. Root development 
may reach deeper than 10 feet. For these reasons, Niagara is suit-
able for planting sand and gravel pits, strip mines and roadsides. 
Niagara has been grown successfully as far south as Tennessee, 
but is recommended from West Virginia to Maine.
Fig. 1.2
Andropogon gerardii Vitman 
Distribution by State 
© USDA PLANTS Database
Fig. 1.3  Big bluestem can be identified fairly 
easily before flowering by the presence of small 
individual hairs at the base of the leaf.
Fig. 1.4  Big bluestem seed
Kaw — originally collected along the Kaw River in eastern Kansas, Kaw 
thrives in hot, dry conditions, shows superior leafiness and vigor, 
and is considered more disease-resistant than some big bluestems. 
Kaw tends to develop rust in eastern, high-humidity regions. It 
has a broader genetic base than Niagara or Rountree, thus Kaw 
matures over a longer period.
Earl — originally collected in Texas, this cultivar is adapted to all soil 
types in the South.
Oz-70 — originally collected in northern Arkansas and southern Mis-
souri, this cultivar was released for its ability to grow in shallow, 
poorer soils. It has a very broad genetic base, including materi-
als from all the regions where collected. Oz-70 is 
expected to do well in the southern Appalachians 
and have very good rust resistance in high-humid-
ity regions.
Little bluestem 
Schizachyrium scoparium
Little bluestem is a warm-season perennial bunchgrass that 
grows 2–4 feet in height. Primary growth occurs from mid 
spring through summer, reaching maximum height in July. 
Leaves are flat, often folded along the midrib, 6–10 inches 
long, less than ¼-inch wide, and bluish-green through early 
summer until stems begin to form. The ligule is small and 
membranous, resembling a ring of short hairs on some 
plants; the sheath is flattened, open and may be purplish 
at the base. The stem is flattened at base and often red or 
purplish during early growth. Mature plants are reddish-
brown. The seedheads are racemes found singly, in pairs 
or in groups and are produced in early fall. Awns make 
the seed appear “hairy.” Little bluestem grows on a wide 
Fig. 1.6  By mid-summer, little bluestem becomes 
quite stemmy (if not previously hayed) and the 
red coloration begins to appear.
          Fig. 1.5
Schizachyrium scoparium (Michx.) Nash 
Distribution by State 
© USDA PLANTS Database 
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Fig. 1.9  This is a comparison 
of broomsedge (left) and 
little bluestem (right) in 
mid-October. The light 
tan color of broomsedge 
i s  m o s t  n o t i c e a b l e 
compared to the dark red 
stems of little bluestem. 
Color,  however,  may 
vary. Most important 
in distinguishing these 
species is the seedheads. 
variety of soils and is a very attractive grass in summer and fall. It 
has great potential for landscaping and erosion control on poor, 
droughty soils. The cultivar best adapted and marketed for the 
Mid-South region is:
Aldous — originally collected from the Flint Hills of Kansas, this 
cultivar is leafy and late-maturing. Aldous produces better 
stands than other varieties and none are more adaptable or 
hardier. However, new cultivars are needed for the Mid-
South region where high humidity and low soil pH can 
affect production of Aldous.
Fig. 1.8  Little bluestem seedheads are 
not partly enclosed in a spathe as are 
broomsedge seedheads.
Fig. 1.7  Little bluestem seed
Broomsedge bluestem 
Andropogon virginicus
“Broomsedge” is a warm-season perennial bunchgrass that 
grows 2–4 feet in height. Growth begins in spring when 
daytime temperatures reach 60–65 degrees F. Leaves are 
flat to partly folded (1/8–¼-inch wide) and may have sparse 
hairs at the leaf base on the upper side. The ligule is fringed 
and approximately ¹⁄16-inch long; the sheath is flattened, 
overlapping at the base and usually pale yellowish-green. The 
stem is flattened at the base and smooth. Mature plants are 
tannish-brown. The seedheads are racemes partly enclosed in 
a large straw-colored spathe (reduced leaf or bract) as long as 
or longer than the raceme. Little bluestem does not have this 
spathe (this is a definitive way to distinguish broomsedge 
from little bluestem after flowering). Mature broomsedge 
appears lighter in color than little bluestem, which usu-
ally has a reddish hue. Also, the stem and leaves of little 
bluestem often appear narrower than those of broomsedge. 
When dormant, broomsedge ap-
pears quite orange-tan, while little 
bluestem is distinctly more red-
dish-brown. Broomsedge grows 
on a wide variety of soils and is 
renowned for growing in old-fields 
low in fertility. 
Fig. 1.12  Broomsedge bluestem seed
Fig. 1.11  Broomsedge remains erect through winter 
better than any other native warm-season grass.
Fig. 1.10
Andropogon virginicus L. 
Distribution by State 
© USDA PLANTS Database
Indiangrass 
Sorghastrum nutans
Indiangrass is a warm-season perennial that spreads by 
seed and short rhizomes; however, it normally occurs in 
bunches, much like big bluestem. Growth begins in April 
and, depending on site, will reach 3–7 feet in height. Leaves 
are flat and narrow at the base, growing 10–24 inches long. The ligule 
is quite prominent (up to ½ inch long) and notched at the tip, making 
it resemble the rear sight on a rifle—this is one of the best features 
used to identify indiangrass before flowering. The sheath is round 
and open and is generally shorter than the internodes. The seedhead 
of indiangrass is a beautiful golden bronze-to-yellow, tight panicle 
6–12 inches long, usually formed in August. Awns may be ½ inch 
long, making indiangrass seed “bearded” and very fluffy. Indiangrass 
produces a deep root system, making this grass quite drought-tolerant. 
It is a heavy seed producer and one of the first perennial native grasses 
to re-colonize old-fields and disturbed soils if a seed source is nearby. 
Cultivars of indiangrass adapted to the Mid-South region include:
Osage — originated from collections made in southeastern Kansas. It 
is a vigorous, leafy cultivar, well-adapted to drier climates. Osage 
is the latest-maturing cultivar of indiangrass and produces 
excellent forage, even during drought years.
Fig. 1.13  Indiangrass seed
Fig. 1.15  The golden seedhead of indiangrass is 
easily distinguishable and very attractive.
Fig. 1.16  Indiangrass has a very 
prominent ligule at the base of 
the leaf, unlike any other nwsg. 
This is a very good identifying 
characteristic before flowering.
Fig. 1.14
Sorghastrum nutans (L.) Nash 
Distribution by State  
© USDA PLANTS Database
Newberry — recently released cultivar from Newberry County, South 
Carolina intended for use in conservation buffers, wildlife habitat 
improvement and critical area stabilization.
Rumsey — originally collected in Jefferson County, Illinois for use in the 
Midwest, this cultivar is relatively late to mature, but displays 
rapid growth in mid- to late-summer.
Switchgrass 
Panicum virgatum
Switchgrass is a warm-season perennial that typically grows to 3–7 
feet high. Although switchgrass spreads by rhizomes (and seed), 
loose clumps or patches are usually formed. Switchgrass is an 
early-maturing warm-season grass (late May–early June); growth 
usually begins in April. The rhizomes, however, may grow actively 
from January–April. Growing points are 4–5 inches aboveground 
during the latter part of the growing season. Leaves are flat, ½ 
inch wide and sometimes up to 30 inches long. The ligule is often 
a fringe of short hairs with a dense patch of hair extending onto 
the upper leaf surface [this is 
one of the best features used 
to identify switchgrass before 
flowering]. The sheath is round 
and open and often purplish or 
red at the base. The seedhead 
is an open panicle, usually 
formed in late May through 
June. Switchgrass is adapted to 
a wide variety of soils and site 
conditions. With an extensive 
root system, switchgrass is 
extremely drought-tolerant, 
but also does well on relatively 
wet sites with some cultivars 
tolerant of extended flooding. 
Switchgrass can be divided into 
Fig. 1.17  
Panicum virgatum L. 
Distribution by State 
© USDA PLANTS Database
Fig. 1.18  The ligule of many switchgrass 
ecotypes is a dense fringe of pubescence. 
This is an excellent characeristic 
for identifying switchgrass prior to 
seedhead formation.
Fig. 1.19  The seedhead of switchgrass 
is an open panicle, usually appearing 
in late May.
two broad types: upland and lowland. 
Lowland types are quite coarse and may 
lack the hair patch at the ligule as de-
scribed above. Planted in monocultures, 
upland types tend to thrive for 10–15 
years before declining in productivity. 
In mixtures, they may tend to dominate 
(depending on management) before 
declining into a more harmonious bal-
ance with other native grasses and forbs. 
Cultivars of switchgrass adapted to the 
Mid-South region include:
Cave-in-Rock — originally collected 
in southern Illinois, this upland-type 
cultivar was selected for its palatability and disease resistance. 
Cave-in-Rock is later-maturing than other switchgrass cultivars 
and grows best on fertile, well-drained soils. It is well-adapted 
to the high-humidity areas of the eastern U.S. Cave-in-Rock seed 
tends to have high dormancy.
Kanlow — lowland cultivar well-suited to the lowland sections of the 
South. Kanlow not only performs well on poorly drained sites and 
areas subject to periodic flooding, but also on upland sites. It can 
tolerate inundation for more than a month during the growing 
season and is often used along shorelines to reduce bank cutting 
and erosion. Durham — newly released from materials collected 
in Durham County, North Carolina, this cultivar is a tall, robust 
grass, which produces attractive foliage and a whitish panicle in 
the fall. Durham was selected primarily for conservation benefits, 
including wildlife habitat improvement, erosion control and eco-
logical restoration; however, its use as a livestock forage has great 
potential.
Alamo — developed in Texas, this lowland-type cultivar matures relatively 
late, which ensures production into early fall. Alamo may reach 
10 feet in height and its foliage is coarser than some switchgrass 
cultivars.
Blackwell — produces heavy roots and stems that make it an excellent 
choice for conservation use and wildlife cover. Blackwell is dis-
ease-resistant and produces lush foliage longer into the growing 
season than most varieties of switchgrass. It is also a relatively 
short variety, only reaching 3–5 feet in height.
Fig. 1.20  Switchgrass seed
Shelter — originally collected in West Virginia, this cultivar is adapted 
to provide nesting and escape cover for wildlife and possibly for 
biomass energy production. Shelter has short rhizomes; thicker, 
stiffer stems; and fewer leaves than other varieties of switchgrass. 
At maturity, Shelter reaches 4–6 feet in height, depending on soil 
conditions, and may remain erect through winter snow, rain and 
wind. Shelter is adapted to a variety of soil conditions, but grows 
best on well-drained or moderately well-drained sandy loam, silt 
loam or silty clay loam soils. Nonetheless, Shelter can tolerate long 
periods of soil saturation. Shelter is adapted to sites as far south as 
Tennessee, but does best from Virginia to Maine.
Eastern gamagrass 
Tripsacum dactyloides
Eastern gamagrass is a warm-season perennial that spreads by thick, 
short-jointed rhizomes, but produces conspicuous stools up to 4 feet in 
diameter. Over time, stool size increases with age and the center will 
lack stems and leaves. Eastern gamagrass starts growth in early spring, 
reaches a height of 5–9 feet and usually remains green until first frost. 
Leaves are flat, smooth, up to 1½ inches wide and 2 feet long and have 
a pronounced light-colored midrib. The ligule is a ring of short hairs; 
the sheath is flattened and open. The seedhead is comprised of two or 
three terminal spikes (sometimes one) 6–10 inches long. This seedhead 
resembles the central “stem” found on a tassel of corn, of which eastern 
gamagrass is a close relative. The female part of the seedhead is the lower 
one-fourth and the male part is on the upper three-fourths. The seed are 
sunken in the joints of the female portion and when mature, these joints 
separate with each part containing one seed. Eastern gamagrass grows 
Fig. 1.22  Eastern gamagrass 
seedhead. Male flowers are still 
present. What will become seed 
is just below the male flowers.
Fig. 1.21
Tripsacum dactyloides (L.) L. 
Distribution by State 
© USDA PLANTS Database
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Fig. 1.23  Eastern gamagrass produces excellent forage for haying and grazing.
Fig. 1.24  Eastern gamagrass seed
best on moist, well-drained fertile soils but does 
not tolerate standing water for long periods. 
Cultivars of eastern gamagrass adapted to the 
Mid-South region include: 
Pete  — developed from seed collections in 
Oklahoma and Kansas, Pete is a superior 
seed producer. 
Highlander — robust plant noted for disease 
resistance. Highlander is a recently re-
leased cultivar collected in Montgomery 
County, Tennessee. Seed should be 
available for planting in 2009.

Sideoats grama 
Bouteloua curtipendula
Sideoats grama is a warm-season perennial 
that spreads by short rhizomes. Growth begins 
in early spring, reaching a height of 1–4 feet. 
Leaves are f lat, up to 1/8-inch wide and 4–8 
inches long with small hairs present along the 
margins. The ligule is small and membranous 
with short hairs on top; the sheath is round, open 
and overlapping. Seedstalks appear between 
June and September. The oat-like seeds hang 
down uniformly along one side of the slender 
rachis, thus the name “sideoats.” Sideoats grama 
typically has two growth forms: 1) short (8–14 
inches) rhizomatous growth, which produces 
few seedheads and spreads by rhizomes; and 2) 
tall (16–48 inches), upright bunches with many 
seedheads, which reproduces by seed. Sideoats 
grama grows on a wide variety of soils, including 
well-drained uplands and shallow ridges. Culti-
vars of sideoats grama adapted to the Mid-South 
region include:
El Reno — produces strong leafy plants. El Reno 
is noted for its disease resistance and win-
ter hardiness. Developed at Manhattan, 
Kansas from materials collected in north-
central Oklahoma, it is probably the best-
suited cultivar for the Mid-South.
Trailway —  requires most of the growing season 
before seeding. Trailway is winter-hardy 
and relatively long-lived. Developed from 
materials collected in Nebraska, it does 
well far south of its origin.
Fig. 1.25  
Bouteloua curtipendula  
(Michx.) Torr. 
Distribution by State 
© USDA PLANTS Database
Fig. 1.27  Sideoats grama seed
Fig. 1.26  Sideoats grama provides excellent nesting cover for 
bobwhites and other birds. It persists best in a mixture with 
other relatively short grasses, such as little bluestem.

Other native  
warm-season grasses 
There are many other less-recognized 
nwsg that occur in the Mid-South. 
Their value to wildlife varies, but their 
value as forage is minimal. Some of the 
more common ones include: splitbeard 
bluestem (Andropogon ternarius), Elliot’s 
bluestem (Andropogon gyrans), bushy 
bluestem (Andropogon glomeratus), 
purpletop (Tridens flavus), giant cane 
(Arundinaria gigantea), beaked panicum 
(Panicum anceps), paspalum (Paspalum 
spp.), silver plumegrass (Saccharum alo-
pecuroidum), purple lovegrass (Eragrostis 
spectabilis) and several low panicgrasses 
(Dichanthelium spp.).Fig. 1.28  Splitbeard bluestem
Fig. 1.30  
Florida paspalum
Fig. 1.32  Beaked panicum
Fig. 1.33  Low panicgrass
Fig. 1.31  Deertongue
Fig. 1.29  Bushy bluestem
USDA, NRCS. 2006. The PLANTS Database (http://plants.usda.gov). 
National Plant Data Center, Baton Rouge, LA 70874-4490 USA.
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Chapter 2
Using native  
warm-season  
grasses to enhance 
wildlife habitat
Native grasslands are the most endangered 
ecosystem in the Mid-South. As a result, 
several wildlife species associated with 
grasslands in this region (particularly 
grassland birds) have experienced steep, 
long-term declines. Establishing and man-
aging nwsg can enhance habitat conditions 
for those species that need early succes-
sional habitats to meet various life require-
ments (see Appendix 1), especially when a 
variety of legumes, other forbs and shrubs 
are growing in association with the grasses. 
Many properties are managed specifically 
for wildlife, while on others, wildlife man-
agement is a secondary objective to farming 
or some other land-use practice. Regard-
less, nwsg can be used to meet objectives 
in both scenarios. The first step is to de-
velop a comprehensive management plan 
that includes a current assessment of the 
property, future goals and objectives and 
a timeline for development. The necessary 
steps for developing wildlife habitat within 
the constraints of the goals and objectives 
then can be identified.
Figs. 2.1 and 2.2  Native warm-season grasses and associated 
forbs can remain viable in the seedbank for many years. Many 
thousands of acres currently forested across the Mid-South were 
oak savannas just a couple of hundred years ago. This scene on 
the Catoosa Wildlife Management Area near Crossville, TN 
shows what timber thinning and annual burning can do in just 
five years. None of this area (1,000 acres) has been planted or 
sprayed, but the early-succession plant community has arisen 
naturally from the seedbank. 
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Benefits of nwsg over other cover types
Fields of nwsg are attractive to many wildlife species because of the struc-
ture presented. Simply put, nwsg are promoted for wildlife because they 
provide an excellent source of cover. The grasses themselves offer little 
as a food source and stands of nwsg are not food plots. Providing quality 
cover for wildlife is extremely important because cover is more often a 
limiting factor for wildlife than food. The availability and quality of cover 
on a property often limits the number of species (richness), as well as the 
number of individuals within a species (abundance). However, quality 
cover for one species may be quite different for another and the type of 
cover needed for one species often changes two or more times during the 
year (as described below). Fortunately, depending upon density, age, as-
sociated vegetation and management, nwsg can be used to meet several 
different cover requirements for many different species. 
Structure
Because most nwsg grow in clumps or “bunches,” open space at ground 
level can be provided when the grasses are not too dense. An open struc-
ture at ground level makes fields of nwsg and associated forbs especially 
attractive to small wildlife, including bobwhite quail and rabbits, as well 
as young wild turkeys. Mobility for animals no more than 6 inches tall is 
enhanced when the structure at ground level is open. Dense vegetation 
at ground level makes it difficult for these animals to travel and feed. 
A build-up of dead vegetative material (thatch) also precludes mobility 
of these animals. When faced with such habitat conditions, broods of 
quail, turkeys and grouse often use the periphery of a field instead of 
the interior. When these conditions prevail, available habitat, in essence, 
is removed; thus, the area’s carrying capacity (the number of animals 
Figs. 2.3 and 2.4  Plenty of 
bare-ground space should be 
available in a field managed 
for wildlife. This allows better 
mobility for small wildlife, 
enables forbs to germinate from 
the seedbank, offers enhanced 
foraging habitat for seed and 
invertebrates, and provides 
dusting opportunities.
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an area can support) is reduced. Forced movement through such areas 
causes increased energy expenditure, which requires additional feeding 
to meet physiological and nutritional demands. Increased movement and 
exposure can lead to increased mortality, resulting from exposure to the 
elements, starvation and/or predation. All of this can result in stagnant 
or declining populations.
In addition to increasing mobility, an open structure at ground level 
facilitates feeding by broods and some songbirds, such as grasshopper 
sparrows, field sparrows, Henslow’s sparrows and eastern meadowlarks. 
Invertebrates are the primary food of young broods; however, vegetation 
and seed become increasingly prevalent in the diet as broods mature. Seed 
is not available when a thatch layer is present, because quail do not scratch 
and turkeys do not begin scratching until approximately 4 months of age 
(about the time acorns begin to fall). When the structure at ground level is 
open with sparse bunches of nwsg and various forbs and the ground layer 
has been “cleaned” by burning, conditions for feeding and movement are 
optimum. Seed from legumes (and other desirable forbs) that have fallen 
to the ground then are available and insects and other invertebrates can be 
picked off surrounding vegetation easily. It is important to realize open 
structure at ground level is determined largely by grass density and 
vegetation composition. In fact, optimum conditions for most species 
occur with only about 50 percent grass coverage. That means at least 
half the vegetative cover is forbs and scattered shrubs. The only way 
desirable vegetation composition and an open structure at ground level 
can be maintained is by periodic burning and/or disking. Management 
techniques for nwsg are described on in Chapter 6. 
Sparse stands of nwsg with an open structure at ground level are obviously 
attractive for brood rearing, but they are also used for nesting (remember: 
one bunch of nwsg represents one potential nesting site) if the field has not 
been burned or disked in the past year. In fact, senescent (dead) leaves of 
previous years’ growth are used by birds and rabbits to construct and line 
nests. An attractive aspect of nwsg is that senescent leaves may remain 
erect into the following growing season (especially broomsedge). This 
serves three functions. First, thatch build-up is reduced when senescent 
leaves remain erect, enhancing mobility discussed earlier. Second, these 
Fig. 2.5  Insects and other invertebrates are the primary source of nutrition for 
bobwhite chicks and many other birds. Invertebrate abundance may be high, but 
that doesn’t matter if invertebrate availability is low. Managing for the correct 
brood habitat structure that allows chicks to feed upon invertebrates should 
be the primary consideration, not invertebrate numbers.
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leaves are readily available as nesting material. And third, 
some birds, such as Henslow’s and field sparrows, dickcis-
sels and indigo buntings, nest aboveground amongst the 
senescent flowering stems of the previous growing season. 
Although moderately dense stands of nwsg may not be 
as attractive for brooding, they are used for nesting and 
escape cover. Obviously, these stands may have more po-
tential as nesting sites than sparse stands, but they also 
offer more protective cover, especially during winter. Ex-
tremely dense stands, however, inhibit movement of some 
small animals and decrease in value for brooding, loafing, 
feeding and nesting cover. At this point, management is 
needed to thin the stand. 
Adequate bedding and escape cover can be a limiting factor for white-tailed 
deer on some properties, especially where row-crop agriculture and/or 
cool-season pasture/hayfield is the dominant land-use practice. In these 
situations, deer often feed on rowcrops during the night, but travel one or 
more miles before dawn to bed and remain on adjacent properties with 
adequate cover during the day. Nwsg can offer excellent cover for deer to 
bed during the day. In fact, does readily use fields of nwsg to bed fawns in 
the summertime. Fawns remain still and bedded in the protective cover 
until the doe returns every few hours to allow nursing. Where quality 
fawning habitat occurs, fawn survival increases.
Fig. 2.7  Stems of big bluestem, 
indiangrass, and switchgrass 
often fall over  and lodge 
through winter. This material 
provides cover for several 
wildlife species. There is a 
rabbit nest under these stems 
of big bluestem.
Fig. 2.6  Senescent grass from the previous year’s 
growth is important nest building material for birds, 
such as this bobwhite nest.
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Importance of forbs and brush
It is important to realize the presence of forbs is critical in making a field 
of nwsg most attractive to wildlife. Blackberries, ragweed, pokeweed, 
partridge pea, native lespedezas and beggar’s lice all produce quality 
seed, cover and forage for wildlife. While grasses provide structure for 
nesting and cover adjacent to the grass clump or bunch, many forbs (such 
as ragweed) provide a relatively wide protective canopy for quail and 
turkey broods and songbirds feeding and moving about underneath. For 
wild turkeys, this “umbrella canopy” is best when about 2–3 feet tall in 
June, covering the young brood, yet allowing the hen adequate visibility 
above the vegetation to detect potential predators. Later in the season, 
many forbs produce fruit and seed that are an important source of en-
ergy through the summer and into fall and winter. For deer, rabbits and 
groundhogs, forbs (especially legumes) offer more nutritious and palat-
able forage than grasses, with higher percentages of protein and total 
digestible nutrients. 
Scattered brush and small trees also can make a field of nwsg and associ-
ated forbs more attractive to many wildlife species, particularly bobwhites 
Fig.s. 2.8 and 2.9  Dense stands of nwsg may offer 
quality nesting and escape cover for many bird 
species. Brooding cover and food availability within 
these stands, however, is compromised. The structure 
and composition of dense nwsg stands can be 
improved with management. 
The picture on the left shows dense nwsg in the 
4th year after planting. The picture above is a 
section of the same field that was disked the 
previous May. The pictures were taken on the 
same day.
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Table 2.1  CP and ADF of selected forbs and grasses
Crude protein and acid detergent fiber analyses for selected forbs and shrubs collected in June after burning a 
field in April, McMinn County, TN, 2005. It is important to note that while some wildlife species are selective 
browsers or grazers, plants are not necessarily eaten based on nutritional content. For example, deer did not 
browse or graze all of the plants in the chart below. While old-field aster and pokeweed were grazed heavily, 
blackberry, goldenrod, ragweed and 3-seeded mercury were only browsed or grazed occasionally. For other 
species, such as passion flower and sericea lespedeza, there was no sign of grazing or browsing at all, even 
though crude protein and digestibility ratings were high.
Common name Scientific name CP ADF Selectivity 
by deer 
Value as 
brood cover
Seed value 
for birds
blackberry Rubus spp. 19.29 18.91 Med High High
Canadian 
horseweed
Conyza 
canadensis 
32.85 19.75 Low Low None
goldenrod Solidago spp. 16.14 26.19 Med Med None
honeysuckle Lonicera 
japonica 
16.16 34.21 Low Low Low
old-field aster Aster pilosus 23.25 30.69 High Med None
partridge pea Chamaecrista 
fasciculata 
29.56 36.47 Low Med High
passion flower Passiflora 
incarnata 
36.64 18.91 None None Low
pokeweed Phytolacca 
americana 
32.01 11.98 High High High
ragweed Ambrosia 
artemisiifolia 
17.80 23.90 Med High High
sericea 
lespedeza
Lespedeza 
cuneata
22.19 32.62 None Low Low
3-seeded 
mercury
Acalypha 
virginica
24.66 16.73 Med Med Med
beggar’s-lice Desmodium 
spp.
28.22 20.70 Med High High
winged sumac Rhus 
copallinum 
23.05 12.46 Med Med Med
prickly lettuce Luctuca 
serriola
21.70 21.20 High Low None
Fig. 2.10   Scattered brush is very 
important for many songbirds as 
well as bobwhite quail. Soft mast 
producers, such as this wild plum 
thicket, are particularly desirable.
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and several species of songbirds. Bobwhites 
often use brushy cover as a “covey headquar-
ters” during fall and winter. Indigo buntings, 
dickcissels, yellow-breasted chats, northern 
cardinals, prairie warblers and white-eyed vireos 
use scattered clumps of shrubs and small trees 
for perching and nesting. Many shrubs and 
small trees also offer a valuable food source for 
many birds and mammals. Examples include 
wild plum, smooth sumac, staghorn sumac, 
winged sumac, American crabapple, hawthorn, 
wild cherry, persimmon, elderberry, hazelnut, 
common witch hazel, Carolina buckthorn and 
Figs. 2.11–2.14   Blackberry, pokeweed, beggar’s-lice and sumac 
are quality wildlife plants and should be encouraged along with 
native warm-season grasses. The presence of forbs in with native 
grasses is most important for forage, seed production, cover and 
structure to help keep native grasses erect through winter.
Fig. 2.15   Scattered clumps of sumac provide nesting structure 
for dickcissels, indigo buntings, yellow-breasted chats and 
others. Sumac clumps also provide shade, which is critical for 
bobwhites during summer. Sumac produces seed and browse, 
eaten by deer that also bed under the shade in summer.
Fig. 2.11   Blackberry
Fig. 2.12   Pokeweed Fig. 2.13   Beggar’s-lice Fig. 2.14   Sumac
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devil’s walkingstick. Maintaining the appropriate 
amount and composition of shrub cover for the 
focal species requires periodic disturbance (par-
ticularly fire). Techniques for preventing a field 
from being overtaken by non-desirable woody 
species are discussed on page 133. 
Winter habitat
Fields of nwsg can provide an excellent source of 
cover during winter (provided the grasses are not previously mowed or 
destroyed otherwise). These fields are often magnets for rabbits, over-win-
tering sparrows and deer. This can be especially critical for small wildlife at 
a time when quality cover is at a premium. Taller nwsg species, such as big 
bluestem, indiangrass and switchgrass, “lodge” (remain somewhat upright, 
leaning against each other) and provide suitable cover for wildlife even af-
ter winter rains, snow and wind. Nwsg that 
remain erect best through winter include 
broomsedge and the Blackwell and Shelter 
cultivars of switchgrass. Deer seek out 
these areas on cold, clear days because they 
can remain hidden in the tall grass, yet are 
able to absorb the sun’s warm rays. In low-
Figs. 2.16 and 2.17   Nwsg provide 
excellent cover for escape and 
roosting during winter. Nwsg 
can provide winter cover in 
cropped fields by establishing 
buffer strips. Deer, such as this 
yearling buck, seek out fields of 
native grass for bedding cover 
in winter.
Fig. 2.18   Winter rains and snow often cause tall nwsg 
to lodge in winter. This provides beneficial cover for 
rabbits and wintering sparrows. Here, a rabbit has 
been using this spot.
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lying bottomlands that periodically flood in winter, fields of switchgrass 
(especially the Kanlow variety) can attract large numbers of ducks when 
shallowly flooded. Mallards, black ducks, pintails and green-winged teal 
readily feed upon available switchgrass seed. Naturally, as prey species 
use an area, predators follow. Thus nwsg fields also provide habitat for 
various predators, including red foxes, coyotes, red-tailed hawks, northern 
harriers, American kestrels and short-eared owls. 
Using nwsg when wildlife is the primary objective
When a property is managed specifically for wildlife, the most important 
consideration is matching the habitat types available to the preferred 
habitat composition and arrangement for the focal species (see Table 2.2). 
Close attention should be given to the percentage of an area in various 
habitat types. For example, ideal habitat composition for bobwhites might 
be 50 percent early succession habitat including various nwsg, forbs and 
shrubs, 10 percent mast-producing hardwoods (managed on a relatively 
short rotation), 10 percent rowcrops (soybeans, corn, wheat) and 20 
percent brushy cover. An ideal composition for white-tailed deer might 
be 40 percent mature forest (primarily oaks), 25 percent brushy cover 
(young forest, thickets, etc.), 20 percent rowcrops (soybeans, corn, wheat) 
and 15 percent native grassland (complemented with various forbs and 
shrubs). Ideal habitat composition, however, will not provide full benefits 
to wildlife unless habitat arrangement is ad-
dressed. A major focus should be to manage 
the habitat “mosaic” that has been created 
to benefit wildlife most.
Juxtaposition
Juxtaposition refers to the arrangement (and 
more specifically, the placement) of habitats. 
This is an important concept when manag-
ing an area for wildlife, especially wildlife 
with relatively small home ranges. Arrang-
ing cover, food and water all in close proxim-
ity helps minimize travel and exposure for 
animals using those resources. Arranging 
nesting cover adjacent to quality brooding 
cover minimizes necessary travel and expo-
sure soon after hatching for broods. This 
can lead to improved survival and increased 
populations over time. When using nwsg in 
Fig. 2.19   Juxtaposing necessary habitat types can reduce travel and 
exposure for some species. Here, quality nesting cover has been 
placed adjacent to quality brood rearing cover on the Kyker Bottoms 
Wildlife Refuge in East Tennessee. Quail populations on this area have 
been above one bird per acre since proactive burning and herbicide 
management strategies were initiated in 2000.
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a management plan, it is important to consider the size, shape and place-
ment of the field in the arrangement. When managing for bobwhites and 
other species with small home ranges (such as rabbits), all habitats needed 
to meet various seasonal requirements should be within a 40-acre area 
and, optimally, should be juxtaposed in close proximity. 
Whereas the amount of nwsg acreage needed varies among wildlife species, 
it is always a good idea to have early-successional habitat well-interspersed 
across the entire property, ensuring this habitat type is located within the 
home range of all wildlife that need it. Locating a particular habitat type 
in only one portion of a property may exclude many animals from having 
Table 2.2  Guide to major habitat types preferred by selected wildlife.
Primary species 
managed
Percent 
early 
succession
Arrangement of 
early succession
Percent 
cool-season 
legumes and 
annual grains 
Percent 
rowcrop
Percent 
mast-
producing 
hardwoods
Percent low 
brushy cover 
Bobwhite quail 20–70 
Blocks ≥ 3 acres 
or strips ≥ 50’ 
wide
In firebreaks 5–30 5–20 20–40 
Cottontail rabbit 10–70 
Blocks 1–5 
acres or strips  
≥ 50’ wide
In firebreaks 
or small 
fields
5–30 15–30 20–50 
Wild turkey 10–30 Blocks ≥ 2 acres
2–5; In 
firebreaks or 
fields 
5–40 30–60 10–30 
White-tailed deer 5–30 Blocks ≥ 2 acres
2–5; In 
firebreaks or 
fields
5–40 30–60 20–40 
Scrub/shrub
songbirds 
(field sparrow, 
blue grosbeak, 
indigo bunting, 
yellow-breasted 
chat)
30–70 Blocks ≥ 5 acres or strips ≥ 50’ In firebreaks <10 0 50–70 
Grassland
songbirds 
(grasshopper  
sparrow, 
Henslow’s  
sparrow, eastern 
meadowlark, 
dickcissel)
70–100; 
without 
shrubs
Blocks or 
complexes  ≥ 
100 acres
In firebreaks <10 0 <20
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access because it is out of their home range. It should never be assumed 
the habitat needs of quail, rabbits or any other species have been met just 
because one field of nwsg has been established. In addition, establishing 
nwsg is only one component of habitat management. Incorporating nwsg 
into a wildlife management plan should complement other practices, such 
as forest management and old-field management (which, in most fields, is 
nwsg and associated forbs and shrubs). Obviously, what is recommended for 
a 10-acre property will not be adequate for a 100- or 1,000-acre property. 
Table 2.2 provides general guidelines regarding the proportion of a property 
that should be managed in a particular habitat type for various species. 
Another important consideration is the surrounding properties (that is, 
the surrounding landscape), especially for properties or landowner coop-
eratives less than 1,000 acres. If suitable habitat is lacking on surrounding 
properties for animals to immigrate to and emigrate from, it is possible 
the local population may become stagnant or begin to decline. It is also in 
these situations where predation can become a limiting factor. Predators 
are fully capable of identifying areas with an abundance of prey. Once 
located, predation rates can become artificially increased and limit small 
game populations, even where quality habitat exists.
Planning nwsg acreage for bobwhites and cottontails
Bobwhite quail is the most commonly targeted species for management 
when using nwsg. However, the biggest obstacle to restoring quail popu-
lations to levels of years past may be habitat fragmentation. While the 
issues surrounding this problem are beyond the scope of this manual, it 
is important to be aware of the situation and limitations it can present, 
especially when managing habitat (including fields of nwsg) for quail on 
relatively small acreages and in isolated “quail areas.” 
Habitat fragmentation adversely affects quail (and other wildlife species 
dependent upon early-successional habitat) by isolating local populations. 
Habitat fragmentation for quail occurs when much of the quality cover 
over a large area (such as 5,000 acres) is slowly replaced by unsuitable 
habitat, such as housing developments, shopping centers, continuous 
and maturing forestland, and unsuitable pasture/hayfields (such as tall 
fescue and bermudagrass). On a landscape level, the percentage of suitable 
habitat can decline substantially over time. Often, this change in habitat 
composition is not perceptible until populations have become isolated. 
This precludes emigration of quail from one area to another, which limits 
the flow of genetic variability. Isolated populations are also much more 
vulnerable to severe declines resulting from environmental pressures. 
For example, poor nesting success and brood survival two years in a row 
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may reduce an isolated population to a level from which it cannot recover. 
Increased pressure from predators or over-hunting may produce the same 
effect; however, a non-isolated population may be able to withstand these 
pressures as birds immigrate from surrounding areas and buffer the losses. 
Where isolated populations occur, it is also common to see little or 
no increase in the population even when extreme efforts are made to 
enhance quail habitat. This is frustrating to the land manager, who 
then often blames the lack of quail on predators or some other “obvi-
ous” reason for the decline. Nonetheless, where viable populations of 
quail and rabbits are possible, it is critical that habitat arrangement is 
considered closely and managed appropriately. 
No minimum acreage has been determined to best fit the needs of quail; 
however, nesting success and brood survival may be higher when larger 
fields (2–10 acres or more) are available. When only small fields and 
strips of suitable cover are available on a limited portion of the landscape, 
it is possible for nest predators (such as raccoons and skunks) to obtain 
a search image for these areas. Because quail are attracted to nwsg for 
nesting, smaller patches and strips of nwsg can become effective “predator 
traps,” where a raccoon, for instance, could move through a narrow strip 
or small patch and destroy several nests in a single night. A larger field or 
wide buffer strip (≥ 50 feet) makes finding a nest more like the proverbial 
needle in a haystack. Many land managers have wondered why the quail 
population on their property did not increase after a strip or small patch 
of nwsg was planted. Naturally, there is much more to managing and 
increasing quail populations than merely establishing nwsg; however, it 
is quite possible for quail-nesting success to decline after implementing a 
theoretically beneficial management practice because the habitat was not 
positioned correctly and/or was insufficient in size and shape. While it is 
often not practical or sensible to control predators, it is practical and sen-
sible to control predation. This is possible by managing cover correctly. 
Quality brood habitat should be located adjacent to nesting habitat. Ac-
cording to the structure and composition of the field (density of grass 
bunches and presence of forbs and shrubs), a field may contain quality 
nesting and brooding habitat, but more often the best brood habitat is 
in the field that was burned or disked the previous winter. Escape cover 
(brushy cover, thickets) should be located along at least one side of a field 
managed for brood habitat. In addition, escape cover should be located 
along one side of a potential food source, such as rowcrop fields.
While fields with irregular-shaped borders may increase the amount of 
edge, if the composition and structure of the field is well-suited for quail, 
25
Figs. 2.20 and 2.21   Blocks of cover are recommended over narrow strips of cover. A 
raccoon or skunk could find every quail nest in this narrow strip of broomsedge (above) in 
a single night; whereas searching through a wide buffer strip (below) or an entire field of 
cover is more like finding the proverbial needle in a haystack.
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an increase in edge will not necessarily benefit the birds. The objective 
is to create a field of edge, providing attractive habitat across the entire 
field rather than just along the border of the field. This also applies to 
rabbits. Fields of nwsg and associated forbs and shrubs can support an 
amazingly high rabbit population. When quality habitat is established 
and maintained throughout the field, the majority of rabbits are no longer 
found along the edge, but in the interior of the field. Locating nwsg fields 
adjacent to young forest stands or streamside (riparian) woody cover 
provides excellent habitat for rabbits. Rabbits do not seem as sensitive to 
larger acreages as quail and have responded surprisingly well to smaller 
fields (<2 acres). 
Planning nwsg acreage for deer and turkeys
Larger animals, such as white-tailed deer and wild turkeys, will use nwsg 
fields regardless of size. Larger fields, understandably, may harbor more 
fawns during summer than smaller fields; however, the best response by 
deer will occur when nwsg fields are well-dispersed across the property. Be-
cause adult does maintain a well-established dominance hierarchy, relatively 
Fig. 2.22  This field is managed by burning and/or disking sections on a 2–3-year rotation. This 
type of management provides diverse plant composition and structure and resembles a field 
of edge, which benefits bobwhites, early succession songbirds, rabbits, deer and turkeys.
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small (<5 acres) high-quality fields for fawning may be used by only one 
doe— that being the dominant doe in the resident doe group. The majority 
of use by other adult deer in the summertime may be determined largely 
by the composition and quality of forbs present in the field. Forbs comprise 
approximately 70 percent of a deer’s diet during the growing season. Grasses 
are rarely eaten at this time. The nutritional quality and palatability of forbs 
may be increased the growing season after a winter burn.
Depending on the structure and vegetation composition within a field, wild 
turkeys may use it for nesting. Similar to the concerns for quail nesting, 
success of wild turkey nests also might be higher when larger fields are used. 
Normally, wild turkey hens choose to nest adjacent to some type of object 
(such as a tree, stump, deadfall, clump of brush). However, if the average 
field height is > 3 feet with bramble growth and scattered shrubs, the field 
will be more attractive to nesting hens and may contain several nests. 
Planning nwsg acreage for songbirds
As with quail, habitat fragmentation has been a major factor associated 
with the decline of many grassland songbirds. Grassland birds use a wide 
range of field sizes; however, most species prefer larger blocks of habitat. 
Some species, such as grasshopper sparrows, rarely use blocks of habitat 
smaller than 100 acres. Other species, such as Henslow’s sparrows, dick-
cissels and eastern meadowlarks, readily use patches or fields only 20 acres 
in size (depending on landscape context; see below). One determinant of 
habitat use is territory size of individual male birds. A male eastern mead-
owlark may establish a territory of eight acres where he sings in the center 
and attracts females. Intruding males are driven away. In this situation, 
it is obvious why a grassland complex of 100 acres or more is needed to 
sustain a viable local population of eastern meadowlarks, though relatively 
small fields may be occupied by small numbers of birds. 
The overriding determinant regarding use of nwsg fields by many grass-
land birds is the composition of the surrounding landscape. If there are 
few other suitable grassland fields in the surrounding thousands of acres, 
some birds, such as Henslow’s sparrows, may not occur in the area. This 
is especially true in vastly wooded areas where a field has been created 
and nwsg established. It is most difficult (if not impossible) to attract 
such birds to an island of suitable nwsg in a vast sea of forest, regardless 
of habitat quality in a given field or area. 
Another challenge when managing grasslands for songbirds is providing 
grassland habitats in a variety of species assemblages and successional 
stages. Some grassland songbirds prefer tall grass, others nest in short 
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Figs. 2.23 and 2.24   Habitat fragmentation is a serious issue for many wildlife species. Some grassland 
songbirds require blocks of habitat no less than 100 acres, such as the field above. It would be foolish to 
assume area-sensitive grassland birds, such as grasshopper sparrows, would use small openings located in 
vast forested areas, such as this aerial view of the Nantahala National Forest in western North Carolina. It 
is important to realize the composition and structure within a given field might be ideal, but overall use 
may be minimal or nonexistent because of the surrounding habitat conditions.
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grass and others use fields with more forbs and/or shrub cover (Table 2.2). 
Thus, not only is it important to manage for a variety of field sizes, fields 
dominated by different grass/forb/shrub mixtures and fields in various 
stages of succession (years since burning/disking) are also needed.
Considerations for nwsg management
A field of nwsg is no better than the technique(s) used to manage it. If 
not managed correctly, nwsg can become rank and unattractive to many 
species over time. Prescribed fire, disking and grazing are recommended 
for managing nwsg and associated old-field habitats. Regardless of the 
management practice used, it is most important to manage fields on a 
rotational basis. Because structural requirements vary among species 
and seasons, it is certainly not recommended to set back succession on 
an entire field (depending on field size) or on all fields present (depending 
on the number of fields and their proximity on a property) at one time. 
For example, if brood habitat and forage quality are prime in a field the 
summer after a winter burn, and nesting habitat and soft mast availability 
are prime two or three years after a burn, then it is undesirable to burn all 
available habitat every year. Escape cover may be best three or four years 
after burning. For these reasons, fields should be managed on a rotation. 
This can be accomplished in a number of ways. 
Sections of a field can be separated with a firebreak(s) so they can be 
burned on a rotation corresponding with the number of sections. For 
example, a 20-acre field is “separated” using firebreaks into five sections, 
approximately four acres each. Section 1 is burned in year 1, section 2 
Fig. 2.25 This landowner in 
Virginia has gone out of his 
way to see that nesting cover is 
juxtaposed to brooding cover. 
A variety of successional stages 
and cover types, all in close 
proximity, is advantageous to 
bobwhite quail and several other 
wildlife species associated with 
early-succession communities.St
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burned in year 2, section 3 burned in year 3, and so on. This way, brooding 
habitat, nesting habitat and escape cover (diverse habitat conditions) are 
provided in the same field each year. Likewise, if three or more fields are 
located in close proximity and the fields are relatively small (< 3 acres), 
entire fields can be burned on a three-to-five-year rotation, according to the 
land management objectives and focal species being managed. Often, the 
rotation used is based upon the response of the field, especially if woody 
growth is excessive, invasive plants are problematic and/or vegetation lit-
ter is accumulating rapidly. Techniques to deal with these problems and 
other troubleshooting tips are discussed in Chapter 6. 
Using nwsg when wildlife is a secondary objective
The majority of early-successional habitat in the 
Mid-South is privately owned and farmed. In many 
situations, wildlife management is not the primary 
objective; however, a conscientious farmer is a true 
environmentalist and certainly interested in con-
serving natural resources, which includes allowing 
for adequate wildlife habitat in a farm management 
plan. Nwsg can be used to accomplish this objective. 
Because nwsg are most effectively managed by burn-
ing, they can be used on areas with steeper slopes 
and/or rocky soils that might be difficult to main-
tain by mowing or disking. Also, because nwsg are 
adapted to grow relatively well in poor soils, these 
areas can be targeted for nwsg establishment, while 
preserving better soils for production agriculture. 
A very popular approach is to enroll in one of the 
cost-share assistance programs made available by the 
US Department of Agriculture (USDA). 
Using USDA programs to meet objectives
Many opportunities exist for farmers and other landowners to receive 
incentive payments, sign-up bonuses, cost-share and technical assistance 
to establish nwsg buffers, hay, pasture and wildlife habitat in a variety 
of USDA programs (see Appendix 2). Most landowners are not familiar 
with the term “buffers” or the potential improvements they can provide a 
farming operation and wildlife habitat. Simply, buffers are strips or areas 
of intentionally managed permanent vegetation that help control soil 
erosion and chemical and animal waste runoff while providing wildlife 
habitat. Wildlife benefits are gained by making maximum use of field 
Fig. 2.26  Quality soil doesn’t have to be taken out of 
production to establish native warm-season grasses. Here, 
nwsg were planted to provide wildlife habitat on relatively 
unproductive rocky ground where crop production was 
marginal. This stand is 6 weeks old.
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edges (increasing usable space) by creating valuable 
nesting and brood-rearing cover.
Often, landowners want to improve habitat in a large 
field, but are reluctant to break up the field by plant-
ing hedgerows with shrubs and/or trees. In this case, 
a nwsg buffer can provide excellent escape cover and 
create more usable wildlife space, while not commit-
ting those areas to woody vegetation. When buffers are 
surrounded by bare cropfields, they are easily and safely 
burned in late winter or early spring to control invasion 
by woody vegetation and improve conditions for wildlife. 
Where burning is not possible, woody encroachment in 
buffers can be suppressed by spraying various selective 
herbicides (such as triclopyr) that do not harm nwsg (see 
Herbicides—Woody competitors, page 133).
Buffers can provide both environmental and economic 
benefits, especially if landowners receive annual pay-
ments for establishing and maintaining nwsg buffers within certain USDA 
programs. Environmental benefits, such as improved water quality by 
reducing runoff and increasing infiltration, can be achieved when buffers 
are used to prevent sediments, fertilizers, animal waste and pesticides 
from entering streams, rivers and other water bodies. Research by the 
USDA Agricultural Research Service National Sedimentation Labora-
tory in Oxford, Mississippi has indicated nwsg are very good filters dur-
ing concentrated flows. In fact, a buffer of switchgrass 3 feet wide has 
been shown to filter the equivalent of a tall fescue buffer 20 feet wide. 
Fig 2.27   Native warm-season 
grasses complement other 
farm management practices 
well. Whether established 
specif ically for wildlife or 
for haying or grazing, native 
warm-season grasses should 
be incorporated into the farm 
management plan of every 
conscientious producer.
Fig. 2.28   Buffers established 
adjacent to drainages can prevent 
sediment flow and provide 
critical habitat that can support 
many wildlife species and help 
increase wildlife populations. 
A native grass buffer is much 
needed along the edge of this 
drainage ditch.
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Response of bobwhites  
to nwsg in USDA programs
Various programs supported through the Farm Bill 
give renewed hope for achieving landscape-level 
habitat improvement for bobwhites. As a result, 
bobwhite populations have responded amazingly 
well. For example, in Crockett County, Tennessee, 
areas with newly planted nwsg were monitored 
from 2000–2003 using a whistling bobwhite index 
on Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) areas 
(both block and buffer strip practices) using nwsg 
(n = 24) and control areas (n = 18). The primary 
land-use practice in Crockett County is row-crop agriculture with cotton the primary 
crop. All sites monitored were in production agriculture with similar land-cover 
characteristics, except control areas did not have any acreage in nwsg. There were 
no nwsg planted in Crockett County until 2000, when approximately 600 acres were 
established. In 2001, an additional 1,200 acres were planted. 
The average whistle count per minute for all CRP sites increased from summer 2000 
to summer 2003 by 232 percent, while the average for all control areas decreased 
by 46 percent. Not all nwsg stands, however, produced a positive response for 
bobwhites. Little or no increase was observed on stands established near large 
forested areas. The largest increases were recorded in more open landscapes that 
were predominately open fields and hedgerows. 
2000 2001 2002 2003
Fields with NWSG 1.5 2.1 3.2 3.8
Fields without NWSG 1.3 0.8 0.9 0.7
The importance of nwsg for nesting cover in open agricultural landscapes was 
most obvious during this study. One CRP site was a 100-acre cotton field that 
contained several shrubby areas along abandoned steep slopes and sediment 
basins. During 2000, only one bobwhite was heard the entire summer. In 2001, 
the 100-acre cropped area was planted to nwsg. The shrubby areas were not 
planted, but retained to provide important shrub cover and break up the field. 
By the summer of 2003, more than four bobwhites could be heard on any given 
day, with a call rate of one “BOB-WHITE” every five seconds any time during the 
morning. Fall covey counts documented five large coveys using this area. 
Landowner selection and use of nwsg in USDA programs are key to the restoration 
of local and regional bobwhite populations. Once established, however, 
management of these grasses is very important to maintaining and/or increasing 
wildlife populations.
Fig. 2.29a  Nwsg buffers can lead 
to increased numbers of quail 
and songbirds using rowcrop 
fields, even cotton.
Although positive effects on water quality may be realized with narrow 
buffers, relatively wide buffer strips (≥50 feet) should be used to improve 
wildlife habitat. 
Research by Mississippi State indicated densities of wintering native spar-
rows were more than twice as high in 65–130-feet wide nwsg buffers than 
Fig. 2.29b
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in CP33 (CRP Continuous Signup field borders practice) buffers 23–33 feet 
wide. Wider buffers also harbored more bird species than narrow buffers. 
Nonetheless, even narrow buffers were advantageous. Bobwhites and dick-
cissels were completely absent from fields without buffers, while fields with 
buffers contained these species. Fields with buffers also provided quality 
nesting habitat. Again, fields with wide buffers contained disproportionately 
more nests (2.1 nests/acre) than those with narrow buffers (0.1 nests/acre), 
while no nests were found around fields without buffers.  
Planting is not always necessary! By simply allowing field borders to grow 
fallow, wildlife populations dependent on early-succession habitat should 
increase. In a four-year study in North Carolina, both bobwhite and win-
tering sparrow populations increased on farms after field borders were 
delineated and allowed to grow fallow around crop fields. In fact, even on 
farms where exhaustive predator removal took place, bobwhite populations 
remained steady or declined, unless field borders were established. The 
researchers at NC State showed predator control alone did not work, 
Table 2.3  Comparison of wintering sparrow densities (per acre) 
on rowcrop fields in eastern North Carolina with and without field 
borders, February 1997, 1998 (Marcus and others, 2000). 
Most birds (93percent) detected in the field edges were sparrows, including 
song (Melospiza melodia), swamp (Melospiza georgiana), field (Spizella pusilla), 
chipping (Spizella passerina), white-throated (Zonotrichia albicollis) and savannah 
(Passerculus sandwichensis), and dark-eyed juncos (Junco hyemalis).
with field borders without field borders
Whole-field density 3.6 1.6
Field edge density 14 5.2
Fig. 2.30a-b  Fallow borders around crop fields was the driving factor behind increasing 
bobwhite populations in North Carolina. Predator control alone did not work. Only 
when coupled with field borders did trapping mesomammals (racoons, skunks, 
opossums, foxes) help increase numbers of bobwhite coveys. (Palmer and others 
2005)
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unless predation was controlled. Th e results of the NC study clearly indi-
cated that providing nesting and brood-rearing cover was the reason for 
the increase in quail populations. Only after the habitat was improved 
did trapping mid-sized mammalian predators have a positive impact. By 
providing quality fi eld buff ers, adequate screening cover was aff orded the 
quail hens and chicks, which made it diffi  cult for predators to detect them. 
From an economic standpoint, it is much more effi  cient (and eff ective) to 
spend money on improving early-succession habitat for nesting and brood 
rearing than trapping alone. 
Wildlife isn’t the only thing to benefi t when fallow borders are incorpo-
rated. Farm profi ts can increase as well. By taking fi eld borders out of 
production, fuel, fertilizer, lime, seed and herbicide costs are reduced. 
Th is, coupled with the fact that borders along wooded areas naturally 
produce less yield (because of competition for nutrients and sunlight), 
helps to increase crop profi t margins. 
Economic benefi ts are realized by taking marginally productive areas 
out of production and protecting environmentally sensitive areas (such 
as riparian buff ers, highly erodible soils). Landowners may be eligible for 
Figure 2.31a and b.   Th ese data 
depict the results from a model 
developed by Dr. L. W. Burger 
at Mississippi State University 
to evaluate economic tradeoff s 
associated with establishing 
CP33 fi eld buff ers in production 
soybean and corn fi elds. Based on 
Tennessee data (10-year average 
corn price, $1.98/bu, corn land 
rental rate, $45.00/ac; 10-year 
average soybean price $5.72/bu, 
soybean land rental rate, $37.75/
ac), the graphs demonstrate the 
loss or gain in revenue on a per 
acre basis for each swath of a 
24-foot combine around a fi eld 
edge when that edge is placed 
into the CP33 program. Field 
edges are typically the least 
productive part of the fi eld as 
a result of competition with 
adjacent brush, trees or other 
vegetation. As an example, a 
24-foot (1 swath) CP33 buffer 
on a corn fi eld with an expected 
yield of 175 bu/ac, will result in a 
$100/ac net gain in revenue for 
the producer for the enrolled 
acres. A 72-foot (3 swath) buff er 
on that same fi eld will enhance 
considerably more habitat 
for wildlife and still provide 
about $10/ac in revenue on 
enrolled acres. As expected, the 
economic gain associated with 
CP33 enrollment is reduced as 
fi eld productivity increases, but 
the wildlife value increases.
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cost-share assistance to establish buffers and receive annual payments for 
10–15 years, depending on the program enrolled. Many buffer locations 
currently cropped have as much as 40 percent yield loss in some locations, 
adding additional monetary losses to the farming operation. Popular 
USDA programs (such as Conservation Reserve Program) can make 
these areas profitable if enrolled into buffer practices like filter strips or 
riparian forest buffers. Additional economic gains for landowners can be 
realized through hunt leases and nwsg hay and seed production.
One of the most important aspects of establishing buffers is selecting 
the proper vegetation to ensure environmental gains and provide wildlife 
habitat. Consideration should be given to soil type, weed pressure and 
Fig. 2.32 and 2.33  By taking edges of crop fields out of production and establishing nwsg 
buffers, sediments are trapped, wildlife habitat is created and money is saved. Establishing 
field buffers is truly a win-win situation for producers.
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the focal wildlife species. Buffers planted in non-native grasses, such as 
tall fescue and orchardgrass, may provide erosion control benefits but 
do not provide quality wildlife habitat. Nwsg, however, provide equal or 
better erosion control benefits and provide valuable wildlife habitat as 
well. Shorter species (such as little bluestem and sideoats grama) may be 
selected when improving quail nesting and brood-rearing habitat. Taller 
species (such as big bluestem, indiangrass and switchgrass) may be used 
to provide stream bank stabilization and escape cover for rabbits, quail 
and deer.
Types of nwsg buffers 
There are several types of buffers with a variety of names to describe 
similar buffers with similar benefits. Common types of buffers include 
field borders, filter strips, riparian forest buffers and contour buffer strips. 
Field borders are areas established to permanent vegetation along the outer 
edge of agricultural fields, and can be established around an entire field 
or just along one or more sides. Filter strips are strips of grass established 
adjacent to a creek or other water body. Their primary purpose is to trap 
sediment, fertilizers and pesticides during rain events, but they also 
provide wildlife habitat when nwsg are used. Riparian forest buffers are 
a mixture of trees and shrubs planted parallel to streams to filter runoff 
and absorb nutrients, while providing food, cover and travel corridors 
for wildlife. Riparian forest buffers, as well as native grass buffers, also 
can be used to help stabilize streambanks. Riparian forest buffers some-
times include a strip of nwsg between the crop field and the tree planting. 
Contour buffer strips are bands of perennial vegetation alternated with 
wider cultivated bands farmed on the contour. Contour buffer strips can 
be established on existing cropped terraces. Check with your local Farm 
Service Agency office regarding practice specifications.
Figs. 2.34 and 2.35   The difference 
in the amount of cover provided 
by filter strips planted to non-
native cool-season grasses, such 
as this tall fescue (left), and 
those planted in nwsg is striking 
and obvious. If you were a quail 
or rabbit, where would you 
rather be? In the tall fescue filter 
strip or in the switchgrass/kobe 
lespedeza filter strip (right)?
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Problems associated with tall fescue  
and other perennial cool-season grasses
Tall fescue is an introduced, perennial cool-season 
grass originating in Europe. It was first found growing 
in North America in 1931 on a farm in eastern Kentucky 
by E.N. Fergus, a professor at the University of Kentucky. 
It is thought the grass was originally introduced to this 
farm as incidental seed, present in other grass seed from 
Europe, which was planted to this site before the owner 
at that time purchased the farm in 1887. After testing, 
the grass was released in 1943 as the variety Kentucky 31. 
Tall fescue was widely accepted in the Mid-South region 
and a tremendous amount of acreage was planted to 
Kentucky 31 through the 1950s. The trend continued and 
by the 1970s, tall fescue had become the most important 
cultivated pasture grass in the United States. Today, tall 
fescue is grown on more than 35 million acres and there is 
hardly a field in the Mid-South that has not been planted 
to tall fescue at some time in the past 50 years.
Many problems are associated with tall fescue, both 
for livestock and wildlife. Problems for livestock are 
associated with an endophyte fungus (Neotyphodium 
coenophialum) found within tall fescue that produces 
ergot alkaloids, which are highly toxic to livestock. Cattle 
consuming tall fescue (either grazing or as hay) often 
experience poor weight gains, reduced conception rates, 
intolerance to heat, failure to shed the winter hair coat, 
elevated body temperature and loss of hooves. Problems 
with horses are more severe, especially 60–90 days prior 
to foaling. Fescue toxicity in horses often 
leads to abortion, prolonged gestation, 
difficulty with birthing, thick placenta, 
foal deaths, retained placentas, reduced 
(or no) milk production and death of 
mares during foaling. As a forage, tall 
fescue and other perennial grasses are 
least preferred by white-tailed deer among 
cool-season forages. Cottontail rabbits 
had lower weights and smaller litters 
in tall fescue habitats. When fed a diet 
of tall fescue seed, bobwhites exhibited 
cloacal swelling, which ultimately led to 
increased mortality. Undoubtedly, many 
of the toxic effects of tall fescue on wildlife 
that consume the seed or foliage are 
unknown.
Known problems of tall fescue for 
wildlife are associated more with 
the structure created by the growth 
habit. Other introduced, cool-season 
perennial grasses (such as orchardgrass, 
bromegrasses, timothy and Kentucky bluegrass) also 
develop sub-optimal growing conditions near ground 
level. Although classified as bunchgrasses, the growth 
habit and structure of tall fescue, orchardgrass, bromes 
and timothy is dense, making travel by many small 
wildlife species (especially ground birds) difficult. In 
addition, leaves of these grasses droop and fall upon 
senescence, creating a deep layer of thatch. The dense 
growth structure and thatch layer preclude birds from 
picking up seed off the ground and prevent seeds in the 
seedbank from germinating. Thus, vegetative diversity 
and weed seed available as food for wildlife are drastically 
reduced. Tall fescue (and other perennial cool-season 
grasses) also provides poor winter cover for wildlife 
because of a lack of overhead cover. 
Cool-season perennial grasses (especially tall fescue 
and bromegrass) are very competitive. When grown in 
association with nwsg, perennial cool-season grasses will, 
over time, lead to reduced coverage of nwsg and render 
otherwise suitable cover undesirable. When grown in 
association with clovers in a firebreak or forage plot, tall 
fescue and orchardgrass will dominate the site within 18 
months, leaving little to no clover available for forage.
Fig. 2.36  Tall fescue and other non-native, perennial, cool-season grasses are 
analogous to an ugly shag carpet covering a beautiful hardwood floor. Once 
the carpet is removed, you can finally see what is underneath. Allowing 
the seedbank to respond is the best way to promote early-succession 
habitat on many sites. The data above show how species richness increased 
on three sites across Tennessee after tall fescue coverage was reduced. 
(Gruchy 2007)
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Fig. 2.38  Orchardgrass 
In terms of structure and overall 
wildlife value, orchardgrass is no 
different from tall fescue. Forage 
value for wildlife is extremely low, 
seed value is zero, relatively few 
invertebrates are associated with 
the grass itself and orchardgrass 
will out-compete clovers in a 
firebreak within two growing 
seasons. Orchardgrass should 
not be considered a “wildlife-
friendly” grass.
Fig 2.39a–c   These pictures show (a) 
the structure presented within a plot 
of tall fescue, (b) an adjacent plot of tall 
fescue sprayed with imazapic (Plateau®) 
the previous fall, which resulted in a 
plot of pure orchardgrass, and (c) an 
adjacent plot of tall fescue sprayed 
with glyphosate the previous fall and 
subsequently disked, which resulted 
in a plot of ragweed and sticktights 
(Bidens aristosa). This sequence of photos 
shows 1) the structure presented by tall 
fescue and orchardgrass are identical, 
2) fields of tall fescue should be sprayed 
with glyphosate instead of imazapic if 
orchardgrass is present, and 3) the annual 
weed community provides a desirable 
open structure at ground level.
Fig. 2.37  The structure presented 
in a field dominated by tall fescue 
is not conducive to travel by 
bobwhites, field sparrows, or 
young turkeys or grouse. Not 
only is movement through the 
field restricted, but plant diversity 
within the field is severely reduced 
because of the competitive cover 
and sod. Finding seed and insects 
in this type of environment would 
be impossible for a small bird.
Fig 2.39a   Tall fescue Fig 2.39b   Orchardgrass
Fig 2.39c   Annual forbs
Fig 2.40    These data correspond to Figures 2.39 a – c and show ground sighting 
distance (openness at ground level) within fields dominated by tall fescue and 
orchardgrass are identical
Mean ground sighting distance 
two growing seasons following 
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
Tall fescue (control) Orchardgrass (fall imazapic) Annual forbs (fall glyphosate
winter disk)
Mean ground sighting distance 
two growing seasons following treatment
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Chapter 3
Using native warm-season grasses 
as forage for livestock
The use of nwsg is not limited to wildlife habitat—they also can provide 
excellent forage for livestock. In fact, when properly hayed or grazed, nwsg 
can still provide nesting and brood-rearing habitat as well as winter cover. 
The primary characteristic that makes nwsg attractive as a forage crop 
is that they are warm-season grasses (C4 plants), meaning they produce 
the majority of their growth during the summer period, when high 
temperatures result in reduced growth 
of cool-season grasses (C3 plants). On an 
annual basis, on the same soils and with 
similar management, C4 plants will out-
produce C3 plants in terms of total ton-
nage, by about 1.5–2 times. For example, 
switchgrass will often produce 5–6 tons 
per acre of forage versus about 2.5–3 tons 
per acre for tall fescue. C4 plants are also 
more efficient at using soil moisture than 
C3 grasses and thus are much more resis-
tant to drought conditions. Because of 
this growth strategy, nwsg can be used to 
help fill summer forage voids in livestock 
operations.
Native warm-season grasses for hay
Nwsg can make a highly desirable hay crop. Yields of 2–6 tons per acre 
can be expected, depending on the species grown, rainfall, soil type and 
other environmental conditions. Little bluestem, a shorter growing spe-
cies adapted to drier sites, typically produces only about 1.5–2 tons of 
Fig 3.1  Nwsg produce the majority of their growth from 
June through August. This can be a real advantage for hay 
and livestock producers.
J F M A M J J A S O N D
Production period for warm-season forages
J F M A M J J A S O N D
Production period for cool-season forages
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forage per acre. Big bluestem and indiangrass produce about 2.5–4 tons 
per acre and switchgrass and eastern gamagrass produce about 4–5 tons 
of forage per acre. On particularly productive soils and with good sum-
mer rainfall, these figures could be higher. Yields will be reduced in dry 
summers, but nwsg are less sensitive to drought than cool-season grasses 
and yield reductions will not be as pronounced. While all of these spe-
cies respond to N fertilization, the response is not as strong as with tall 
fescue or bermudagrass. This is a real benefit to the 
forage producer.
The nutrient content of nwsg forage can be as high as 
16–17 percent crude protein, but normally is 8–12 
percent at optimum harvest. It should be noted that 
in relationship to plant maturity, nwsg forage qual-
ity deteriorates more quickly than with cool-season 
grasses. That is because lignification is more rapid 
after boot stage in nwsg. Therefore, when managing 
nwsg, timing of harvest is more critical than with 
cool-season grasses.
Fig 3.3  Regardless of grass species, forage 
quality declines over time as the grass matures 
(without harvesting). Periodic harvesting 
or grazing (at the correct time) will ensure 
quality hay throughout the summer. (Perry and 
Baltensperger 1979)
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Fig 3.2  Switchgrass is the most commonly hayed nwsg in the Mid-South. It produces 
outstanding tonnage with high quality when managed correctly.
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One of the values of nwsg for hay is the time of production — summer. 
Two main factors influence the nutrient content of a hay crop. First is 
the stage of maturity of the plant. Maximum tonnage and high-qual-
ity nutrition do not occur at the same time. As plants mature, protein 
and energy content decreases, while fiber content increases. Although 
maximum tonnage might occur in August, forage quality at that time is 
relatively low. Optimum nutrient content is available in May and June, 
depending upon species. From a practical standpoint, grasses should be 
cut before seedheads begin to emerge. Hay produced from a young, im-
mature plant can be outstanding quality, while hay from a mature plant 
will be low quality. This trend holds true for all forage crops, warm-season 
and cool-season.
Fig 3.4  This eastern gamagrass 
field has just begun to flower 
and is ready to cut for hay.
Fig 3 .5   By mid-July,  this 
previously uncut eastern 
g amag rass  has  pro duced 
elongated stems with mature 
seed. Hay quality at this point 
is significantly reduced.
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The second factor that influences hay quality is exposure to the environ-
ment. Once a plant is cut for hay, protein and energy content slowly begin 
to drop as a result of respiration losses. These losses do not stop until the 
plant dries. If rain falls on forage that has been cut but not baled, leaching 
of protein and energy can occur. High temperatures and low humidity will 
decrease drying time, resulting in little nutrient loss. Cool, wet conditions 
cause slow drying, resulting in higher nutrient loss. If the hay is rained on 
during the drying process, even more nutrient loss will occur.
Delayed harvest and exposure to the environment are the two major fac-
tors influencing hay quality; thus, nwsg have fewer problems in hay pro-
duction than cool-season grasses. There is less chance that rain may delay 
harvest. Once hay is cut, higher temperatures enable hay to dry faster, 
resulting is less respiration and leaching loss. The summer growth of nwsg 
is easier to produce for hay than the spring growth of cool-season grasses. 
Another factor favoring hay curing of nwsg is the taller cutting heights. 
When nwsg hay is cut properly (8 inches), the drying hay is suspended 
above the ground on the residual stems, allowing greater air circulation 
and more rapid drying than is experienced with lower-growing species. 
Switchgrass and eastern gamagrass are most often planted in pure stands 
for haying or grazing. Most varieties of switchgrass and eastern gamagrass 
Fig 3.6  High temperatures and low humidity decrease hay drying time — a major factor 
influencing hay quality. An inherent advantage nwsg have over cool-season grasses is that 
warm weather makes better hay-making conditions. This eastern gamagrass was cut the 
second time in mid-July.
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begin to flower in late May; therefore, these grasses are commonly hayed 
from mid- to late May for an optimum hay quality-to-tonnage ratio. 
In most areas of the Mid-South, big bluestem begins to flower in late 
June/early July, while indiangrass and little bluestem usually flower later 
in July and August. Often, big and little bluestem and indiangrass are 
used together in a native warm-season hayfield. This is because all three 
flower relatively late and all are resistant to imazapic (Plateau® and Journey® 
                                                                                        The University of Tennessee                  
Soil and Forage Test Laboratory 
5201 Marchant Drive 
Nashville, TN  37211-5112 
(615)832-5850
FORAGE AND FEED TEST RESULTS 
Sample # NO NUMBER SWITCH HICKMAN SWITCH KNOX 
Lab Number 15734 15735 15736 
Sample Type EAST.GAMMA GRASS SWITCHGRASS HAY SWITCHGRASS HAY 
Moisture  (%) 17.34 8.13 22.64 
Dry Matter (%) 82.66 91.87 77.36 
DM
BASIS 
AS-FED 
BASIS 
DM
BASIS 
AS-FED 
BASIS 
DM
BASIS 
AS-FED 
BASIS 
Protein (%) 10.26 8.48 11.27 10.35 9.75 7.54 
Fat (%) 3.84 3.17 3.40 3.12 4.11 3.18 
Fiber-ADF (%) 36.77 30.39 39.69 36.46 35.72 27.63 
Fiber-NDF (%) 64.68 53.46 63.70 58.52 66.80 51.68 
Calcium (%) 0.37 0.31 0.32 0.29 0.08 0.06 
Phosphorus (%) 0.17 0.14 0.27 0.25 0.19 0.15 
Magnesium (%) 0.19 1.44 0.23 0.21 0.26 0.20 
Potassium (%) 1.47 1.74 2.95 2.71 1.32 1.02 
TDN 61 50 57 52 61 47 
NEl (MCal/lb) 0.62 0.51 0.58 0.53 0.63 0.49 
NEm (MCal/lb) 0.51 0.50 0.55 0.51 0.61 0.47 
NEg (MCal/lb) 0.34 0.28 0.29 0.27 0.34 0.26 
RFV 87  85  85  
For more information, please visit us on the web at http://bioengr.ag.utk.edu/soiltestlab.  If you have any questions with 
regard to the above information, contact your local Extension Agent. 
TO:  ROBIN MAYBERRY 
        4730 NEW HARVEST LANE 
        KNOXVILLE, TN  37918 DATE:     JUNE 27,2006 
COUNTY:  KNOX  
Figs 3.7 and 3.8 (UT forage 
test)  This switchgrass hay 
from Hickman Co., TN was 
cut in late May 2006 and 
contained 11 percent crude 
protein with only 39 percent 
acid detergent fiber. Quality 
hay such as this is possible 
through the summer when 
nwsg are cut and managed 
correctly.
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herbicides), which makes establishment easier in some areas. Mixtures of big 
and little bluestem and indiangrass are normally hayed in late June, which 
is advantageous for many wildlife species that nest in May and June.
In most cases, a second cutting can be taken from nwsg about four weeks 
after the first cutting. There are, however, two very important consider-
ations in harvesting nwsg hay. First, cutting height is extremely critical 
to maintenance of stand vigor and longevity. The reason for this is the 
growing point for nwsg is aboveground. Thus, 
when a cutting is made below this level, carbohy-
drate reserves are used to extend a new growing 
point. This not only weakens the plant, but also 
results in lost growing time and reduced forage 
accumulation. This problem is made worse by the 
fact that virtually no leaf surface area exists below 
6 inches and low cutting heights can effectively 
eliminate the plant’s ability to photosynthesize at 
all. In these circumstances, the plant has to use 
additional stored reserves just to re-grow leaves. 
Cuts below even 8 inches reduce quality by in-
creasing steminess of the hay. An 8-inch harvest 
height is recommended. This may present some 
problems depending on equipment limitations, 
but nevertheless, efforts should be taken to reach 
this goal. These problems are very much the same 
as with growing and harvesting warm-season an-
nuals such as millets and sudangrass. 
A second and related problem is timing of the second or final harvest — in 
some cases a third harvest could be possible. Like other perennial forages, 
such as alfalfa, nwsg need time at the end of the growing season to fully 
restore carbohydrate reserves for the winter dormancy period. Because 
there is little growth in nwsg after mid-September, it is critical to allow 
adequate time for re-growth prior to this time. Previously hayed nwsg 
should be 12–18 inches tall before fall dormancy. To achieve this, a good 
rule of thumb is to rest the stand after September 1 at the latest, and 
early August is preferable.
If nwsg are managed with low cutting heights and late-season harvests, 
stands could be seriously weakened and even eliminated within a few 
years. It is especially critical to not over-harvest during the first two years 
after establishment when nwsgs are developing their deep root systems. 
Producers should not expect to harvest any hay during the year of estab-
lishment and perhaps only 40–50 percent of full yield during the second 
Fig 3.9  Harvesting nwsg hay at 
the appropriate height (above 
the growing point) is important 
to maintain stand vigor. Cuts 
below 8 inches actually reduce 
hay quality because additional 
stem is harvested.
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year after establishment. Only one cutting should be taken the second 
year and cutting height is especially important that year. Most likely the 
main reason nwsg are no longer common in Southern grasslands is mis-
management and their sensitivity to overharvest and overgrazing. 
Native warm-season grasses for grazing
The advantage of nwsg as a grazing crop is similar to their advantage as a 
hay crop. Most producers across the Mid-South use cool-season grasses 
as the main pasture crop because of the long production season for these 
grasses. However, during the high temperatures and droughts of the sum-
mer months, cool-season grasses are dormant and unproductive. Pastures 
may become overgrazed, which stresses the plants even further, resulting 
in stand loss and increased weed pressure.
Nwsg are adapted to high temperatures and limited moisture conditions, 
which allows them to be used during the summer period. By converting 
10–30 percent of the acreage in a cool-season grazing program to nwsg, 
animals may be grazed on actively growing forage 
during the summertime, which provides much higher-
quality forage while allowing cool-season grasses to 
rest and minimize overgrazing. Research has shown 
cattle gain well during the summer on nwsg (see Table 
3.1), particularly during the first half of summer. The 
potential for improved summer performance and 
the ability to rest cool-season pastures make nwsg 
an attractive component of a forage program. This 
strategy also reduces the need for hay, which can be 
required to supplement cool-season forage during 
mid-summer. 
As discussed for haying, nutrient reserves can be 
limiting for nwsg when an adequate stubble height is 
not maintained. This is also true if nwsg are consis-
tently grazed below 8 inches. Yield and persistence may be reduced and 
increased weed problems may occur. If a stubble height of 8 inches is left, 
more leaf area will be present for rapid re-growth and to rebuild reserves 
for next year’s production. As with haying, when grazing after early Au-
gust, the ability of the plant to rebuild reserves for next year’s growth is 
reduced, which can reduce the next forage crop. If nwsg are grazed late in 
the growing season (September), vigor is reduced and a change in stand 
0.0
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1.0
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Figure 3.10  Average daily gain (pounds) of steers 
grazing two switchgrass varieties in Nebraska 
(Anderson and co-workers 1988).
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composition may occur. Disturbance at this time can reduce grass density 
and, as a result, increase forb density. While this may be good for wildlife, 
it is not necessarily good for forage quality. Other plants that may ap-
pear at this time include cool-season grasses. This is not desirable from a 
forage or wildlife perspective. Because cool-season grasses mature much 
earlier than warm-season grasses, forage quality of a warm-season stand 
is reduced if over-mature cool-season grasses are present.
The primary concern in managing nwsg as pasture is to avoid overgrazing 
by following the guidelines regarding stubble height and late-season graz-
ing discussed above. Overgrazing can eliminate nwsg in a pasture! The 
basic tool to avoid this problem is to control grazing pressure. This can 
best be accomplished by monitoring the condition of the stand. For most 
species suitable for grazing in the Mid-South, (big bluestem, indiangrass, 
switchgrass and eastern gamagrass), grazing should be initiated when the 
stand reaches approximately 24–30 inches in height.  With lighter stock-
ing rates, grazing could be initiated sooner, perhaps with grass heights of 
12–18 inches. Initiation at these lower heights can be particularly appro-
priate for creep-grazing calves. Cattle should be removed from the stand 
when stubble heights reach 8–10 inches. Depending on stocking rates 
(density) and available moisture, this will allow from less than one week 
to as much as six weeks grazing. A rotational grazing system is strongly 
recommended to prevent over-grazing.
Fig 3.11  This mixed pasture of big bluestem, indiangrass and switchgrass is approximately 2 
feet high and ready to graze—22 May 2006.
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Rest periods should generally be four weeks or more to allow adequate 
regrowth. Understocking will result in some plants going to seed. This 
will result in cattle avoiding these areas and concentrating on the more 
tender and palatable grasses where grazing pressure had been adequate. 
Over a season, this can result in “holes” being created in the stand through 
over-grazing these areas.
As with haying, no production should be anticipated during the year of 
establishment. During the second year, only one entry should be used 
and residual heights should be monitored carefully. Late-season grazing 
should NOT be permitted during the second year.
Cattle performance is excellent on nwsg pastures and good gains can be 
realized. However, producers new to managing these grasses may find 
cattle unfamiliar with nwsg and may need to learn to accept them initially. 
Once they are familiar with them, acceptance is high. 
It is very important to remember forage quality is influenced by stage of 
maturity (see Figure 3.3). Crude protein and digestible energy of nwsg 
can be high, but if plants are allowed to produce seedheads, or if hay 
harvest or grazing is delayed more than 35–40 days, nutrient content 
will be reduced.
Fig 3.12  Happy is the cow belly deep in quality forage! This is especially true during summer 
when cool-season grasses are dormant and provide poor-quality forage.
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Table 3.1. Results of several grazing studies with steers on various grasses.
Species
Average 
daily gain 
(lbs)
Steers per 
acre
Steer-
days per 
acre
Location Duration Reference
Switchgrass 2.4 3.6 144.1 NC1 3 years Burns and others 1984 
Tall fescue and coastal 
bermudagrass 1.3 3.8 na
2
Switchgrass 2.1 2.0 64.8 SD 3 years Krueger and Curtis 1979 
Big bluestem 1.5 1.9 80.6
Indiangrass 2.4 1.4 44.9
Sideoats grama 1.9 1.5 56.3
Eastern gamagrass 1.65 3.0 270.0 AR 3 years
Aiken and 
Springer 
1994
Switchgrass 1.45 2.1 139.0 IA 4 years
Barnhart 
and Wedin 
1984
Switchgrass 1.9 na 81.0 IA 3 years George and others 1996 
Big bluestem 2.4 na 72.0
Switchgrass–rotational 2.4 na 174.0
Big bluestem–rotational 2.9 na 187.0    
1 630 lbs/ac/year N applied to all species during study 
2 Data not reported in original article
Table 3.2  Nitrogen fertilization recommendations 
for native warm-season grasses used for forage.  
University of Tennessee Extension.
use
early 
summer
mid-
summer
lb actual N per acre
hay
*mid-summer application 
should be eliminated if soil 
moisture is limited
45–60 45–60 
grazing
* apply N only if extra 
forage growth is needed.
45-60 up to  60 lb N
Fertilization and burning
Soil fertility is important when growing 
nwsg for hay or grazing. Although nwsg 
are adapted to poor soil fertility, soil pH 
should be kept above 5.8 and adequate 
levels of nitrogen, phosphate and potash 
must be provided to produce large amounts 
of high-quality forage. Once the stand is 
established, phosphate and potash levels 
should be maintained at medium levels 
and monitored through soil testing every 
couple of years. Nitrogen should be applied 
after weeds have been controlled, when soil 
moisture is not limiting and if extra forage 
production is desired.
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Few data exist from the South for fertility management for most nwsg. 
One key exception is switchgrass, which has been studied because of 
its potential for producing biofuels. Results from those studies suggest 
50–100 pounds of N per acre annually result in maximum switchgrass 
yields. Higher rates do not result in improved yields. Where high hay 
production is desired for any species or species mixture, a split applica-
tion of 25–50 pounds of N per acre should be applied approximately two 
weeks after dormancy breaks in the spring (roughly mid- to late April), 
and a second application of 25–50 pounds per acre about two weeks after 
the first cutting is taken when the grasses are actively growing. As with 
most crops, N should not be applied during periods of markedly reduced 
growth, such as during drought periods. 
Burning helps rejuvenate nwsg and can improve forage quality. Burning in 
late March and early April can help reduce invasion of cool-season grasses 
and stimulate growth of nwsg. Ideally, burning should be conducted when 
nwsg have produced approximately 1 inch of new growth. Continued 
burning in late summer and early fall (August –September) may reduce 
grass dominance and increase forb cover. While this might be desirable 
from a wildlife perspective, it would not be necessary or even desirable 
(depending upon forbs present) for forage production. If a reduction in 
grass density is desired for wildlife habitat, disking in the fall will promote 
desirable forbs more so than fall burning (see Disking on p.120). 
Fig 3.13  Heavy nitrogen applications are not necessary to obtain high-quality native grass 
hay, such as this switchgrass in Hickman County, Tennessee. Rates above 100 pounds of N 
per acre per growing season do not improve yields.
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7 April 2006
7 April 2006
Figs 3.14, 3.15, 3.16  The ideal 
time to burn nwsg grown 
for hay or grazing in the 
Mid-South is early to mid-
April, just before or as the 
grasses begin to produce 
new growth. This stimulates 
quick re-growth and added 
nutrition. 
30 March 2006
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Maximizing forage production and wildlife habitat
Nwsg are hayed and grazed when many wildlife species are nesting and 
rearing young. Waiting until after the nesting season to hay or graze will 
result in poor-quality forage, especially if switchgrass or eastern gamagrass 
is used. Because big and little bluestem and indiangrass produce stems 
and flower later in the growing season, optimal haying dates are later 
than with switchgrass or eastern gamagrass. Thus, haying bluestems and 
indiangrass should enable early nesting attempts to be completed. By late 
June, initial nests of all songbirds have hatched and the nestlings fledged. 
The majority of wild turkey and many bobwhite nests also have hatched 
by this time. Thus, quality forage is still available with big bluestem and 
indiangrass after the primary nesting season. Haying at any date, however, 
can still produce detrimental effects on grassland songbird populations. 
Figures 3.17 and 3.18 show how haying anytime prior to early August 
may result in population declines of grasshopper and Henslow’s sparrows. 
Other grassland birds may fare better, especially if the field is hayed no 
more than once per year.
Proper grazing intensity will not interfere with active nests as long as 
stock density is not too high. Including little bluestem in a nwsg mixture 
is especially important for nesting cover.
Figure 3.17  Estimated average annual productivity 
of Henslow’s sparrows and grasshopper sparrows 
at Fort Campbell (assuming adult survival = 0.5, 
juvenile survival = 0.25, and birds can fledge up to 
three successful broods within one breeding season). 
Points below one female young per female indicate 
decreasing populations (red area) and points above 1 
indicate increasing populations (green area) for each 
mowing date and for no mowing within the breeding 
season. Henslow’s sparrows do not re-nest in the same 
field after mowing, but grasshopper sparrows will nest 
in mowed fields with reduced success (75 percent of 
average nest success). (Giocomo 2005)
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Another important consideration for wildlife is to cut or graze the nwsg 
stand only once per year. Getting a second cutting or grazing after haying 
will limit cover for wildlife the following winter—appearing much like 
a field of cool-season grasses. The re-growth produced between the first 
cutting and first frost provides excellent habitat for many wildlife species 
at a time when cover is often limiting. Winter cover is an extremely im-
portant benefit (for wildlife) of nwsg grown for livestock forage. Nwsg 
grown for haying and grazing may be too dense to provide quality brood-
ing cover and there are few (if any) forbs present to provide cover, forage 
or seed. If considerable re-growth is not allowed after haying or grazing 
to produce adequate cover during winter, the stand will not provide as 
much benefit for wildlife.
Resting nwsg from haying and grazing is another way to improve wildlife 
habitat in a nwsg forage system. By excluding livestock and refraining 
from haying a portion of a field every year, additional wildlife habitat is 
made available. Many other practices and recommendations for improving 
wildlife habitat using nwsg are described in Chapters 2 and 5.
Key
 Initial egg laying
  
 Incubation
  
 Brooding
  
 Hay mowing
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Figure 3.18  The breeding 
season starts between early 
April and early May for 
grassland breeding songbirds 
at Fort Campbell military 
reservation in Tennessee and 
Kentucky. Mowing activities 
for hay management of 
non-native, cool-season 
grass fields start the second 
week of May and continue 
into June and sometimes 
July. Converting fields to 
bluestems and indiangrass 
coul d  d el ay  n e ce ss ar y 
haying dates into July, which 
coincides with the end of the 
breeding season for grassland 
birds. (Giocomo 2005)
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Figs 3.19 and Fig 3.20  Winter cover is a most important consideration when growing nwsg 
for hay or grazing. By allowing sufficient re-growth before dormancy, cover is provided for a 
variety of wildlife species through winter. The cover provided in this switchgrass field, which 
was hayed only once during the growing season, is in stark contrast with the total lack of 
cover provided by a cool-season hayfield, such as this tall fescue.
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August 18, 2003
Dear Mike,
     I just wanted to let you know how impressed I am with my plot of warm 
season grasses. I planted about 5 acres of indiangrass and big bluestem in 
April, 2002. I achieved an excellent stand with good germination immediately. 
This was surprising in itself due to the soil types and landscape on which it was 
planted. It was planted on Smithdale/Shubuta soils (sandy-loam to clay-loam), 
with slopes between 6 and 15 percent. These are naturally low pH and low 
fertility soils (~4.5), so I was a little skeptical.  
     My reason for using these grasses was primarily for hay production, with 
the by-product of maintaining a resident quail flock [covey] on my property. 
I have noticed good use by many different species of small game and birds, as 
well as heavy use by white-tailed deer as a bedding area.
     As far as hay production, this was my first year to cut hay. Since this is 
sort of experimental for me, I did not lime or fertilize this spring to make a 
comparison. On a single cutting in early July, it produced 1.3 tons of hay per 
acre. I hope to at least triple that next year with a controlled burn in spring, 
then fertilizing and liming.
     Overall, I am well pleased with what I have seen of these grasses and plan to 
make them a part of my planned hay production next year.
Thanks for your input and help,
Craig Chrestman 
Private Soil Consultant/Agronomist 
Morris Chapel, TN
Landowner “testimonials”
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27 October 2003
Dear Dr. Harper,
I have a field of Cave-in-Rock switchgrass that was planted in 2001. Before 
planting, I kept the field “clean” for a year by spraying Roundup. The 
switchgrass emerged fine with almost no weed pressure. Keeping it clean during 
the extra weed cycle really helped on weed suppression. It was not fertilized at 
any time. In some other areas, I have used a half rate of Atrazine or hit it with 
2-4,D to suppress some of the weeds during establishment. The switchgrass 
tolerated it well.
The first year it grew 2.5 feet tall and headed out. The second year it was 6 foot 
on heading out, thick as a jungle, and only a few marestail and a brier or two. I 
allowed it to stand for wildlife cover during the 2002 season. 
The third year, 2003, I decided to cut about an acre for hay. The grass was 
taller than the tractor and, believe it or not, I cut the switchgrass before it 
headed out. It produced 10 rolls 4x5 feet in size. These commonly weigh 900 
to 1000 pounds per roll. There was so much grass after cutting that I had 
difficulty raking it. 
I had two TWRA biologists that wanted to see the switchgrass in the multiple 
role of hay and wildlife. When they came, the rolls were still on the field. … 
[They were most impressed with the hay yield.] The biologists also commented 
on the large number of quail that were calling all around us. 
By the middle of August, the switchgrass had re-grown and headed out to about 
5-feet tall. I decided to use this for summer grazing. While I was constructing 
a temporary fence, I ran out several deer that was using the area for bedding 
cover. At this point, I decided to leave it for the deer to bed in and as escape 
cover for the plentiful rabbits and quail that were nearby. I have also found 
turkeys nesting on the edge of it next to the woods.
Most of the switchgrass I have 
planted is 6 to 12 inches tall the 
first year but full height the second 
year. The gamagrass took 3 years 
to get a decent stand density. I 
have planted about 5 acres of 
bluestem, indiangrass, and switch 
mixture in Cumberland County. 
The soils are loamy over sandstone 
bedrock, infertile, and a pH of 5.5. 
Growth is slow but after 3 years it 
has a decent stand. Stool size and 
height seem to be better each year. 
I burned it last year for the first 
time and it really helped it.
Carlie McCowen, Soil Scientist 
Overton County
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November 24, 2003
Dear Dr. Harper,
I appreciate you and Dick Conley taking time to come to the farm and discuss 
our haying program. 
The final production figures for our eastern gamagrass were outstanding. Our 
3-acre field yielded 3 cuttings this summer. The first cutting yielded 29 rolls; 
the second cutting yielded 25 rolls; and the third cutting was square baled and 
yielded 280 square bales. 
Our orchardgrass/ladino clover field didn’t produce as well. The first cutting 
produced 21 rolls; the second cutting produced 400 square bales. We did not 
get a third cutting on the orchardgrass. 
Before you figure the yields were fairly close between the gamagrass and the 
orchardgrass, remember the gamagrass field is 3 acres, while the orchardgrass 
field is 15 acres! … Both fields were cut exactly the same leaving about 2 
inches of stubble. Both fields were fertilized at the same time with 400 pounds 
per acre of 19-19-19. Also, I cut the eastern gamagrass before it began to seed 
out. 
Needless to say, we are converting more acreage to eastern gamagrass this year. 
Thank you again for your time and assistance.
Sincerely yours, 
Ralph Carroll, Farm Manager 
Congleton Farm 
Loudon County
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27 November 2003
Dr. Harper,
Our overall experience with native warm-season grasses 
has been very good. To begin, we took advantage of 
the instruction from the Tennessee Wildlife Resources 
Agency, specifically that from Dick Conley. We started 
plating warm season grasses in 1994. By killing out 
the fescue, we hoped to establish better quality hay 
and improve wildlife habitat at the same time. After 
becoming established (2 years later), we planted another 
40 acres. We circled a 30-foot border with lespedeza 
and bi-color lespedeza for quail food. We were one 
of the first in the area to plant and harvest eastern 
gamagrass. In the past 9 years, we have increased our 
planting of warm-season grasses to over 200 acres.
It is very easy to sell hay from native warm season grasses. At first, some people were afraid to try 
it because of the unknown. But once people realized there was no [endophyte] (plus the clean-up is 
better than fescue/orchardgrass and there is less waste), we increased our harvest to meet customer’s 
needs. Rodeo, burro, and llama customers prefer native warm season grass over orchardgrass and 
timothy. Horse customers really like the protein and the ease of clean-up. The weight gain in beef 
cattle seems better with native warm-season grasses than with cool-season grasses. Now that the 
news of warm-season grass is widespread in our community, most customers put their order in a 
year in advance. We typically add 2–3 new customers per year. People gladly pay in advance to 
store hay on the farm.
Our hay-tonnage production with eastern gamagrass and big bluestem/indiangrass has been 
tremendous. We always cut our grass at an early stage for tenderness and protein. With eastern 
gamagrass, the 2nd cutting seems better than the first. Out of 3 acres, harvest is close to 60 round 
bales (850-pound bales) for both the first and the second cuttings. The eastern gamagrass seems 
to grow twice as fast as the other warm-season grasses and at least 3 times as fast as fescue, which 
allows for a third cutting of eastern gamagrass. We fertilize our native grass fields in the spring. 
We pull soil samples and normally use 12-24-24 or 19-19-19. We lime when needed, usually 
about every 3 years. Out of 3½ acres of big bluestem/indiangrass, harvest is an average of 600 
square bales (55 pounds each) and it is cut before the grasses begin to flower. We do not cut the big 
bluestem/indiangrass a second time—we leave it for wildlife habitat. 
We have found several wild turkey nests in eastern gamagrass fields that were not harvested. Deer 
also use these fields extensively for bedding. Our quail population has doubled because there is great 
cover and insects for broods. The rabbit population has tripled as the warm-season grass fields 
provide great cover from predators. In short, the hunting has never been better on the property 
and there are more songbirds around than ever before. We couldn’t be more pleased with the native 
warm-season grasses and highly recommend them to anyone interested in hay production and 
wildlife habitat.
Sincerely,
Hartman Farm  
Gene Hartman, Owner 
Steve Woodby, Farm Manager 
Roane County, TN
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Mr. Mike Hansbrough,
Thanks for contacting me about baling the big bluestem and little bluestem 
hay. At 60 years old, I have farmed all my life either full or part time. I gave 
up row-cropping cotton nearly 15 years ago to concentrate on raising cattle and 
custom baling for the public. I had been custom baling some for about 5 years 
prior to that. I guess that I have baled every type of hay common to this area. 
I have baled for horse people as well as cattle farmers, square bales to large 
rolls. This was the first time for me to bale big bluestem and little bluestem 
and it turned out to be a learning experience for me. I cut the hay on Monday 
with a mower-conditioner, and planned to bale on Wednesday. This hay cured 
very fast, even the hay on the bottom of the windrow. On Wednesday, it rained 
about ½ inch, Thursday it came another shower, however, to my surprise on 
Friday, I found the hay to be in good condition for baling without the need for 
raking. The hay fed into the baler very well and was easy to roll. I was amazed 
at the tonnage produced. This was the most hay per acre that I have ever baled. 
I hope the cows like it and that the protein value is good.
I plan to seed some acreage for my own use with the big bluestem. I like the 
yield, the ease of cutting and baling, and the way it cures. I also like the time of 
year that this hay is ready for harvest as it is during my slow season of baling.
Sincerely,
Max G. Laman 
Gadsden, TN
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Chapter 4 
Using native warm-season grasses 
for biofuels
Since gasoline prices escalated in the early 1970s, interest has grown in 
finding cost-effective and environmentally friendly alternatives to address 
the transportation liquid fuel needs of the United States. A key area in 
developing renewable energy sources has been organic materials, such 
as wood, crop residues and dedicated perennial crops. Several years of 
research by the U.S. Department of Energy led to the identification of 
two particularly promising crops: hybrid poplars and switchgrass. A 10-
year research program focused on establishment, fertilization and harvest 
management of switchgrass began in 1993.
Fig 4.1  Switchgrass has received 
considerable attention for 
its potential as a biofuel. 
Single harvests made after 
the first frost are generally 
r e c o m m e n d e d ,  b u t  t h e 
possibility of using an initial 
harvest in mid- to late May 
for hay, then a final harvest for 
biomass is being evaluated.
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More recent oil shortages and political instability in key oil-producing 
regions have brought these issues back into focus. Of the four major energy 
sources in the United States (petroleum, coal, natural gas and nuclear), 
petroleum is used most (> 39 percent) and is especially important for 
transportation, with 97 percent of all transportation fuels petroleum-
based. Another issue with petroleum is that approximately 45 percent of 
all U.S. domestic consumption is imported (the U.S. is a net exporter of 
all other energy sources), accounting for a substantial portion of our for-
eign trade deficit. Further complicating the almost complete dependence 
of transportation in the U.S. on imported oil is the politically sensitive 
nature of that supply (Venezuela and the Arabian Gulf region).
The greatest potential for switchgrass as a biofuel, therefore, is as a liq-
uid fuel in the form of ethanol. Ethanol has been demonstrated to work 
in modern engines and can be blended with gasoline, typically either at 
a low level, 10 percent (E10), or in nearly pure form, 85 percent (E85). 
Ethanol has been used successfully in the U.S. (corn-based) and most 
notably in Brazil, where 4.4 billion gallons of sugar cane-based produc-
tion were used as a gasoline replacement in 2005, representing about 40 
percent of that country’s non-diesel fuels. Furthermore, ethanol produces 
fewer carbon emissions, making it less of a problem from a global climate 
change perspective.
Fig. 4.2  This pyrolysis unit is 
responsible for converting plant 
matter into bio-oil using heat in 
the absence of oxygen.
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A recent Department of Energy study conducted at Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory evaluated U.S. supplies of biofuel feedstocks to determine 
if there were enough to replace 30 percent of our current petroleum 
consumption. That goal, set by a Congressional panel, would require the 
production of 1 billion tons of dry matter on an annual basis. Published 
in 2005, this study identified numerous sources of possible biofuels from 
forestlands that would account for 368 million dry tons per year and about 
1 billion tons from agricultural lands, all without compromising current 
food production levels. Much of the agricultural contribution (428 mil-
lion dry tons) would come from crop residues, but a substantial portion 
(377 million dry tons) would come from dedicated perennial crops, most 
notably switchgrass. This same report concluded about 55 million acres of 
cropland would need to be converted to produce that much switchgrass. 
Another study indicated that if the nation were to achieve 25 percent 
renewable energy by the year 2025, 105 million acres of dedicated energy 
crops might be needed, requiring nearly 1.2 billion tons of cellulose, corn 
grain and soybeans as feedstocks for energy production. 
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Despite the focus on ethanol, switchgrass can also be used for energy 
generation through direct combustion. Typically, baled or pre-processed 
switchgrass would be burned along with coal, natural gas or other primary 
fuels. In some cases, an entire plant could run off switchgrass with another 
fuel source as back-up. This area has not received as much attention as cel-
lulosic ethanol because of transportation costs, potential impacts on plant 
operations, storage issues and the fact that there are sufficient supplies of 
coal within the nation. However, at a small scale in plants less than 250 
megawatts, co-firing of biomass with coal may be feasible. For instance, 
smaller cogeneration facilities (< 100 tons per year) at existing industrial 
sites are exploring switchgrass as an alternative to coal and natural gas. 
Production of switchgrass for biofuels
Switchgrass has been considered an excellent species for biofuels pro-
duction because of its wide adaptation, low inputs, ability to grow on 
poor soils, limited problems with pests and relatively high biomass yield. 
During the 1990s, much was learned about switchgrass production 
through extensive studies across the species’ range. Numerous varieties 
were examined for production potential, with 
a lowland variety developed in Texas (Alamo) 
considered best because of high yields (5 – 8 dry 
tons per acre based on a 1992 study with 18 field 
sites in 13 states). Alamo grows well throughout 
most of the South, though it may suffer damage 
from extreme cold in the central Appalachians and 
upper parts of the Corn Belt. In the Mid-South, 
this is rarely a problem. Although best adapted to 
alluvial soils, Alamo does well on upland sites and, 
like all varieties of switchgrass, is very drought-
tolerant. Alamo exhibits little problem with seed 
dormancy, a serious concern with Cave-in-Rock, 
another upland variety with high yields that can 
be used in more northerly climates where cold 
hardiness is a concern.
Establishment of switchgrass is straightforward and can be readily ac-
complished by following the guidelines presented in Chapter 5. Because a 
basic goal of stands established for biofuels is to maximize tonnage, seed 
should be drilled at 8 pounds PLS per acre. Minor increases or decreases 
in planting rate will not affect yield appreciably. 
Fig. 4.4  The only way to get an accurate estimate on biomass, 
whether for biofuels or hay, is to weigh several bales on certified 
scales and get an average. Guessing the weight of hay bales is 
usually erroneous (most often to the positive side!). 
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Once switchgrass is established, little management is needed over the 
life of the stand. Evidence suggests stands should last at least 15 years 
with proper fertilization and harvest. About 60 pounds per acre of N 
applied early in the growing season will provide high yields. However, if 
the stand is not well-established, no more than 40 pounds of N should be 
applied. Because of the growth habit of switchgrass (typical of all nwsg), 
there is a high rate of below-ground biomass accumulation (five tons per 
acre during the first 10 years post-establishment). This high amount of 
soil organic matter may reduce required N fertilization in more mature 
stands. Nitrogen should not be applied in the establishment year (or dur-
ing the fall prior to establishment) as discussed in Chapter 5. During the 
second year, N may be applied, but only if competition is under control, 
and at a reduced rate (no more than 40 pounds per acre).
Harvesting switchgrass for biofuels
Most work on switchgrass harvest regimes for biofuel production indicates 
there should be only one annual cutting. More frequent cuttings tend to 
reduce stand vigor and reduce yields in subsequent years. Frequent cut-
tings also require increased harvesting, handling and storage costs versus 
a single-entry system for little or no improvement in yield. The single 
harvest should occur post-dormancy, because carbohydrate and mineral 
content, especially N, is reduced as they have translocated back to the 
root system, resulting in higher-quality feedstocks with fewer processing 
concerns. Elevated N and mineral content associated with a mid-summer 
initial harvest is another reason why two-cut systems are less desirable for 
biofuel production. Moisture content is also reduced in post-dormancy 
harvests, making transportation and storage easier.
Although timing the single cut after the first frost is desirable, there are 
trade-offs in delaying harvest even as late as the following spring. While 
biomass decreases over the winter, mineral (and therefore ash) and mois-
ture contents decline also. It is worth noting that the loss of biomass is 
mostly a result of the grasses falling over and being missed during harvest. 
Nonetheless, producers can delay harvest for several months beyond the 
first frost if there are storage or time constraints, market conditions are 
more favorable later and/or maintaining wildlife cover over the winter 
are important considerations.
Where dormant-season harvests are implemented, cutting height is not 
as critical as with forage stands (see Chapter 3). Once all carbohydrate 
reserves have moved back into the root system and active photosynthesis 
has ceased, there is little production benefit to higher cutting heights 
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needed for growing-season harvests. Nonetheless, retaining stubble 
heights greater than 6 inches during winter harvests can provide shoot 
protection for stands that may be grazed the following summer. 
Square baling is the preferable harvest method, because it allows more 
efficient loading, greater density and reduced transport costs. However, a 
square baler is more expensive than a round baler. Tradeoffs between large 
round bales and square bales need to be considered carefully. Research is 
examining ways to reduce bulk through compression of bales or in-field 
chopping. Limited space at conversion facilities may require storage of har-
vested switchgrass, either on the farm or at satellite concentration yards, 
not unlike those used by the pulp and paper industry for pulpwood. 
Alternative management strategies
Because of the current uncertainties regarding future biofuels markets for 
switchgrass, producers should remain flexible. The ability to manage native 
grass for forage and biofuels, wildlife habitat and biofuels, or perhaps all 
three is most desirable. One of the attractive aspects of planting native 
grasses is the possibility to manage for a variety of objectives within the 
same stand. Therefore, producers should consider a few options before 
stand establishment.
Fig. 4.5  Value for wildlife is 
much greater in a mixed stand 
of native grasses and forbs than 
a monoculture grass stand. In 
2006, a study in Minnesota 
(Tillman and others 2006) 
suggested biomass generated 
from a mixed native grass stand 
was greater than that from 
pure switchgrass stands. 
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Selection of grass species other than switchgrass can enhance the forage 
and wildlife habitat value of the stand. A recent study indicated mixed 
species stands produced more net energy than switchgrass monocultures, 
albeit their study focused on relatively poor sites unlikely to be used for 
agriculture. In addition, species such as big bluestem and indiangrass 
may actually yield more than switchgrass in terms of net energy produc-
tion, because they may be easier to convert to ethanol through existing 
digestion processes. Furthermore, recent developments in the produc-
tion of ethanol from cellulose suggest processes can be developed that 
will not require single-species feedstocks for conversion. Together, these 
notions suggest that not only may mixed stands be acceptable, but they 
may even be preferable. At this point, there is some question about which 
ethanol conversion process will be developed and how that may be able 
to handle mixed-species stands. Also, more work is needed to determine 
the acceptable range of variation in feedstocks for firing in cogeneration 
applications. A high degree of consistency is usually needed, but to what 
extent, including whether a second or third species of grass in a feedstock 
will vary the firing properties of the feedstock, is not known.
Producers should consider developing integrated management approaches 
that allow flexibility to shift production between livestock forage and 
biofuels in response to markets or seasonal needs (such as drought years 
when cool-season grass hay is unavailable). As discussed in Chapter 3, 
nwsg, including switchgrass, can produce high-quality forages. Early-
season production (late April–mid-May for switchgrass) produces the 
highest-quality forage and can be easily diverted for forage either through 
haying or controlled grazing. The later the forage is harvested, the greater 
reduction there will be in the final biofuel harvest for that season. Most 
biomass accumulation in switchgrass occurs during the first half of the 
growing season. Harvests approaching July 1 will result in substantial 
reductions in a final post-dormancy harvest. Obviously, delaying the 
forage harvest too late (past late-boot stage) would be counterproductive 
for forage production because of deterioration in forage quality in the 
maturing stand. 
Unlike dormant-season harvests, these early-forage harvests (haying or 
grazing) should leave a minimum 6- to 8-inch residual height to ensure 
rapid regrowth and an adequate final biofuels harvest. Past research 
has indicated two-cut systems tend to reduce total biomass production 
in switchgrass stands over time. However, these studies have generally 
evaluated a relatively late first harvest and may not have left appropriate 
residual heights, which resulted in reduced regrowth. Some studies have 
also shown an increased yield under two cuts. A study is being imple-
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mented at the University of Tennessee to address some of these questions. 
In any case, depending on biofuel markets and forage needs, a modest 
total reduction in yield may not be a problem. With a two-cut system, 
application of N should be split: half applied per the recommendations 
above and half 2 – 3 weeks after the first harvest.
For producers interested in wildlife, strategies to enhance wildlife habitat 
in a biofuel production stand include delayed winter harvest (to retain 
winter cover) and rotating harvest so that some fields or portions of fields 
Fig. 4.6   Although not nearly as 
bad as perennial cool-season 
grasses, the structure at ground 
level of a pure stand of switchgrass 
is relatively poor for brooding 
quail and turkeys. A lack of forbs 
really minimizes the value of 
these stands for wildlife.
Fig . 4.7  If  left standing 
through winter before cutting, 
switchgrass grown for biofuel 
can provide winter cover for 
several wildlife species. .
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are harvested only once per 2 – 3 years. Annual entire fall harvests leave 
no winter or nesting cover; whereas, partial or rotational harvests retain 
some cover for wildlife. Other methods to enhance wildlife habitat value 
include leaving buffers and/or fallow strips within and/or around fields 
and possibly grazing or haying. The important thing for producers to 
recognize is high density and largely forb-free grasses provide only 
marginal wildlife habitat (similar to rank fields of tall fescue). This 
certainly applies to biofuel stands. For more information on incorporat-
ing wildlife habitat in nwsg, see Chapter 2.
The future
It is important to realize that while the area of biomass-based fuels 
seems very promising, those markets have not yet developed in any ap-
preciable way outside of the Corn Belt where ethanol production has 
become established. While conversion of corn and sugar cane to ethanol 
is fairly straightforward, commercial-scale processes for conversion of 
cellulosic materials to sugar have not yet been developed. On the other 
hand, there have been some promising breakthroughs at the laboratory 
scale, and in 2007-08, a pilot-scale cellulosic ethanol plant will be built 
in East Tennessee. Direct-combustion markets will likely remain viable 
only at smaller-scale, co-generation facilities in the near term. Existing 
larger facilities would need substantial capital modifications for storage, 
handling, pre-processing and combustion to handle appreciable amounts 
of biofuels. Until substantial and cost-effective feedstocks are available, it 
is unlikely such capital investments will be made. 
This combination of the substantial potential and currently non-existent 
markets suggests producers begin to move into native grass production 
at this time at a modest scale. The most logical pathway into production 
over the next few years is to gain experience establishing and managing 
native grasses, while using the material produced as forage for beef cattle. 
This would shift the harvest strategy from a single late-season harvest to 
one focused on optimal forage production (see Chapter 3 for details on 
forage harvesting). As biofuel markets develop, some or all of the forage 
could be diverted into that use.
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Chapter 5
Establishment
Nwsg can provide excellent habitat for many wildlife species and provide 
an alternative source of forage for livestock producers. The benefits of 
nwsg, however, cannot be realized until establishment is successful. Un-
fortunately, some landowners’ attempts to establish nwsg have failed and 
it is widely acknowledged that establishing nwsg can be slow, especially 
if certain steps are not taken. Reasons for establishment failure vary, but 
the most common include drilling (or covering) seed 
too deep, inadequate weed control, planting too late in 
the growing season and using inadequate equipment 
for sowing the fluffy seed of bluestems and indian-
grass. Recent equipment innovations and information 
concerning the use of various herbicides have helped 
increase establishment success considerably. Another 
problem is expectations. Too often, landowners do not 
realize what a successful stand of nwsg looks like as it 
is establishing (especially for wildlife habitat). And in 
many cases, planting is not even necessary.
Evaluating the seedbank
In the top few inches of soil, there is an untold amount of seed from a 
wide variety of plants. This collection of seed is called the seedbank. 
Most of these seeds were produced by plants that once grew on the site, 
but some were brought in by wind, water and wildlife. The seedbank is 
the primary base for succession — the way plants arise without being 
“planted.” Surprisingly, many of these seeds can remain viable in the soil 
for hundreds of years; some lose viability (die) within a year or two. This 
is extremely important to landowners interested in wildlife. If seed from 
desirable plants are present in the seedbank, quality early-successional 
habitat may be developed without planting, which saves time and 
Fig. 5.1  An amazing array 
of plants can arise from the 
seedbank—some prettier 
than others! This rough 
b la z ing st ar  wa s  found 
growing in a field previously 
covered with tall fescue 
in Loudon County, TN. 
Eradicating the tall fescue 
and managing the f ield 
with fire stimulated the 
seedbank, which included 
many wildflowers.
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Fig. 5.2  Does this look ugly to you? If so, you are a poor quail/rabbit manager! This is quality early-successional vegetation—
broomsedge bluestem, blackberry, goldenrod, beggar’s-lice, native lespedeza and sumac—with an open ground structure. This 
particular vegetative community provides nesting, brooding and escape cover for bobwhites. And you wouldn’t take 10 steps 
before you jumped a rabbit. 
Fig. 5.3  Powerline rights-of-ways and roadsides are good places to check and see what the seedbank holds in a particular area. 
Usually, these areas are sprayed every 3–5 years to kill/suppress woody growth. As a result, the native herbaceous groundcover 
often flourishes.
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Fig. 5.5  This newly revived oak savanna on the Catoosa WMA in Cumberland County, TN is the perfect example of a long-lived 
seedbank. The year after a pine beetle epidemic (2001–02) eradicated the pine in this previous closed-canopy mixed pine-
hardwood stand, the Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency began using fire to manage the area. What was an understory of 
scattered woody saplings and dead leaves is now a thriving early succession community with numerous species of native grasses, 
legumes and other forbs, none of which were planted.
Fig. 5.4  Native lespedezas, 
such as this L. virginica, are 
among the most-preferred 
plants for bobwhites. Their 
seed value is tremendous 
and they can provide quality 
brooding cover as well.
money. Plants such as blackberries, broomsedge, ragweed, pokeweed and 
partridge pea provide excellent food (seed and/or forage) and/or cover 
(nesting, brooding, escape) for many wildlife species without planting. 
There are many other plants that may germinate from the seedbank to 
enhance early-successional cover for wildlife. Some choice “weeds” in-
clude: native lespedezas, beggar’s-lice, low panicgrasses, smartweeds, wild 
strawberry, stick-tights, 3-seeded mercury, bluestems, Carolina geranium, 
butterflypea, milkpea, perennial sunflowers, doveweed, goat’s rue, wild 
bean and nut rushes. Because of natural successional processes, fire and 
disking can stimulate and perpetuate many of these species.
Wildlife managers use the seedbank by creating conditions that allow 
these seed to germinate. The seedbank is most often suppressed by intro-
duced non-native grasses, such as tall fescue, bermudagrass, johnsongrass, 
crabgrass, orchardgrass, dallisgrass, bromegrasses, bluegrass, timothy 
and bahiagrass. Although some of these grasses are more competitive 
than others, when present, all of them replace and compete against native 
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Figs. 5.6, 5.7, and 5.8  This is 
often what happens when tall 
fescue is eradicated. The plot 
was sprayed in April 2004 
with 2 quarts per acre of a 
glyphosate herbicide. The plot 
was disked in fall 2004 and 
by May 2005, ragweed and 
other forbs from the seedbank 
dominated the plot and offered 
quality brooding cover. By 
August 2005, the ragweed 
and sticktights (Bidens) were 
flowering and preparing to 
produce seed—seed that would 
not have been available if the 
tall fescue had not been killed.
April 2004
May 2005
August 2005
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vegetation that would better serve various needs of wildlife. By killing non-native 
grass cover, conditions improve for seed in the seedbank to germinate. Burning 
dead material off a field after spraying, followed by disking, further stimulates 
the seedbank to germinate. 
Fortunately, most nwsg seed remain viable in the seedbank for an exceptionally long 
time. This is most evident when openings are created in forested areas. Many (if not 
most) forests in the Mid-South today were once agricultural fields or early-succes-
sional openings, historically maintained by plowing or fire (either from lightning 
or Native Americans). When full sunlight reaches the ground, plants begin grow-
ing that have not been present since the forest canopy closed, often 80–100 years 
ago, or more. The seedbank present in these newly created fields is often rich with 
a wide variety of early-successional herbaceous species, including nwsg, that have 
been waiting to germinate for a long time. In many areas, there is enough nwsg seed 
present that planting is not necessary. Certainly, if 10–30 percent of the vegeta-
tive cover is nwsg, planting is not necessary to provide quality early-successional 
habitat for most wildlife species that would use that habitat. Even if nwsg coverage 
is less than 10 percent, this coverage will increase if dormant-season fire is used to 
maintain the habitat type. If planting is warranted, herbicide treatment is usually 
not necessary in newly created openings that were previously forested.
 
Seed quality, germination and Pure Live Seed (PLS)
When planting is necessary, seed quality should be an initial consideration. Pu-
rity of nwsg seed is often low (50–70 percent) because of an inordinate amount 
of inert material (stems, leaves, etc.). In addition, the germination rate may only 
be 50–60 percent. Fortunately, this information is printed on a tag sown onto 
the seed bag. From the seed tag, the percentage of pure live seed (PLS) can be 
calculated. This figure is then used to determine the bulk-seeding rate. This is a 
critical step when weighing seed 
and determining the seeding 
rate prior to planting! Failure to 
do so will almost certainly result 
in disappointment.
Fig. 5.9  Never plant nwsg 
without reading the seed 
tag and calculating PLS.
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PLS is calculated as follows:
Seed: Indiangrass (Osage)
Pure Seed: 67.62%  Germination: 64.00%
Other Crop: 0.05%  Firm/Dormant: 22.00%
Weed Seed: 0.42%  Total Germination: 86.00%
Inert: 26.23%   Noxious Weeds: NONE
Origin: MISSOURI  Test date: 28 December 2003
67.62% (pure seed) × 86.00% (total germination) ÷ 100 = 58.15% PLS 
To plant 6 lbs PLS per acre: 6 lbs (desired rate) ÷ 58.15 (PLS) × 100 = 10.32 
Therefore, 10 lbs of bulk material from the seed bag should be planted 
per acre.
Dormancy of nwsg seed can be a problem for eastern gamagrass and 
switchgrass. It has long been known that 2–3-year-old seed sometimes 
germinates better than new seed. Germination can be estimated (if not 
identified from a seed tag) using a “rag doll” germination test. This involves 
placing a pre-determined number of seed (such as 100) in a moistened 
paper towel, which is rolled up and placed in a Zip-lock® bag. Place the 
bag in a warm area for 5–7 days. Remove the paper towel and count the 
number of seeds that have germinated. Remove those seeds. Replace 
the bag, wait another 5–7 days and count the number of germinated 
seeds again. Now divide the total number of germinated seeds by the 
total number of seeds placed in the paper towel. This will provide a fair 
estimate of germination. 
Problems associated with high dormancy (germination rate < 50 percent) 
can be improved with wet-chill treatments (cold stratification) and buying 
pre-treated seed (probably the most convenient option for most landown-
ers). Wet-chilling involves soaking seed placed in a mesh bag overnight in 
water. Allow the bag of seed to drip dry the following morning for a few 
hours before storing in a cool location (such as a cellar or walk-in cooler 
set at approximately 40–45 F). Switchgrass seed should be chilled at least 
two weeks; eastern gamagrass seed should be chilled for six weeks. After 
the chilling period, the seed is removed from the bag and allowed to air 
dry. For best results, the seed should be sown immediately after air-dry-
ing. However, if seeds are dried out completely, dormancy may return. If 
all of the seed are not sown, the remainder may be stored after air-drying 
thoroughly. Optimally, the chilling process should be conducted during 
March/April. 
Obviously, the wet-chilling process is supposed to simulate natural con-
ditions as if the seed were lying in the ground through winter. However, 
germination and establishment success may be better with the wet-chill-
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ing process than planting in the fall. Perhaps the best option for eastern 
gamagrass seed is buying pre-treated seed (cold-stratified before shipping). 
It is important that this seed be planted immediately upon arrival. If not 
planted immediately, the seed may be stored in refrigeration for a short 
time (no more than two weeks). Some seed companies offer seed that also 
has been treated with a fungicide prior to shipment.
Use of Plateau® and Journey® herbicides
Plateau® (released in April 1996) and Journey® (released in May 2004) 
herbicides contain ammonium salt of imazapic as an active ingredient. 
Imazapic controls several problematic competitors (such as tall fescue and 
crabgrass—see herbicide labels for complete list of plants controlled) with 
relatively little harm to many plant species desirable for wildlife (such as 
bluestems, indiangrass, blackberries and legumes). Imazapic has residual 
soil activity with a half-life of 60 days after spraying; therefore, it can be 
applied preemergence as well as postemergence and provide a relatively 
long window of time for competition control.
Plateau® contains 23.6 percent ammonium salt of imazapic (one gallon 
contains 2.0 pounds of imazapic), while Journey® contains 8.1 percent 
ammonium salt of imazapic as well as 21.9 percent glyphosate (one gal-
lon contains 0.75 pound of imazapic and 1.5 pounds of glyphosate). Both 
herbicides can be used to prepare sites for planting and treat undesirable 
species prior to planting nwsg; however, because Journey® contains glypho-
sate, higher rates of Journey® should not be sprayed over existing stands of 
several nwsg species while growing. Table 5.1 can be used to convert rates 
of Journey® to equivalent rates of Plateau® and glyphosate. 
Fig. 5.10  Applying Journey® 
just prior to drilling nwsg 
offers postemergence control 
of existing vegetation as well 
as preemergence control for 
several weeks.
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A word about surfactants…
The use of surfactants is critical for success 
of postemergence herbicide applications. 
Surfactants, or spray adjuvants, are water- or 
oil-soluble substances added to herbicides to 
modify or enhance the effectiveness of the 
active ingredient. Surfactants are surface-ac-
tive agents that produce physical changes at 
the interface of the liquid herbicide mixture 
and the surface of the plant. Surfactants help 
herbicides stick, spread, wet, penetrate and 
disperse on the surface of plants. Hence, 
surfactants are not added to preemergence 
applications, only postemergence. Surfactants 
make many herbicides more effective by help-
ing the herbicide penetrate the plant.
Surfactants include soaps and synthetic 
surfactants. Surfactants may be anionic, 
cationic, amphoteric or non-ionic, based on 
their ionization in water. Soaps are anionic 
(negatively charged) and are not used with her-
bicides because they form insoluble salts that 
precipitate. Synthetic anionic surfactants are 
not usually used alone because they may react 
with other ions (possibly the active ingredient 
in the herbicide solution); however, anionic 
surfactants are excellent wetting agents and 
may be used with nonionic surfactants to im-
prove the wetting properties of an herbicide 
mixture. Cationic surfactants are derived 
from ammonia and are not usually used with 
herbicides because they are phytotoxic and 
precipitate readily in hard water (water with 
a relatively high concentration of calcium, 
magnesium and/or iron). Amphoteric sur-
factants have positive and negative charges, 
but are not normally used with herbicides. 
Non-ionic surfactants (NIS) do not ionize in 
water; therefore, they do not form insoluble 
salts and can be used with hard water. NIS 
are outstanding emulsifiers, forming stable 
emulsions, which enables them to make many 
herbicide formulations much more effective. 
NIS are also good dispersing agents, excellent 
detergents, do not foam much and have low 
phytotoxicity and low mammalian toxicity. 
All of these properties, along with the fact 
that NIS are more soluble in cold water than 
hot water, make them very attractive for use 
in solution with many herbicides.
Crop oil concentrates (COC) are petroleum- 
or vegetable-based oils that increase the 
absorption of herbicides into plant leaves. 
Methylated seed oil (MSO), for example, is 
a vegetable-based COC that enhances the 
uptake of certain herbicides. COC usually 
contain 80 percent oil and 20 percent NIS. 
Depending upon the application, some her-
bicide labels may recommend COC rather 
than NIS because of the inherent phytotoxic 
properties of COC. COC alone can alter 
the structure of cell membranes, thus caus-
ing damage to plants. That is why NIS are 
normally used with selective herbicide appli-
cations, while COC are typically used with 
“burn-down” applications where the intention 
is to kill all vegetation present. Nonetheless, it 
is important to use a high-quality surfactant 
and follow the herbicide label instructions, as 
some herbicides perform better with MSO 
than NIS.
Liquid nitrogen fertilizers, such as urea-am-
monium nitrate or ammonium sulfate, may 
increase the uptake of postemergence her-
bicides. They are not, however, surfactants, 
even though they may be recommended on 
some herbicide labels as an additive to the 
spray mixture.
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Table 5.1  Equivalent rates of Journey®, Plateau® and Roundup®
Journey® rate 
(ounces)
Plateau® 
equivalent 
(ounces 
product)
Roundup® 
equivalent 
(ounces 
product)
Imazapic 
(pounds)
Glyphosate 
acid equivalent 
(pound)
32 12.0 16.0 0.188 0.375
24 9.0 12.0 0.141 0.281
16 6.0 8.0 0.094 0.188
12 4.5 6.0 0.070 0.141
8 3.0 4.0 0.047 0.094
Even though glyphosate can kill growing nwsg, demonstration plots have 
shown that Journey®, when applied at rates as high as 22 ounces per acre, 
can be used to “clean-up” weeds within a nwsg stand. Nwsg were stunted 
at higher rates, but the integrity of the grass stands remained intact (see 
Figures 5.11 and 5.12). 
Some nwsg are more tolerant to imazapic than others (Table 5.2). The blue-
stems and indiangrass are quite tolerant to imazapic. However, growth of these 
grasses can be stunted by higher rates (10–12 ounces of Plateau® per acre) when 
sprayed over young seedlings (see Figure 5.13). Postemergence applications 
(especially higher rates) should not be applied until seedlings have reached 
the four-leaf stage or until it is apparent the majority of the herbicide will be 
taken up by competitive weeds that have overgrown the grass seedlings. 
Table 5.2 Tolerance of native  
warm-season grasses to imazapic1
Species Rate  
(oz / ac)
Big bluestem <12
Little bluestem <12
Broomsedge bluestem <12
Indiangrass <12
Switchgrass 2–42
Eastern gamagrass 2–62
Sideoats grama 2–82
1 Plateau® Herbicide Label; BASF 
Corporation, 26 Davis Drive, Research 
Triangle Park, NC 27709
2 Expect stand thinning and possible loss 
of stand at higher rates.
Fig. 5.11  This mixed nwsg stand was planted in May 2005. A strip (in front 
of biologist) was sprayed postemergence in June 2005 with 11 ounces per 
acre of Journey®. Although the grass was stunted, by August 2005, it is 
obvious the grass was doing fine.
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A preemergence application within one week after 
planting (4–8 ounces per acre Plateau® or 16–21 
ounces Journey®) is recommended when establish-
ing bluestems and indiangrass (Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 
5.3). Preemergence applications provide the best 
weed control (especially crabgrass, johnsongrass and 
foxtails) and usually create “clean” conditions at the 
ground level, which provides excellent habitat for brood-rearing upland 
game birds (Table 5.4). 
Some species, such as switchgrass, eastern gamagrass and sideoats grama, 
cannot tolerate higher rates (10–12 ounces Plateau® per acre) of imazapic 
and stand thinning may occur even at lower rates (2–4 ounces Plateau® 
per acre). When planted as part of a mixture, a relatively small percentage 
of switchgrass and sideoats grama usually germinates and grows with a 
preemergence application (6–8 ounces Plateau® per acre). Postemergence 
applications may lead to better survival and growth of sideoats grama and 
switchgrass if they are included in a nwsg mixture. Because of the suscep-
tibility to imazapic, other herbicides are recommended when planting pure 
stands of switchgrass or eastern gamagrass (discussed under the Competition 
Control and Herbicides sections).
Fig. 5.13  When spraying Plateau® 
or Journey® postemergence over 
nwsg, it is important to allow 
the seedlings to reach at least 
the 4-leaf stage before spraying. 
This big bluestem seedling was 
severely stunted (notice dead 
top growth) when sprayed 
with 12 ounces of Plateau®. A 
few weeks later, it is beginning 
to produce new growth from 
below. The best technique for 
postemergence spraying is to 
allow the nwsg to reach the 4-
leaf stage or when it is apparent 
the majority of the herbicide 
will be taken up by competitive 
weeds that have overgrown the 
nwsg seedlings.
Table 5.3  Influence of imazapic on native warm-season grass 
seedling density1 at the Knoxville Experiment Station, 2002. 
(Harper and others, 2003)
Plateau® 
Treatment
Seedling density (plants/m2)
BB2 LB IG SG SO
PRE 8 oz  81 60 54 12 15
PRE 12 oz 72 45 58 6 18
POST 8 oz 48 73 50 20 38
POST 12 oz 36 63 47 19 38
Untreated 29 47 43 39 23
1 All grasses top-sown at 10 pounds PLS per acre.
2 BB=big bluestem, LB=little bluestem, IG=indiangrass, 
SG=switchgrass and SO=sideoats grama.
Fig. 5.12  This mixed nwsg grass stand was planted in March 2005. 
A strip (in front of biologist) was sprayed postemergence in June 
2005 with 22 ounces of Journey®. Obviously, the grasses were 
stunted by the herbicide application; however, problem weeds 
(note cocklebur in unsprayed area to left of strip) were controlled 
very well. By August 2005, the grasses were doing quite well and 
the resulting bare ground space was very beneficial for quail and 
other wildlife.
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Fig. 5.14   These data show the 
change in number of nwsg 
bunches over time following 
planting in 2000 at the Middle 
Tennessee Research and 
Education Center (Harper 
and others 2002; Jones and 
others 2004). All plots were 
planted at 8 pounds PLS per 
arce. Plots with imazapic 
were sprayed with Plateau at 
8 ounces per acre. Regardless 
of planting method, most 
species increase in density 
over time. It is also obvious, 
imazapic applications reduce 
coverage of switchgrass
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Fig. 5.15  For best results, cool-season grasses (e.g., 
tall fescue and orchardgrass) should be 8–10 inches 
high and actively growing when sprayed. Although 
spraying in the fall is the best time to spray, spring 
applications can be successful as well.
Table 5.4  Influence of imazapic (Plateau) on percent control of crabgrass, spotted 
spurge and fall panicum at the Knoxville Experiment Station, 2002. (Harper and 
others, 2003)
Treatment Crabgrass Spotted spurge Fall panicum
PRE 8 oz  100 99 99
PRE 12 oz 100 99 99
POST 8 oz 62 68 38
POST 12 oz 69 76 44
Untreated 0 0 0
Competition control 
Nwsg do not compete well with non-native grasses, such as tall fescue, 
bermudagrass, crabgrass and johnsongrass. Control of non-native grasses, 
as well as many broadleaf competitors, is critical to successfully establish-
ing nwsg. It is particularly important to eradicate perennial competitors 
before planting. There are several solutions to weed-control problems with 
various scenarios based on field-crop histories and seedbank composition. 
For example, recommendations for establishing nwsg for haying/grazing 
in a field previously covered with tall fescue are completely different from 
those recommendations for establishing nwsg for wildlife in a newly created 
field previously covered with a stand of shortleaf pines (where, most likely, 
an herbicide application would not be needed). Similarly, competition con-
trol for establishing a field of nwsg for wildlife may be quite different from 
competition control for establishing nwsg for haying or grazing.
Controlling tall fescue and other perennial cool-season grasses
When converting a field of perennial cool-season grass 
to nwsg, the optimum time to spray the existing cover is 
in the fall before planting the following spring (see Fig. 
2.36) This is because cool-season grasses are actively 
growing during October and November, but growth is 
concentrated primarily in root development as carbo-
hydrates, amino acids and other compounds are being 
translocated and stored in preparation for hard frosts and 
freezing temperatures. In the spring, growth is directed 
towards leaf (forage) production with rapid photosynthe-
sis taking place in an effort to ultimately produce seed. 
Because compounds are being translocated to the roots 
in fall, a reduced herbicide rate is possible. Glyphosate 
(the active ingredient in Roundup®) is the most common 
multi-use herbicide used to kill cool-season grasses. For 
fall (October/November) applications, a rate of 1–2 
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quarts per acre of Roundup® is recommended. 
For spring (March/April) applications, a full 
two quart per-acre rate is recommended. One 
quart per acre of a COC or one pint per acre 
of MSO should be added if the herbicide does 
not include surfactant. 
Before spraying, the field should be burned, 
hayed, grazed or mowed and allowed to 
re-grow. Burning or haying is recommended 
because most of the vegetative material is 
removed from the field, providing less chance 
for the herbicide to be “blocked” by senescent 
(dead) leaves and other material. To facilitate 
rapid uptake of the herbicide, perennial cool-
season grasses should be actively growing 
and 6–10 inches in height. Waiting until 
cool-season grasses begin to flower and seed 
before spraying will produce less-than-desir-
able results. To help ensure a complete kill, 17 
pounds per acre of liquid nitrogen (28-0-0) 
may be added to the herbicide mixture. After 
spraying, the field should not be manipulated 
(mowed, disked, burned) for approximately 
two weeks, allowing time for the plants to 
uptake the herbicide and to realize full efficacy 
(Note: glyphosate activity may be slowed by 
cool weather). 
When wildlife habitat is the objective, many 
fields of tall fescue can be enhanced without 
planting nwsg. By simply eradicating the 
Figs. 5.16a and b  Preparing the site before spraying is very 
important to ensure a complete kill. It is always best to 
“clean” a field in preparation for spraying. This is done by 
burning, haying or grazing the field to encourage fresh 
growth and reduce senescent grass leaves that will block the 
herbicide from coming in contact with growing grass. 
Fig. 5.17  This tall fescue field looks great—it is ready 
to kill! A few weeks after haying, grass growth is 
8–10 inches and adequate moisture has the field 
green and actively growing.
Fig. 5.16a
Fig. 5.16b
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non-native cover and allowing the seedbank to germinate, quality early-
successional cover may develop within two growing seasons (depending 
upon the composition of the seedbank). To achieve this, the field must 
be treated as described above. Once the tall fescue has browned over, 
the field may be burned and then disked to stimulate the seedbank. The 
field should be checked periodically, especially in April and October for 
recurring tall fescue. It is not uncommon for tall fescue to re-occur where 
residual seed germinated several months later. Spot-spraying these areas 
with glyphosate or imazapic will provide long-term control.
Controlling bermudagrass
Bermudagrass is best controlled with imazapyr (24 ounces of Arsenal 
AC® per acre with 2 pints of MSO). Before spraying, the field should be 
burned in late winter (if not hayed) to reduce standing dead vegetation 
and ensure herbicide contact with growing grass after spring green-up. 
Burning also helps stimulate forb coverage, especially desirable legumes, 
such as partridge pea (Fig. 5.18). 
Bermudagrass is extremely 
difficult to eradicate. In 
fact, it is virtually impossi-
ble to eliminate bermudag-
rass with a single spraying. 
Patience and persistence 
are required when dealing 
with this exotic scourge. 
Unfortunately, if a spot or 
two of bermudagrass is left 
in the field, it may eventu-
ally spread over the rest of 
the field if left untreated. 
Repeat applications are 
always necessary. 
Fig. 5.18    Research conducted 
by Bond and others (2005) 
in Georgia showed imazapyr 
(active ingredient in Arsenal 
AC®) was most effective in 
killing bermudagrass. Plots that 
were burned pre-treatment 
contain more desirable legumes 
(such as partridge pea) than 
unburned plots.
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After the initial spraying, the field should be disked prior to spring green-
up following the initial herbicide application and left fallow, allowing the 
seedbank to germinate. This will stimulate residual bermudagrass as well. 
The field should be checked through the growing season and spot-sprayed 
as necessary. The following late winter/early spring, the field should be 
disked again to further stimulate the seedbank. Again, the field should be 
monitored throughout the following growing season and residual bermu-
dagrass treated as appropriate. After two growing seasons of monitoring 
and treatment, the field should be ready for sowing nwsg the following 
spring (if nwsg have not already emerged from the seedbank). 
Another technique often used to eradicate bermudagrass is growing a 
Roundup Ready® crop, such as soybeans. This technique has produced 
mixed results. Even after using a Roundup Ready® crop for two years, 
residual bermudagrass may appear the following growing season. Spot-
spraying and persistence is always necessary.
Controlling johnsongrass and crabgrass
Where johnsongrass and crabgrass are known to exist, a preemergence 
application of imazapic (such as 8 ounces of Plateau® per acre) is strongly 
recommended when planting bluestems, indiangrass, sideoats grama 
or mixtures of these species. When establishing switchgrass or eastern 
gamagrass, johnsongrass and crabgrass should be sprayed the summer 
prior to planting. Although residual seed will still be present in the 
seedbank, the objective is to reduce the seedbank of these warm-season 
competitors as much as possible before planting nwsg. When sprayed 
postemergence, johnsongrass is best controlled when the grass reaches 
18–24 inches in height at the whorl (the first set of three leaves on the 
plant stem). Optimally, crabgrass should be sprayed before reaching 4 
inches in height; however, acceptable control may be achieved if crab-
grass is sprayed before flowering. Both crabgrass and johnsongrass can 
be killed postemergence with a glyphosate herbicide at 2 quarts per acre 
or clethodim (Select®) at 10–12 ounces per acre. When spraying Select® 
(or a glyphosate product without surfactant), COC or MSO should be 
added to the mixture as appropriate. Another herbicide that can be used 
in switchgrass plantings (as well as other nwsg) to control johnsongrass 
is OutRider® (sulfosulfuron). A preemergence application (2 ounces per 
acre) or postemergence application (2 ounces per acre) after nwsg have 
become well-established (past the 4-leaf stage) should control johnson-
grass as well as several other competitors. When spraying postemergence, 
a nonionic surfactant should be added at 0.5 percent by volume (2 quarts 
per 100 gallons of solution).
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Weed control in retired rowcrop fields
If left fallow, retired crop fields converted to nwsg may 
require herbicide treatment the growing season prior to 
planting to help control annual weed growth and their 
addition to the seedbank. Winter annuals should be 
sprayed in late winter/early spring before planting nwsg. 
A glyphosate herbicide application of 1–2 quarts per acre 
will control or suppress common winter annuals such as 
henbit, purple deadnettle, common chickweed and ground 
ivy. In crop residue, a preemergence application of an ima-
zapic herbicide (such as 6–8 ounces per acre of Plateau®) 
usually promotes an excellent stand when planting blue-
stems, indiangrass and sideoats grama. A preemergence 
application of OutRider® (2 ounces per acre) also can be 
used to control several competitors when planting nwsg 
in retired rowcrop fields.
Weed control when establishing pure stands of switchgrass or 
eastern gamagrass
Switchgrass and eastern gamagrass are not very resistant to imazapic (Table 
5.2). Therefore, other herbicides and competition control practices are 
needed when establishing these grasses for haying and grazing operations. 
Control of existing vegetation is critical and should be addressed thoroughly 
(as discussed above) because herbicide applications are limited for compet-
ing non-native warm-season grasses (such as bermudagrass and crabgrass) 
after switchgrass or eastern gamagrass germinates. A preemergence ap-
plication of Atrazine 4L® (refer to label for various restrictions) at 2 quarts 
per acre will control many broadleaf and grass competitors (refer to label 
for species controlled/suppressed). Postemergence broadleaf competition 
can be controlled/suppressed with an application of 2,4-D® and/or dicamba 
(Banvel®, Clarity® or Overdrive®) with an NIS. Overdrive® can be used dur-
ing or after establishment to control broadleaf competitors. Overdrive® has 
a 0-day haying or grazing restriction, which allows producers to graze an 
established stand of nwsg after spraying without a waiting period.
Another practice is to mow competitive weeds before they flower and seed. 
Shading limits growth of nwsg considerably and prolonged shading can 
kill nwsg. The mower should be set relatively high so the switchgrass or 
Fig. 5.19  When establishing pure stands of switchgrass, eradicating 
existing competition (such as, bermudagrass and crabgrass) prior to 
planting is especially important as there are no selective herbicides that 
will remove these competitors and not harm switchgrass.
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eastern gamagrass is not clipped any more than necessary. This method 
is usually less successful than herbicide applications, but many producers 
have seen switchgrass and eastern gamagrass out-compete non-desirable 
plants during the second growing season after planting where the com-
petition was not allowed to flower and produce seed.
pH and fertilizer requirements
One of the biggest advantages to establishing nwsg is that they are adapted 
to the soils of the Mid-South. Essentially, that means they can grow in 
nutrient-deficient soils with a low pH. Most of the soils in the Mid-South 
are slightly to strongly acid, extensively weathered and ultimately leached 
of nutrients. Often, soil pH is below 5.5 with low nutrient levels. With 
such a low pH, most of the nutrients present are unavailable to plants. 
Nonetheless, nwsg will germinate and grow in most of these soils without 
additions of lime and fertilizers. Optimum growth, however, cannot be 
attained on nutrient-deficient soils. Before planting nwsg, a soil sample 
should be collected and sent off for testing, just as if a row crop was be-
ing planted. Increasing the pH to 6.0–6.5 and maintaining P and K at 
medium levels (19–30 and 91–160 pounds available per acre, respectively) 
are recommended when significant production is desired. 
Application of N at planting is generally not recommended because it will 
stimulate weed competition. However, if bluestems and/or indiangrass is 
planted and Plateau® is applied preemergence, 15–30 pounds of N per acre 
may be added once the grasses are 4–6 inches high if adequate moisture is 
available. If planting pure stands of switchgrass or eastern gamagrass, N 
should not be applied until the stand is established and weeds controlled. 
For optimum growth, especially when establishing nwsg for pasture or 
hayfield, P and K may be elevated to high levels (31–120 and 161–320 
pounds available per acre, respectively). In addition, up to 60 pounds 
of N can be applied either in April/May, after cutting hay and/or after 
removing livestock from the paddock.
Seedbed preparation 
Once the competition is controlled, the seedbed should be prepared before 
planting. If drilling seed, a firm and “clean” seedbed, free of deep thatch 
and other material, is desired. This will enable the seed to be planted 
Fig. 5.20  Although nwsg can be established and grow relatively well in soils with low 
fertility, collecting a soil sample and getting it tested is a good idea, especially if nwsg are 
established for haying/grazing where maximum production is desired. 
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Fig. 5.21  NWSG can be 
drilled directly into dead 
sod if the thatch layer is not 
too deep. When fields are 
sprayed in the fall prior to 
spring planting, thatch is not 
a problem as is evident in 
this field that has just been 
planted with a no-till drill.
Fig. 5.22  Cultivated seedbeds 
can be planted by drilling or 
top-sowing. If top-sowed, the 
site should be cultipacked 
after planting, not disked. 
Here, a riparian buffer strip is 
being drilled with nwsg after 
the seedbed was prepared by 
conventional tillage.
adjacent to mineral soil, which should increase germination success. If 
the seed is planted in deep thatch, germination and seedling survival may 
be less than desirable. Cleaning the seedbed is best achieved by burning. 
A firebreak should be constructed around the field by discing a strip one 
or two tractor-widths wide. This is important because the firebreak will 
be used every 2–3 years as the field is maintained with prescribed fire. If 
the dead material on the field is sparse and/or only a few inches high, no 
preparation may be necessary. 
If the seed is to be top sown (or broadcast), the seedbed should be pre-
pared by conventional tillage techniques. If the soil needs amendment, 
it is best to do so at this time to ensure the lime and fertilizer are well-
incorporated. To ensure firm seed-to-soil contact and improve germina-
tion and seedling survival, the seedbed should be cultipacked before and 
after seeding. Top-sown seed should not be covered by disking because 
it covers the seed too deep. 
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Fig. 5.23 and 5.24  Drills with “picker wheels” and agitators in the 
seed box (such as this Truax™) are recommended when planting 
bluestems and indiangrass. This ensures an even flow of seed and 
prevents seed lodging in the box.
Planting techniques, timing,  
seeding depth and seeding rate 
Drilling and top-sowing
Native warm-season grasses can be established by planting with a no-till 
drill (see Appendix 5) or by top-sowing (broadcast seeding). If planting 
bluestems and/or indiangrass, a drill with a specialized seed box contain-
ing “picker wheels” is necessary. Without this design, the fluffy seed of 
these grasses lodge in the seed chute and are not planted. Finding a drill 
designed to plant these grasses should not be a problem. Truax™, Great 
Plains™ and others make suitable models and many drills are available for 
use by state wildlife agencies, the Natural Resources Conservation Ser-
vice and Soil Conservation Districts. If the seed are top-sown, a spreader 
with a similar device designed to “pick” fluffy seed from the hopper is 
required. Simply throwing the seed up in the air and allowing the wind to 
spread the seed usually results in a patchy 
stand, which may be fine, depending upon 
objectives. There have been mixed results 
using cracked corn, pelletized lime, cot-
tonseed hulls or fertilizer as a seed carrier 
in traditional planting equipment. Using 
the proper equipment is highly recom-
mended to successfully establish nwsg. 
Switchgrass can be top sown or planted 
using the clover seed box on a grain drill, 
while eastern gamagrass should be planted 
with a corn planter. Eastern gamagrass is 
usually planted in rows 18–24 inches apart, 
but some people like to plant rows only 12 
inches apart to reduce stool size and make 
stems more upright so haying is easier. 
Timing of planting
Nwsg are best planted from mid-April 
through May in the Mid-South. This is a 
major consideration. Because germination 
and seedling establishment can be slow, it is 
important to plant just before the soil tem-
perature reaches approximately 58 degrees. 
This allows more time for germination and 
provides seedlings a better opportunity to 
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Most nwsg plantings are established by using a no-
till drill. Drills designed for “fluffy” seed are nec-
essary when planting bluestems and indiangrass 
because of the long seed awns and light weight of 
the seed. Several manufacturers offer this type of 
drill, including Truax™, Great Plains™ and others. 
These drills have two or more seed boxes designed 
for different types of seed, including one for fluffy 
nwsg seed. Agitators keep the fluffy seed from 
compacting, while picker wheels, located in the 
bottom of the seed boxes, extract seed and send 
them down an oversized drop tube designed to 
avoid seed bridging. 
Non-fluffy nwsg also can be planted with these 
drills. Switchgrass seed can be planted in the 
seed box typically used for smaller seed, such 
as clovers. Sideoats grama can be planted in the 
seed box with the picker wheels or in the seed 
box typically used for larger seed, such as oats, 
wheat and rye. 
Troubleshooting tips when using a no-till drill 
Although these drills have aided tremendously in 
successfully establishing nwsg stands, it is critical 
that the drill is calibrated for the seed being sown 
and that attention is given to planting depth and 
rate. Many plantings have “failed” because the 
seed were drilled too deep, an inadequate seeding 
rate was used because the percentage of pure live 
seed was not calculated and/or because the drill 
was not calibrated, or too little seed was sown 
because the drill was not operating properly for 
some reason. Before using a drill to plant nwsg, in-
spect the machinery and become familiar with its 
operation. Appendix 5 provides information on 
the operation and maintenance of no-till drills.
Many state wildlife management agencies pro-
vide drills designed to plant nwsg free of charge 
to landowners. Drills are also available through 
some chapters of Quail Unlimited™ and Soil and 
Water Conservation District offices or may be 
rented through some state farmers’ cooperatives 
or seed/equipment dealers. Typically, these drills 
see many hours of use and are not always in the 
best shape. It is important to check the seed flow 
from these drills and be sure the proper amount 
of seed is being planted. The calibration charts on 
these drills are usually correct when drills are new, 
but as they get older and parts wear, seeding rates 
may be higher or lower than those listed. Spend-
ing a few minutes before planting can prevent all 
of the seed being placed on a small portion of the 
field, or having to run over the field twice because 
the drill wasn’t planting enough seed.
Often, there is little time for the landowner to 
become well-acquainted with a drill before use. 
However, merely filling the drill with seed, hook-
ing to the tractor and taking off across the field 
usually results in disappointment. Even after 
Fig. 5.26   Seed output is adjusted on some drills, such 
as this Truax™, by a chain sprocket. 
Fig. 5.25  
Truax™ 
sprocket 
chart
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reading over the user’s manual (if one is available), 
the landowner is often confronted with problems 
and confused about why the drill is not operating 
properly. Listed below are a few tips for successful 
operation and identifying problem sources.
 1. Before going to get the drill, have the cor-
rect size hitch pin for towing the drill. 
 2. Make sure the tractor’s hydraulic fittings 
match those for the drill.
 3. Calculate the percentage of pure live seed 
(see p. 73–74) and calibrate the drill for 
the bulk rate of seed being planted and the 
desired planting rate.
 4. Measure the field being planted— don’t 
guess the acreage (the local FSA office can 
assist with determining field size from 
aerial photographs).
 5. For best results, plant in a clean seedbed, 
without thatch buildup or much debris.
 6. Make sure the chains on the opening coul-
ters are not kinked and that coulters are in 
alignment with the seeding furrow.
 7. Check all tubes to make sure they are 
not clogged (this should be evident when 
calibrating the drill) with mud or by mud 
daubers or spiders. 
 8. Check the planting depth bands and adjust 
planting depth, if necessary.
 9. Make note of acreage on drill counter be-
fore planting.
 10. Operate the drill for a short distance (100 
feet) before planting the field and look for 
planted seed in the furrows. If you cannot 
see/find seed, it is not being planted! All 
seed should be within 1⁄4 inch of the top of 
the ground (with the exception of eastern 
gamagrass). Approximately one-third of 
the seed should be lying on top of the fur-
row—not covered at all.
 11. If seed cannot be found in the planting 
furrows and on top of the ground, check 
the planting depth. If depth bands are set 
correctly, check the output from each tube 
(this should have been done when calibrat-
ing drill). This can be checked easily by 
placing a plastic sandwich bag over the bot-
tom end of each drop tube—attached with 
a rubber band—and operating the drill (or 
by jacking the drill up on the drive-wheel 
side and turning the drive wheel). If seed 
doesn’t fall into one or more bags, check 
the hoses to see if they are clogged. If seed 
doesn’t fall into one or more of the bags (or 
just a very few seeds trickle into one or two 
bags), the drill isn’t operating. Make sure 
the drill has been engaged (some engage at 
the wheel hub). If so, then check the chain 
drive that adjusts the seeding rate. If that is 
positioned correctly, check the chain drive 
on the side of the drill (depending upon 
model) to make sure it is engaged and not 
off the drive wheel.
Fig. 5.27  It is critical to check drills thoroughly before 
use. Not only must the drill be calibrated before planting 
(according to PLS estimation), but general maintenance is 
also required. This drill wasn’t planting switchgrass. Why? 
The drop tubes coming out of the small seed box were 
clogged. Drop tubes, chain sprockets, seed boxes and 
grease fittings all need attention before planting.
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become established and develop deeper root systems before potential dry 
periods of mid- to late summer. Later plantings in June are often success-
ful, but reduced germination and slower initial growth are more likely.
Seeding depth
No-till drills should be set where seed are planted no more than 1⁄4 inch 
deep. In fact, approximately 30 percent of the seed should be visible (on 
top of the planting furrow) after planting. This is one of the most impor-
tant factors in successful establishment. When a seed germinates, it must 
push its way through the soil to the surface (if not on top of the surface) 
so it can receive sunlight. Once in the sun, it can produce its own energy. 
Until that happens, the seedling depends on stored energy to grow. Thus, 
the deeper a seed is planted, more energy is 
required for the seedling to emerge from the 
soil. Nwsg seeds (with the exception of eastern 
gamagrass) contain very little stored energy.
Seeding depth should be checked by inspect-
ing the initial furrows before the field is 
Fig. 5.28 and 5.29  Planting seed too deep may be the number one cause of establishment 
failure. Nwsg seed (with the exception of eastern gamagrass) should not be planted (or 
covered) deeper than ¼ inch! When drilling seed, as much as 30 percent of the seed 
should be obvious on top of the planting furrow. When checking furrows for planting 
depth, it is common to find seed just on top of the ground in places, while the seed is 
barely underneath along most of the furrow. 
Fig. 5.30  When top-sowing nwsg on a seedbed prepared by 
conventional tillage, cultipacking ensures firm seed-to-soil 
contact and improves germination rate and initial growth. 
Top-sown seed should not be covered by disking.
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planted. A pocketknife is useful when inspecting planting furrows. All 
planted seed not on top of the furrow should be visible just under the 
soil surface. The only exception to this rule is eastern gamagrass, which 
should be planted approximately 1 inch deep. If the seed is top-sown, the 
seed should not be covered by disking, only cultipacked after sowing to 
ensure firm seed-to-soil contact.
 Seeding rate
Seeding rates largely depend upon objectives for the planting. If sown 
for wildlife, a sparse stand of grasses (20–50 percent coverage) with 
abundant forbs and adequate bare ground is desired. If sown for forages, 
a denser stand of grass is desired. Thus, the seeding rate for wildlife 
habitat is less than that for a forage stand 
of nwsg. Recommended seeding rates are 
shown in Table 5.5. Although nwsg can be 
established by no-till drilling or top sow-
ing with conventional tillage, germination 
success is increased when seed are drilled. 
As mentioned previously, many factors 
influence germination and stand success. 
However, soil moisture and the number of 
days until rain after planting are critical. 
When drilled, seed are somewhat pro-
tected in a microclimate afforded by the 
planting furrow. Desiccation and loss of 
seed viability are more likely when seed are 
top-sown, as they lie on top of the ground 
baking in the sun. To compensate for a 
possible reduction in germination, higher 
seeding rates may be used when broadcast 
seeding. For example, when establishing 
wildlife habitat, 6–8 pounds PLS of a 
big and little bluestem, indiangrass and 
switchgrass mixture might be top sown as 
opposed to drilling 3–5 pounds PLS of the 
same mixture. 
Fig. 5.31  Nwsg intended for livestock forage are planted at a higher 
seeding rate than those stands intended specifically for wildlife habitat. 
Note the bunch density in this recently-planted big bluestem stand 
intended for hay production.
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Table 5.5  Recommended seeding rates1 (pounds PLS per acre) and planting dates for 
native warm-season grasses in the Mid-South.
Species Wildlife Habitat Forage Stand Planting Dates
Big bluestem 3–5 10–12 mid-Apr–May
Little bluestem 3–5 10–12 mid-Apr–May
Indiangrass 3–5 10–12 mid-Apr–May
Sideoats grama 4–6 mid-Apr–May
Switchgrass 2–4 8–10 mid-Apr–May
Eastern gamagrass 4–6 10–12 mid-Apr–May
1 All seeding rates are for a single-species planting. Single-species plantings, however, are not 
normally recommended, especially for wildlife habitat. Therefore, the rate of each species in-
cluded in a mixture should be reduced according to the number of species in the mixture, the 
composition preferred and the desired structure of the resulting stand. The rates given in this 
table are for drilled plantings. Broadcast rates may be increased by approximately 50 percent.
Recommended mixtures for wildlife and forages
Single-species plantings are not recommended for wildlife habitat. That is not 
to say, however, that a pure stand of switchgrass, for example, will not benefit 
wildlife. Even a field of switchgrass hayed for livestock can provide cover for 
wildlife if the field is managed correctly, but its value is not equal to that of 
a mixed stand of nwsg along with a variety of wildlife-friendly forbs. Several 
nwsg mixtures have been developed for wildlife plantings in the Mid-South; 
however, most can be placed in one of two categories: a tall mixture or a short 
mixture. Tall mixtures are dominated by big bluestem, indiangrass and/or 
switchgrass, which normally range in height between 4–8 feet depending 
upon variety, soil moisture and available nutrients. Short mixtures are domi-
nated by little bluestem, broomsedge (which is usually not planted, but occurs 
naturally) and/or sideoats grama. These normally range in height between 
2–4 feet. Other short nwsg that might occur naturally include splitbeard 
bluestem, purpletop, several low panicgrasses and povertygrasses.
Mixtures are determined primarily by the objectives and preferences of the 
landowner. Tall mixtures can provide cover for ground-nesting birds, as well 
as those that nest aboveground (such as dickcissel, field sparrow, Henslow’s 
sparrow and red-winged blackbird). Tall mixtures can also provide excellent 
cover for white-tailed deer, and brooding wild turkeys and bobwhite quail 
(provided there is desirable forb coverage). Thermal cover may be  provided 
in winter for many wildlife species if sufficient structure is present and the 
grasses remain erect or lodge above ground. Such stands can become magnets 
for deer to bed in during the day. Short mixtures provide outstanding nesting 
cover for ground-nesting birds and excellent brood-rearing cover if desirable 
forb cover is present. Short mixtures also are aesthetically pleasing to many 
people, especially with a complement of wildflowers.
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Fig. 5.32   Tall nwsg mixtures usually 
include some combination of 
big bluestem, indiangrass and/or 
switchgrass. Little bluestem might 
also be in the mixture, but the taller 
grasses dominate. Tall mixtures 
can provide quality nesting and 
brooding cover as well as winter 
and escape cover for many wildlife 
species. 
Fig. 5.34   Short nwsg mixtures 
normally include little bluestem, 
broomsedge bluestem and/or 
sideoats grama. Indiangrass or 
big bluestem might be included 
in small amounts, but the shorter 
grasses dominate the stand. Short 
mixtures provide quality nesting 
and brood-rearing cover for many 
wildlife species.
A typical tall nwsg mixture intended for wildlife 
habitat might include (rates of PLS per acre):
1.5 lbs. big bluestem
1.0 lbs. indiangrass
1.0 lb. little bluestem
0.5 lb. switchgrass
1.0 lb. native legumes and other forbs
A typical short nwsg mixture intended for 
wildlife habitat might include (rates of PLS per 
acre):
3.0 lbs. little bluestem
2.0 lb. sideoats grama
1.0 lb. native legumes and other forbs
Fig. 5.33   This buffer of sideoats grama and little 
bluestem provides excellent nesting cover for a 
variety of bird species.
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Tall or short mix? Which is best?
Most nwsg mixtures can be placed into one of two groups: tall or short. 
Predominant grasses in tall mixtures include big bluestem, indian-
grass and/or switchgrass (depending on variety), while predominant 
grasses in a short mix typically include little bluestem, broomsedge 
and/or sideoats grama. Several other nwsg occurring naturally from 
the seedbank might also contribute to a short grass site.
There are several issues to consider when deciding whether to 
plant a tall or short mix, but structure is most important. Taller 
structure is good for wildlife cover, but it can be counterproductive 
in winter if the grasses fall over and do not remain 
erect and/or do not “lodge.” This is most prevalent 
when few forbs are present in the field. Several 
forbs, such as ragweed, goldenrod, pokeberry and 
blackberry provide more rigid structure and help 
tall grasses remain erect through winter. 
Another consideration is structure for building 
nests. Most birds prefer relatively fine grasses and 
other such material for nest construction. Ground-
nesting birds (such as bobwhites and meadowlarks) 
find perfect structure for nesting at the base of 
broomsedge and little bluestem and sideoats grama. 
Indeed, these grasses, especially broomsedge, 
remain erect through winter and provide nesting 
structure for the following spring. These grasses 
have an abundance of leaf material near the ground 
and the leaves of these grasses are relatively narrow. 
Other birds that nest off the ground (such as field 
sparrows and dickcissels) use fine grasses (such as 
Danthonia spp.) for nesting material, but position 
their nests within more coarse material, such as 
stems of big bluestem or blackberry brambles. 
Thus, a mixture of grass types and other vegetation 
is desired to provide optimum habitat for a variety of 
birds and other wildlife. But, if specific birds are the 
focus (such as bobwhites), specific structure should 
be the objective (such as a short mixture of nwsg).
Figs. 5.35 and 5,36   Tall grasses 
often fall over in winter if there 
are no rigid forbs growing in 
association with the grasses (top 
photo). This is especially true 
with big bluestem, indiangrass 
and varieties of switchgrass 
that do not have large stems. 
Not only does this leave little 
cover for wildlife, it also leads to 
increased thatch build-up.
The “short” nwsg remain erect 
through winter and provide 
excellent nesting structure 
the following spring (bottom 
photo).
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Figs. 5.38   It can easily be 
argued that broomsedge 
is the best all-around 
nwsg for wildlife. With 
stiff stems, it remains 
erect through winter 
better than any other 
n w s g .  I t  p r o v i d e s 
u n e q u a l e d  n e s t i n g 
structure for bobwhites 
and,  on many sites , 
attains a height (4 feet) 
that provides cover even 
for white-tailed deer.
Figs. 5.39    Meadowlark 
nest in broomsedge.
Figs. 5.40 and 41   Many birds prefer to construct nests with fine grasses. This Bachman’s sparrow 
nest (left) has been constructed on the ground with low povertygrass (Danthonia spicata) amongst 
some broomsedge and sumac. This field sparrow’s nest (right) was also constructed with fine grass 
material, but built off the ground within a bunch of big bluestem.
Figs. 5.37   When a desirable complement of forbs are present, nwsg are more likely to 
remain erect through winter.
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Table 5.6  Selected seedling wildflower and legume tolerance to Plateau® 
herbicide (4 oz per acre) in mixed grass/forb stands.1
Common name Latin name Preemergence Postemergence
Aster, New 
England Aster novae No Yes
Aster, prairie Aster tanacetifolius No Yes
Sticktights Bidens frondosa No Yes
Partridge pea
Chamaecrista 
fasciculata/
nictitans
Yes Yes
Lance-leaved 
coreopsis
Coreopsis 
lanceolata Yes Yes
Plains coreopsis Coreopsis tinctoria Yes Yes
Ox-eye daisy2 Chrysanthemum leucanthermum Yes Yes
Shasta daisy2 Chrysanthemum maximum Yes Yes
Purple 
prairieclover Dalea purpurea Yes Yes
White 
prairieclover Dalea candidum Yes Yes
Illinois 
bundleflower
Desmanthus 
illinoensis Yes Yes
Beggar’s-lice Desmodium canadense No Yes
Purple coneflower Echinacea purpurea Yes Yes
Korean lespedeza2 Lespedeza stipulacea No Yes
Birdsfoot trefoil2 Lotus corniculatus No Yes
Alfalfa2 Medicago sativa No Yes
Lemon mint Monarda citriodora No Yes
Upright prairie 
coneflower
Ratibida 
columnifera Yes Yes
Black-eyed Susan Rudbeckia hirta Yes Yes
Crimson clover2 Trifolium incarnatum Yes Yes
White clover2 Trifolium repens No Yes
1 Adapted from Plateau® Herbicide Label; BASF Corporation, 26 Davis Drive, Research Tri-
angle Park, NC 27709
2 Not native to North America
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Selected forbs should be added to nwsg mixtures to 
provide enhanced brood habitat, invertebrate avail-
ability, seed production, forage and/or aesthetic value 
(Table 5.6). Planted forbs are intended to comple-
ment the forb community that should arise naturally 
from the seedbank. Forbs most often added to nwsg 
mixtures include partridge pea, Illinois bundleflower, 
roundhead lespedeza, perennial sunflowers, purple 
praireclover, purple coneflower and lance-leaved co-
reopsis. Many others might be added for aesthetics 
(such as black-eyed Susan and blazing star) and use 
by butterflies and/or hummingbirds.
Species and mixtures for livestock forage are gener-
ally determined by objectives, preference and poten-
tial problems with competitive weeds. For example, 
pure stands of switchgrass or eastern gamagrass 
can provide excellent forage for livestock. However, 
if crabgrass and/or johnsongrass are prevalent in 
the field to be planted, a mixture of big and little 
bluestem and indiangrass might be a better choice 
because imazapic can be used to help ensure suc-
cessful establishment. Forbs are not typically added 
to nwsg mixtures intended for forage production in 
the Mid-South; however, some producers do add 
alfalfa in the mixture or seed into an existing stand 
in February/March after burning.
Evaluating establishment success— 
what to expect
It is not uncommon to visit a landowner who has 
sown nwsg and thinks his/her planting effort was a 
waste of time. This is especially true for fields planted 
for wildlife habitat. To some people, the field is not 
“pretty.” It is not even. It is not green all over. And 
there may be lots of “weeds” coming up all over the 
field. This is all understandable and, in some cases, 
even intentional, but the landowner does not realize 
it. Most people are accustomed to sowing non-native 
cool-season grasses (such as tall fescue, orchardgrass, 
Top seven reasons why  
native warm-season grass 
plantings fail:
 1. Planted too deep—either drilled 
too deep or disked after top-
sowing.
 2. Planted too late—planting in 
July often results in poor ger-
mination because of a lack of 
moisture or not enough time for 
adequate root development prior 
to drought conditions.
 3. Inadequate weed control—no 
herbicide, the wrong herbicide or 
incorrect herbicide application is 
often the reason for stand failure.
 4. Percentage of pure live seed not 
calculated—not enough seed was 
planted.
 5. Drill not calibrated—not enough 
seed was planted.
 6. Field planted when too wet—
mud packed into the depth 
bands, coulters and/or seed-
ing tubes—or after a hard rain 
packed a well-prepared seedbed. 
 7. No patience—the planting was 
actually a success, but the land-
owner failed to realize what a 
successful nwsg stand should 
look like during the year of estab-
lishment. Many successful stands 
have been disked under during 
the year of establishment when 
they would have made excellent 
wildlife cover and/or livestock 
forage if allowed to fully establish 
the following year.
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timothy, bluegrass). These sod-forming grasses 
germinate and grow relatively quickly. As they 
develop, the ground takes on an ever-increasing 
green appearance, with small green seedlings com-
ing up all over the field. These small grass seedlings 
are all pretty much the same size and the field has 
a very even, “clean” appearance. Within several 
weeks, the field is green all over and by the end 
of the first growing season, a turf has developed. 
This is NOT the case with nwsg! 
Nwsg develop relatively slowly during the year of establishment. Most of 
the first-year plant growth is root development. Leaf and stem growth 
may not get more than 2 feet high by the end of the first growing season 
(even with big bluestem). In many cases, relatively little flowering occurs 
the first growing season and it is not until the second growing season that 
considerable aboveground biomass develops and the grasses flower and 
produce seed. However, if the correct planting procedures are followed 
and soil moisture and nutrition are not limiting, excellent growth will 
occur during the year of establishment with considerable aboveground 
biomass and extensive flowering. 
It is also important to be able to identify a nwsg seedling. Most folks look 
out across the field and do not recognize the plants present. All they see 
are “weeds” coming up everywhere! Most nwsg seedlings have the ap-
pearance of a small fountain (Fig. 5.42) and they should not, on average, 
be close together (especially if wildlife habitat is the objective). Many of 
the “weeds” germinating and beginning to grow are actually desired forbs 
that provide cover and seed for wildlife. However, some of them may be 
undesirable and should be treated before they are able to flower and add 
to the seedbank.
Fig. 5.42  This is what you are looking for! This is a big 
bluestem seedling with  its characteristic “fountain” 
appearance. Note the bare ground and lack  of weeds 
germinating around the seedling. This is what should be  
expected from a properly applied preemergence herbicide.
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Fig. 7.43-46    Expectations 
are everything. Most 
people would consider 
this planting a failure. 
Further,  most would 
think more vegetation is 
required to keep the soil 
from eroding in this filter 
strip, which was planted 
in May 2005 (see Fig 5.22) 
at 4 pounds PLS per acre 
with indiangrass, little 
bluestem and a small 
amount of big bluestem. 
Native grass density 
i n c r e a s e s  n a t u r a l l y 
over time; however, a 
relatively light seeding 
rate (4 pounds PLS) will 
prolong the need for 
disking to reduce grass 
density. A light seeding 
rate also allows for more 
bare ground space, which 
is highly desirable for 
wildlife.
Fig. 7.43   2 Sept 2005
Fig. 7.44   24 April 2006
Fig. 7.45   30 May 2006
Fig. 7.46   19 August 2006
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Checklist before planting nwsg
 ❏	 If planting for haying/grazing, has a soil sample been col-
lected and tested for lime and fertilizer requirements?
	 ❏	 Has the appropriate herbicide been identified for weed 
control prior to planting? 
 ❏	 Has the sprayer been calibrated?
	 ❏	 Has the appropriate species and variety of seed been 
located and purchased?
	 ❏	 Has the seedbed been prepared as needed?
 ❏	 Has the percentage of pure live seed been calculated? 
Check dormancy for switchgrass and eastern gama-
grass!
 ❏	 Has the acreage been measured?
 ❏	 Has the drill been calibrated and checked to see if it is 
properly dispensing seed through each drop tube?
 ❏	 Has the planting depth been checked?
 ❏	 Is it too late to plant? 
 ❏	 Depending on weed control and timing, would it be more 
sensible to wait until next spring to plant?
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Chapter 6 
Managing native warm-season 
grasses and associated early-
succession habitat
Succession will take over an old-field or a field of planted nwsg if it is not 
managed. Management is especially critical in the Mid-South, where 
average annual precipitation exceeds 40 inches and growing seasons are 
relatively long. Management is needed not just to set back succession, but 
also to create the vegetative composition and structure desired. Prescribed 
fire and disking are strongly recommended for managing fields of nwsg 
and associated early-succession vegetation. When used correctly (with 
respect to timing, frequency and intensity), fire and disking not only 
set back succession, but also determine plant species composition and 
structure, which directly influence habitat quality and forage quality. 
Other methods of managing nwsg fields include grazing, haying, the use 
of herbicides and bushhogging (mowing). 
Fig 6.1  In the Mid-South, a field can turn into a young forest in just a few years. Management 
is necessary to set back succession.
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NOTE: When managing nwsg established under government programs, 
most notably the Conservation Reserve Program, there are established 
guidelines and timeframes for “mid-contract management practices” (such 
as disking, burning and herbicide applications). Landowners and manag-
ers should consult the appropriate agency prior to managing lands under 
an active contract to ensure desired management activities meet program 
guidelines and are included in the conservation plan.
Prescribed fire
The word “fire” typically elicits fear in many people because of an associa-
tion with damage and destruction. As Dale Wade wrote in his publication, 
A Guide for Prescribed Fire in Southern Forests, “Wildland fire is nei-
ther innately destructive nor constructive. It simply causes change.” This 
change can be positive or negative, depending on the use of fire and the 
landowner’s objectives. Prescribed fire is the controlled application of fire 
under specified environmental conditions that allows the fire to be man-
aged at a desired intensity within a confined area to meet predetermined 
vegetation management objec-
tives. Simply put, prescribed fire 
is not wildfire. When used prop-
erly, it is very safe and achieves 
specific objectives. Prescribed 
fire, or controlled burning, can be 
used to reduce litter buildup, set 
back succession, increase nutrient 
availability and stimulate herba-
ceous growth, all of which have 
real implications for wildlife man-
agement. Although prescribed 
fire is used to manage forests 
(including upland hardwoods!), 
this discussion will concentrate 
on its use in fields of nwsg and 
old-field habitats. Proper burning permits should be obtained from the 
state forestry agency before using fire and all burns should be conducted 
and/or overseen by properly trained and experienced personnel. 
The effect of prescribed fire varies greatly with fire frequency, fire intensity, 
season of burn, amount and type of litter (vegetative debris), moisture 
and temperature, wind speed and method of burning. It is important to 
understand how fire behaves under various conditions and to burn 
only when conditions are suitable to meet stated objectives. 
Fig 6.2  Prescribed fire not 
only consumes litter build-
up and sets back succession, 
it also exposes seed and 
various invertebrates, such 
as snails and beetles, which 
provide calcium for young 
turkeys and quail.
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Dormant-season burning
Most often, fields are burned in late winter/early spring, just before green-
up. However, when a landowner has considerable acreage that needs to be 
burned, it cannot all be done at once. Burning throughout the season to 
meet burned acreage objectives is fine. Nonetheless, burning in March/early 
April reduces winter cover for only a short time before spring green-up 
and does not disrupt the wildlife nesting seasons. When nwsg are burned 
in late March/early April, the heat of the fire often stimulates rapid new 
growth, which is usually apparent within 5 – 7 days after burning. Depend-
ing on conditions, increased nitrogen and other nutrients may be available 
the growing season after burning. If burning 
coincides with warm daily temperatures (60 
– 70 F) and adequate precipitation, accelerated 
plant growth is possible. Soil fertility is usually 
increased after burning grasslands, as nutrients 
from the ash are translocated downward into 
the upper soil horizons. Nitrogen, phospho-
rus, potassium, calcium and magnesium are 
all released from organic material during a 
fire, and that which is not volatilized is readily 
soluble after burning. In addition, the hydrogen 
ion concentration in the top few inches of soil 
usually decreases after burning, which may 
raise soil pH slightly. These increases in soil 
fertility and pH may persist for 1 – 2 years 
after burning. 
Fig 6.3a and 6.3b  Burning in late March/early April stimulates quick growth from nwsg. This field was burned April 8, 2002. By 
April 15 (left), 3–4 inches growth is evident from individual nwsg bunches. By April 22 (right), the nwsg are growing rapidly.
Fig 6.4  Available nutrition may be increased after burning as 
nutrients are leached by rainfall from ash down into the upper soil 
layer. Fuel moisture and fire intensity are related and can influence 
the amount of ash and nutrient availability post burning.
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Dormant-season burning is best ac-
complished on “bluebird days” when 
atmospheric stability is slightly unstable 
or neutral, which allows for rapid smoke 
dispersal. Good winter-burning condi-
tions often exist for several days after the 
passage of a cold front that has brought 
light to moderate rainfall. During this 
time, a persistent wind, low relative hu-
midity, cool temperatures and clear skies 
can be expected. The preferred specific 
conditions for burning fields are a clear 
day with temperatures between 40 and 70 
F, a relative humidity of 25 – 45 percent 
and a steady wind of 3 – 10 mph. Ideally, 
fuel moisture should be 10 – 20 percent 
and soil moisture should be damp. This 
helps ensure the fire consumes the veg-
etation and litter layer, yet leaves a thin 
layer of organic material and ash, which 
is a source for added nutrients. Normally, 
burns are best prescribed from mid-morn-
ing through mid-afternoon. It is seldom 
desirable to burn into the evening and 
Fig 6.5–6.9   This series of photos shows expected response from old-field 
vegetation when burned in the dormant season. Dormant-season burning 
is normally recommended when the desired plant composition is present 
and/or when additional grass is desired. This field was burned using a strip-
heading fire. Fig 6.5 clearly shows the backing fire moving slowly against 
the wind to the right and the 
strip-heading fire moving more 
quickly with the wind to the 
left. Wind direction is evident 
from the smoke column.
Fig 6.6    March 2005
Fig 6.7    May 2005
Fig 6.8    August 2005
Fig 6.9    November 2005
Fig 6.5    March 2005
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night because an increase in relative humidity along with the possibility 
of a temperature inversion increases the likelihood of smoke problems. 
This is a most-important consideration when burning large acreage and 
when burning near roads. 
Growing-season burning
Once spring green-up begins, burning can be more 
difficult because of leaf moisture content. Burning 
fields after spring green-up increases smoke produc-
tion dramatically, which is undesirable. Nonetheless, 
growing-season fire is still useful, especially in late sum-
mer/early fall. While some sources present conflicting 
evidence, most lightning-induced fire in the Mid-South 
occurred during late April through mid-May and Au-
gust/September. Native Americans, however, burned year-round and 
had an uncanny ability to know how to use fire during different seasons 
to achieve specific objectives (normally to improve habitat or drive game). 
Without question, the activity of Native Americans must be considered 
a natural influence on the plant and animal communities throughout 
the region.
One of the greatest advantages of growing-season fire is its ability to reduce 
woody succession. Young trees and shrubs are most susceptible to fire 
when leaves are present. While the tops may be killed with a dormant-
season fire, the root system remains alive, resulting in prolific sprouting 
the following spring. Burning during the growing season is more likely to 
kill the entire tree, including the root system. Growing-season burns are 
most often implemented in the Mid-South during spring (soon after leaf-
out) or during late summer when conditions are usually drier and more 
favorable for burning. When the leaves and twigs are consumed during 
the growing season and/or the temperature exceeds 145 F in the crown 
of the tree or shrub, top-kill is imminent. These temperatures are much 
more easily reached (at levels 10 – 15 feet above ground) when burning in 
late summer (September) than in spring. It is also during late summer that 
trees begin to prepare for fall senescence (much like nwsg), transporting 
carbohydrates, amino acids and other compounds down from the leaves 
and twigs to the root system. By burning in August – early October, 
nutrient reserves needed in the root system to start growth the following 
spring are drastically reduced. This increased stress is often enough to kill 
the root system and eliminate future sprouting. Another benefit to late 
growing-season fire is that the wildlife nesting seasons are not impacted. 
Also, fire intensity is normally less intense during late summer as much of 
Fig 6.10  Growing-season fire 
can produce considerable 
smoke because much of the 
vegetation is still green. None-
theless, burning in September 
is effective at reducing unde-
sirable woody encroachment. 
In fact, September burning 
was as effective at killing 
woody stems as applications 
of imazapyr and triclopyr (see 
Fig. 6.17).
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Fig 6.11 – 16  This series of photos shows the effect of various treatments in reducing woody encroachment one growing season after 
treatment. These treatments were replicated in a CRP field planted to tall fescue, which had been mowed annually the previous 
10 years. September burning reduced woody encroachment as well as the herbicide treatments (data presented in Fig 6.17). In 
addition, September burning was cheaper to implement than any other treatment, promoted more native legumes than any other 
treatment and reduced cover of undesirable cool-season grass better than any other treatment. Partridge pea, beggar’s-lice and 
native lespedezas comprised more than 50 percent of the vegetation cover following September burning in this field.
Fig 6.11   March burn Fig 6.12   September burn
Fig 6.13   Imazapyr Fig 6.14   Triclopyr
Fig 6.16   ControlFig 6.15   Mow
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the fuels are still green. This also reduces the 
chance for spot fires. Disadvantages, however, 
include a considerable increase in smoke pro-
duction and reduction of winter cover. 
Over time, the density and coverage of nwsg 
bunches often increase to a level where forb 
coverage is reduced and there is significantly 
less bare ground space, which reduces germi-
nation of the seedbank, restricts travel and 
makes the field less attractive to many wildlife 
species. Repeated burning in late summer/
early fall (August through early October) 
when moisture content is relatively low may 
reduce grass density and increase forb cover-
age the following growing season. Disking 
(as discussed on page 120), however, is much 
more effective at reducing grass density and 
increasing forb coverage than burning.
Burning techniques
Before burning a field, a firebreak should be 
created to contain the fire. Disking a strip one 
or two tractor-widths wide around the field is 
sufficient. It is a good idea to create the fire-
break in advance of the planned burn. Disking 
in September – November is sensible, as it is 
relatively dry then and disking prior to March 
normally stimulates desirable forb growth the 
following spring. A firebreak disked in the fall 
also facilitates planting a cool-season forage (see 
Firebreak management on page 113). Disking 
firebreaks in the fall has two drawbacks. If 
leaves from adjacent trees fall into the firebreak, 
it will need re-disking before burning. Also, 
if firebreaks need to be created on soils prone 
to erosion or on slopes, erosion problems may 
occur before vegetation reestablishes. During 
some years, there are relatively few opportuni-
ties to burn when conditions permit. Creating 
a firebreak just prior to burning may not be 
possible – often because the soil is too wet for 
disking in March/April. Anything in the field 
that needs to be protected from fire (such as a 
Fig 6.17   Growing-season fire can be just as effective as 
herbicides in reducing woody encroachment into a field 
(Gruchy and others 2007). An added benefit is the increase 
of native legumes from the seedbank and the decrease in 
cool-season grass coverage.
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plum thicket) should be disked 
around also when the firebreak 
is created. 
The recommended method of burning is dependent on the weather con-
ditions and the amount and structure of litter on the field. A backing fire 
moves against the wind. A heading fire moves with the wind. A flanking 
fire moves at right angles to the wind. 
Fields are normally burned with the aid of a drip torch. Burning a field is 
always initiated with a backing fire, lit on the downwind side of the field 
adjacent to and along the firebreak. A blackline is created by allowing the 
fire to back into the field, creating a safe zone should the wind shift or if a 
heading fire is used later. Very flammable fuels adjacent to the firebreak 
can be mowed before burning to slow the rate of burn. A backing fire 
Fig 6.18  It  is  fo olish and 
irresponsible to try and burn 
f ields without a f irebreak. 
By disking a strip one or two 
tractor-widths wide around the 
field, a sufficient barrier is put in 
place to contain prescribed fire 
when used sensibly. 
Fig 6.19  When burning fields, it is 
important to identify areas that 
shouldn’t be burned and disk around 
them. Here, valuable food and cover 
for bobwhites and other wildlife 
has been protected by disking the 
firebreak in front of a plum thicket 
instead of around it.
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consumes material on the field very effectively and has relatively low flame 
heights. Depending on conditions, flame heights might range from a few 
inches to a few feet. Because it is moving against the wind, a backing fire 
moves quite slowly. If there is a large amount of litter present or if the 
wind is a little strong, a backing fire or strip-heading fire is probably the 
best method to use over the entire field.
If the process can be safely and effectively quickened, a strip-heading fire 
may be used (see Fig 6.5). This involves lighting a series of lines of fire 
progressively upwind of the initial backing fire. Strips should be narrow 
enough so the fire does not reach a high energy level before it reaches a 
backing fire or a blackline. Initially, strips might only be 20–50 feet wide 
until it is obvious how the fire will behave. Although the same techniques 
used with dormant-season burning apply with growing-season fire, 
strip-heading fires with persistent winds may be required (depending on 
moisture levels) to burn a field during the growing season.
When conditions warrant, a field can be burned with a ring fire. This is 
best accomplished by two people (with assistance from others). To begin, 
Fig 6.20 Fields should be burned by first creating a blackline (burned area) with a backing fire before using a strip-
heading fire or flanking fire. Notice in the picture how the fire is moving against the wind. This fire was correctly 
started adjacent to the firebreak, placed between the field and the white pines, which do not tolerate fire when 
young. At this point, a strip-heading fire or flanking fire can be used (if desired) to burn the field more quickly 
than waiting on a backing fire to slowly move across the field.
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a blackline is created on the downwind side of the field. From the black-
line, two people walk in opposite directions around the field, setting fire 
adjacent to the firebreak. This technique actually involves a backing fire 
(initially), a flanking fire (as the sides burn perpendicular to the wind) 
and a heading fire (when the two burners finally come together at the op-
posite end of the field from where they began). Coordination is required 
to implement a ring fire safely and effectively. The process should begin 
slowly and be monitored carefully to ensure an adequate blackline is cre-
ated on both sides before the fire starts to converge. Wildlife in the field 
should be considered before using a ring fire. There is no safe escape for 
many species once the two burners meet. 
Fig 6.21  The possibility of killing wildlife is increased 
when using a ring fire, as opposed to backing fire, 
flanking fire or strip-heading fire. This rabbit was killed 
when fire from opposite sides of the field converged 
during a ring fire. There was no escape. Nonetheless, 
even with ring fires, direct mortality when burning fields 
is not as high as when mowing fields (bushhogging).
Burning on rotation
While burning is highly desirable and can be used to enhance fields of 
nwsg and associated old-fields for wildlife, only a portion of a management 
area should be burned each year. Creating a mosaic of habitat condi-
tions across the management area is very important in meeting the 
needs of different wildlife species and the various requirements of a 
particular species throughout the year. For example, a field burned in 
late winter may provide excellent brooding habitat for quail and turkeys 
the following summer. Nesting cover within the field, however, is greatly 
diminished. It is not until the second summer after burning that nesting 
cover is most attractive for some birds, including bobwhite quail. In the 
third or fourth year after burning, escape cover for many species may be 
present. Therefore, the needs of various species and life requirements are 
met in a field for at least three to four years after burning. For this reason, 
it is widely recommended that one-third to one-fourth of an area be burned 
each year. Thus, where few fields are present, sections of a given field may 
be burned on rotation. This is particularly applicable with relatively large 
fields (>10 acres). Where several fields are present and in proximity, whole 
fields may be burned on rotation. 
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The exact burning rotation, of course, depends upon landowner objec-
tives and constraints, site conditions, focal species, the existing seedbank 
and the rate of woody encroachment. The primary objective is to keep 
succession in check and meet the various needs of focal wildlife species 
by influencing vegetation structure and composition. 
Season of burn should also be considered when 
burning on rotation. Consistent burning over 
time in late winter/early spring may shift com-
position of the field to increased grass cover and 
reduced forb cover. While this may be desirable 
when managing nwsg for haying/grazing, it is 
Fig 6.22  If wildlife is a concern, it is imperative not to burn all the cover at once. Leaving sections for winter cover and 
subsequent nesting structure will help increase wildlife populations. In this photo, a 100-acre field in West Tennessee 
has been broken up into sections approximately 100 feet wide, with alternate sections burned every 2 – 3 years. Disked 
firebreaks promote forbs from the seedbank and can be planted if desired. Note the brushy cover in the nwsg strip. 
Leaving quality winter cover for bobwhites is just as important as providing nesting or brooding cover. This shrub 
thicket was used as a covey headquarters.
Fig 6.23  Sometimes there are patches in a field that don’t 
burn. Perhaps the fuels weren’t continuous, perhaps bare 
ground space precluded a patch from burning, or perhaps 
a low-lying spot was too moist to burn. That’s OK; it only 
adds to the diversity of cover and may later provide nesting 
or escape cover.
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Burning and disking to increase 
invertebrate availability
Periodic burning and/or disking consumes the 
thatch layer and stimulates fresh growth. This 
has a dramatic effect on invertebrate popula-
tions. Many invertebrates are associated with 
the thatch layer. When that layer is consumed 
by fire or broken down by disking, those inver-
tebrate populations are reduced. However, as 
the seedbank germinates and perennial plants 
sprout after the disturbance, another assem-
blage of invertebrates establishes. Most im-
portantly for upland gamebirds, such as quail, 
turkeys and grouse, the structure at ground 
level is more open and allows young broods to 
move about freely and feed upon this new inver-
tebrate population under a protective canopy 
of forbs and grasses. The invertebrates present 
within the field now are available. Before burn-
ing or disking, insects and other invertebrates 
present may not have been available, depending 
on the structure at ground level and the ability 
of broods to navigate through the field. Thus, 
disturbing fields through burning or disking 
does not necessarily increase invertebrate 
abundance, but it can increase invertebrate 
availability. The importance of forbs to provide 
this structure cannot be overstated. Research 
in Tennessee (Fettinger and coworkers, 2002) 
found invertebrate 
biom a s s  w it h i n 
fields of pure nwsg 
(0.0388 g/m2) was 
no different from 
that in pure fields of 
tall fescue/orchard-
grass (0.0386 g/m2). 
Fields containing 
a significant forb 
component harbor 
considerably more 
invertebrates.
Invertebrate biomass one growing season following treatment in a native 
warm-season grass field, June 2004
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Fig 6.25  Research in North Carolina (Palmer 1995) suggested bobwhite chicks require more than 3 grams of invertebrate 
mass per day during the first 2 weeks of life. Disking treatments in Tennessee (above) contained 0.10 – 0.20 grams of 
invertebrates per square meter (Gruchy 2007). Therefore, sufficient invertebrate biomass for a 10-chick bobwhite brood 
was present within less than 0.10 acre. Obviously, a brood would not be able to prey upon every invertebrate within this 
area, but the point is that invertebrates are plentiful. The main consideration is whether the brood can travel through 
the field and if there is protective overhead cover while feeding.
Fig 6.24  Providing favorable structure and cover through 
burning and disking makes invertebrates available. 
Invertebrate abundance is of no value if birds cannot travel 
throughout the field under a protective canopy.
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not desirable from a wildlife perspective. Conducting a September burn 
in between dormant-season burns when and where appropriate will help 
maintain a diversity of forbs and grass.
Firebreak management
The primary role of firebreaks is to contain fire within a field. They also 
can be managed to provide additional food for wildlife. Firebreaks can 
be sown to warm-season plantings, cool-season plantings or left fallow 
to stimulate the seedbank and establish naturally occurring legumes and 
other forbs. Warm-season plantings well-suited for firebreaks include 
small grains (such as grain sorghum and millets), other seed producers 
(such as sunflowers, buckwheat, partridge pea and annual lespedezas) 
and forages that also produce seed (such as cowpeas and soybeans). Cool-
season plantings include annual grains (particularly wheat and oats), 
clovers (such as crimson, arrowleaf, ladino and red), and other legumes 
(such as Austrian winter peas and birdsfoot trefoil). Warm-season plant-
ings are normally planted in late April/May and provide forage and/or 
seed through summer and autumn. Cool-season plantings are normally 
planted in late August/September and provide green forage during the 
fall/winter months and into the following spring/summer. Both types of 
plantings can be a source of invertebrates for young quail and turkeys and 
other birds. Before planting any firebreak, soil should be amended with 
lime and fertilizers as recommended from a soil test.
Fig 6.26 and 6.27   Fallow firebreaks can provide outstanding cover, as well as a quality food source. Here, ragweed provides a 
protective overhead canopy (left) for young quail and there will be plenty of ragweed seed present in the fall. Below the ragweed 
canopy (right) open ground space allows broods to move about freely.
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Managing firebreaks for year-round food resources is often desirable. This 
is possible when a section of firebreak is sown to a warm-season mixture, 
a section to a cool-season mixture and a section left fallow for annual forb 
production and dusting. Because warm-season plantings are annual, they may 
be left fallow the year following planting, depending upon burning objectives. 
Cool-season forages may be annual or perennial. Annual clovers (such as 
crimson and arrowleaf) are excellent re-seeders and may be maintained the 
following year by disking in August. Annual cool-season legumes also may 
be followed with warm-season grains because of the added nitrogen fixed on 
the site by the legumes. Perennial forages (especially ladino clover) should be 
planted only on those sites with adequate moisture to sustain them through 
the summer when hot, dry periods are not uncommon. Introduced peren-
nial grasses (such as orchardgrass and tall fescue) should never be planted 
to a firebreak because over time they will produce sufficient thatch to allow 
fire to creep across the firebreak, can spread into nwsg, will out-compete 
clovers and other wildlife-friendly plantings, offer poor forage for wildlife 
and provide poor structure at ground level for small animals (see sidebar on 
pages 37–38). 
Annual plantings are often recommended for firebreaks. This facilitates the 
need to re-disk the firebreak before burning again. Perennial plantings can be 
used if the field is not going to be burned for another 3 – 4 years. The prob-
lem with perennial firebreaks is they accumulate dead leaves (if adjacent to 
woods) and dead plant material over time. Thus, perennial mixtures usually 
need disking prior to burning.
Construction and placement of firebreaks are other important considerations 
when managing fields for wildlife. If adjacent to woods or a line of trees, fire-
breaks should be established approximately 30 – 50 feet from the woods to 
allow a soft edge to develop between the woods and the firebreak. Getting 
Fig 6.28  Firebreaks adjacent to 
woods should be created at least 
30 – 50 feet from the woods’ 
edge to facilitate a soft edge 
between the woods and the 
firebreak. The soft edge provides 
additional nesting and escape 
cover, as well as forage and soft 
mast (blackberries).
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away from the trees also allows planted firebreaks to grow better because 
of less competition with trees for sunlight and nutrients. Over time, woody 
encroachment into the soft edge can be set back by bushhogging, controlled 
with an herbicide application or reduced to a desirable level by thinning. Also, 
anytime a firebreak is close to a woods’ edge, the possibility of a tree or limb 
falling into the firebreak exists. Prior to burning, firebreaks should be checked 
for fallen debris that might allow the fire to creep across the break. 
If the field is surrounded on one or more sides by woods, the area can be made 
more attractive for many wildlife species by thinning 50 – 100 feet into the 
woods from the field. Those trees not favored for wildlife (such as sweetgum, 
maples, elms, sourwood) should be selected for removal to reduce canopy 
closure to 50 percent or less. Sometimes, it is preferable to kill selected 
trees and leave them standing, which later provide snags for cavity-nesting 
Fig. 6.29  Firebreaks can be 
managed in various ways . 
Various sections may be planted 
to provide supplemental forage 
and grain through the year. 
Other sections may be left fallow 
to provide brood-rearing habitat 
and seed production. Firebreaks 
should be established outside 
the drip-line of adjacent trees to 
avoid competition for nutrients 
and sunlight and to allow soft 
edge to develop between the 
field and woods.
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birds. The recommended procedure is to girdle the tree with a chainsaw or 
open the bark to the cambium layer using a hatchet or machete. If using a 
hatchet or machete, leave no more than 1 inch in between hacks around 
the tree. A few squirts of herbicide are then sprayed into the wound via 
spray bottle. Garlon 4™ and Arsenal AC™ are excellent herbicides for 
this use. Their labels provide rates and mixing instructions for various 
applications.
If a field or section(s) of a field is to be burned annually or every other year, 
one strategy for managing firebreaks is to maintain a rotating firebreak. 
This involves disking (which may or may not be planted) an initial fire-
break. The following year (or two years later), another firebreak is disked 
just inside and adjacent to the initial firebreak. The following year (or two 
years later), the initial firebreak is disked again, while the second firebreak 
remains fallow. This rotating design continuously provides either a planted 
strip and a fallow strip, or two fallow strips in two different successional 
stages. The firebreaks are juxtaposed with perennial grass and forb cover 
within the field as well as a soft edge outside the firebreak and, where 
woods are adjacent to the field, a thinned wooded area. Thus, habitat is 
available for a wide range of activity by a variety of wildlife species, includ-
ing cover/area for nesting, brooding, escape, feeding and dusting.
Planting recommendations for firebreaks
A wide variety of plantings can be used when planting firebreaks. Two 
cool-season and three warm-season mixtures that have been used success-
fully are listed below (adapted from Harper 2007). Rates are per acre.
 Cool-season forage mixture (annual)
 15# crimson clover
 30# wheat
If planting on poor ground and/or cost is a concern, this is the mixture to 
use. It’s cheap, easy, will grow most anywhere and provides high-quality 
forage for deer, turkeys, quail and rabbits, as well as other species, such 
as groundhogs and ruffed grouse. 
Crimson clover is an excellent re-seeder. It can be retained for many years 
without replanting if it is not overgrazed and is allowed to flower and 
produce seed. A few weeks after the crimson clover dies and produces 
seed (late May), the firebreak should be mowed. A few weeks later (mid-
June), the firebreak should be sprayed with a glyphosate herbicide (1 – 2 
quarts per acre) to kill weeds. Weeds should be sprayed before they flower 
to realize a better kill and to help reduce the seedbank. Depending on 
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the seedbank and precipitation, weeds may need to be sprayed a couple 
of times through the summer. After the weeds have died, the firebreak 
should be top-dressed with lime and fertilizer as recommended from a 
soil test and disked in early to mid-August. This will effectively re-seed 
the crimson clover. If desired, additional wheat and/or oats can be sown 
prior to incorporating the lime and fertilizer or drilled afterwards.
A variation of this mixture is to add red clover (8 pounds) and reduce the 
crimson clover to 10 pounds. Red clover is relatively slow to establish, but 
will persist throughout the summer, providing an additional 3 – 4 months 
of high-quality forage. As the red clover declines in productivity (early 
September), the firebreak should be disked lightly to stimulate the crimson 
clover. Additional wheat or oats can be drilled into the plot if desired.
There is nothing wrong with planting a firebreak to wheat only (80 – 100 
pounds). It is cheap and easy to plant; doesn’t require high nutrient levels; 
provides nutritious forage fall through spring; provides seed through the 
following summer; and in the second summer after planting (depending 
upon the seedbank), a productive fallow site results.
Fig 6.30   A lush firebreak containing crimson clover and wheat provides nutritious forage for 
many wildlife species at a time (Nov.–Feb.) when green forage is limited.
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 Cool-season forage mixture  
(perennial)
  4# ladino white clover 
  5# red clover
  2# chicory
  40# oats or wheat
This is an excellent perennial mixture that 
provides quality forage and a source of inver-
tebrates for brooding quail and turkeys. The 
clovers and chicory can easily be maintained 
for three to four years (for a 3 – 4-year burn 
rotation) provided the site is top-dressed ac-
cording to a soil test and weeds are controlled. 
After the annual grains have produced seed 
and died, grass weeds can be controlled with 
10 ounces of Select™ postemergence and many 
broadleaf weeds can be controlled with 4 
ounces of Pursuit™ postemergence. This mix-
ture should be mowed after the clovers and 
chicory have flowered and produced seed and 
as often as necessary (usually 2 – 3 times per 
year) to help with weed control and stimulate 
fresh growth. 
 Warm-season seed mixture (annual)
  7# white proso millet
  7# foxtail millet
  5# Egyptian wheat
  4# grain sorghum
Deer eat very little grass during summer; 
thus, this mixture does well even where there 
is a high deer density. An abundance of seed 
is produced for a variety of birds, including 
quail, doves and turkeys, as well as many 
songbirds, including cardinals, several species 
of sparrows, juncos, flickers and others. Non-
desirable broadleaf weeds can be controlled 
with 2,4-D, Clarity™ or Banvel™.
Fig 6.31   Perennial clovers and chicory can be maintained for 
several years with proper weed control and soil amendment.
Fig 6.32   Seed-producing grasses are not as susceptible to deer 
damage as the peas and beans.
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 Warm-season forage mixture 
  60# iron-clay cowpeas 
  OR 
  30# Quail Haven soybeans
  3# peredovik sunflowers
This forage mixture contains plenty of crude 
protein (25 – 30 percent) and digestible nu-
trients (<30 percent Acid Detergent Fiber). 
Sunflowers are not added necessarily for forage, 
but as structure for the legumes to climb and 
grow upon later in the season. This allows the 
peas/beans to produce additional forage per 
acre. Prowl™ or Treflan™ can be sprayed and 
incorporated prior to planting to help control 
various forb and grass weeds. Select™ can be 
sprayed postemergence to control grass weeds. Quail Haven soybeans 
reseed quite well if disked in late winter following good seed production. 
If deer density is low and weeds are especially problematic, Roundup 
Ready™ soybeans (70 pounds) may be used instead of iron-clay cowpeas 
or Quail Haven soybeans. 
 Warm-season reseeding mixture (annual)
  10# Kobe or Korean lespedeza
  2# partridge pea
Bobwhites relish seed from these 
lespedezas and partridge pea, which 
are available through winter, making 
firebreaks planted to this mixture 
primary feeding spots from Decem-
ber through February. The best time 
to plant is late winter (mid-Febru-
ary – March), which coincides with 
dormant-season burning. The les-
pedezas and partridge pea are good 
re-seeders, which allows them to be 
retained by disking in March. 
Fig 6.33   Iron-clay cowpeas 
and QH soybeans withstand 
grazing pressure from deer 
much better than soybeans. 
Nonetheless, if the peas/beans 
are not destroyed by deer, a 
highly nutritious seed source 
is provided for quail/turkeys 
in fall.
Fig 6.34   Annual lespedezas and partridge pea provide a good seed source 
for quail into late winter.
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Disking
Disking is another technique highly recommended to set back succession 
and influence plant composition in fields. In fact, disking can provide many 
of the same positive attributes as burning. This is especially important 
in those areas where burning may not be possible. In terms of histori-
cal relevance, it has been proposed disking mimics, to some extent, the 
same disturbance effect of large ungulate herd migrations, exposing soil, 
reducing grass dominance and stimulating the seedbank. Disking also 
promotes decomposition of thatch, which improves soil nutrient avail-
ability and creates a more open structure at ground level. Two primary 
factors influence the effect of disking: timing and intensity. 
Timing of disking
Disking at different times of the year influences vegetation composition, 
depending on site conditions and seedbank composition. In the Mid-
South, disking in the fall and winter generally produces a different suite 
of plants than disking in the spring. Disking prior to March normally 
stimulates more desirable forbs, while disking after March may stimu-
late less desirable grasses, such as johnsongrass, crabgrass and broadleaf 
signalgrass, if they are present in the seedbank. A good way to determine 
the preferred time to disk and the seedbank response in a particular field 
is to disk a strip every month, especially from October through May. 
Disking intensity —“light” or “heavy”?
A question often asked is “How many passes are required when disking 
early-succession habitat?” Disking intensity is influenced primarily by 
equipment, soil texture and soil moisture. A heavy offset disk (or “bog 
disk”) penetrates and breaks the soil much better than a lighter tandem 
disk (or “farm disk”). Thus, only one or two passes may be needed by an 
Fig 6.35   Disking sets back 
succession, stimulates the 
seedbank, facilitates organic 
matter decomposition, 
incorporates nutrients into 
the soil and provides an 
open structure at ground 
level. Plant composition can 
be influenced by timing  and 
intensity of disking.
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Fig 6.36a  Moderate disking 
re duce d native  g ra ss 
density to 50 – 60 percent 
coverage, regardless of 
whether disking occurred 
in winter or spring.
Fig 6.36b  Disking in April 
led to increased coverage 
of undesirable warm-
season grasses, such as 
johnsongrass, crabgrass, 
goosegrass and broadleaf 
signalgrass.
Fig 6.36c   A preemergence 
application of imazapic 
(12 ounces per acre of 
Plateau®)  suppress e d 
germination and growth of 
undesirable warm-season 
grasses. If disking cannot 
be accomplished until 
April, this is an important 
consideration.
Fig  6.36d  Disking in 
winter promoted more 
forb cover than disking 
in April. A preemergence 
application of imazapic 
(12 ounces per acre of 
Plateau®) also influenced 
forb germination and 
growth. If undesirable 
species are expected to 
arise from the seedbank 
following disking, this is an 
important consideration.
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offset disk to cut the existing vegetation and thatch layer and expose some 
soil. Tandem disks often require 5 – 10 passes just to cut a few inches into 
the soil, particularly heavy clays. Indeed, trying to disk a field of heavy 
clay, especially when it is dry, with a tandem disk is akin to disking pave-
ment. And regardless of soil texture, if the field is covered with tall rank 
vegetation, it is often not possible to use a tandem disk unless the field is 
previously burned or mowed. In fact, more than one pass may be required 
even with an offset disk if thick native grass is present. This problem is 
accentuated if it has been a few years since the field was disturbed and rank 
growth has accumulated. Waiting 1 – 2 weeks after mowing rank nwsg 
will facilitate decomposition and make disking these stands easier.
The goal is to cut the existing vegetation, incorporating at least half of 
it into the soil, and expose a considerable amount of soil, which creates 
open space at ground level and stimulates the seedbank. That probably 
describes “light” disking. However, if native grasses have become too dense 
and increased forb cover is needed, additional passes may be required to 
cut the top of the grass root systems. This may describe “heavy” disking. 
However, even at this level, there is still a considerable amount of vegetative 
material on top of the ground. It is never necessary to disk to the extent 
it resembles a seedbed ready to plant. 
Burning or mowing prior to disking
As mentioned, it may be necessary to burn or mow prior to disking, 
especially if the only disk available is a light tandem disk. Burning not 
only makes disking much easier, but the clean structure created makes 
Fig 6.37  A single pass of a heavy 
offset disk without mowing 
may be all that is necessary 
(according to site conditions) 
to reduce grass density and 
increase forb cover.
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herbicide applications more effi-
cient, especially those that require 
incorporation. Preemergence ap-
plications also are more efficient 
following burning than if applied 
with debris on the ground, which 
can block the herbicide spray. 
Burning prior to disking also 
creates a clean field for plant-
ing additional forbs where few 
(or none desirable) are present 
in the seedbank. Light disking 
after burning creates the perfect 
seedbed for top-sowing most 
light-seeded forbs. 
Disking on rotation
Rotational disking is recommended just as rotational burning. Rotational 
disking can be accomplished by disking entire fields every 3 – 4 years or by dis-
king different strips or portions of a field every year. If strips or blocks within 
a field are disked, approximately one-fourth to one-third of a field should be 
disked each year to accomplish the 3 – 4-year rotation. This method creates a 
perpetual mosaic of habitat conditions that favor a variety of wildlife species. 
Strip disking, in particular, provides a break in vegetation while stimulating 
increased forb growth. Disked strips, like firebreaks, also can be planted to 
provide a supplemental food source adjacent to the cover provided within the 
field. Disked strips across a field can serve as firebreaks, allowing sections of a 
field to be burned at different times. If possible, strips should be disked along 
the contour of the field to minimize the potential for soil erosion.
The decision of whether to disk entire fields or strips is largely dependent 
upon field size and the number of fields in the area. If field size is relatively 
large (>10 acres), disking 2 – 4 acres each year in strips or sections is recom-
mended. If the field is small and there are several fields in the area, the entire 
field can be disked while others are disked in following years. 
Disking a section of the field every year has many benefits. Not only is brood 
habitat provided and a mosaic created, quality forage is stimulated as well. 
Select plants for white-tailed deer, for example, increase dramatically the 
growing season following fall/winter disking (see Table 2.1 on page 18). 
Coverage of these plants may decrease significantly by the second year. 
Thus, disking a different section or strips within a field each year may be 
necessary to stimulate preferred deer forage plants. 
Fig 6.38  If a tandem disk (“farm 
disk”) is all that is available, 
multiple passes will be required 
to adequately disturb the soil, 
and it may be necessary to mow 
a field or sections of a field prior 
to disking.
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Concerns with erosion and Highly Erodible Land (HEL)
Although disking is a highly desirable management practice, it is impor-
tant to adhere to local soil and water conservation standards. For fields 
managed under USDA programs (such as CRP and EQIP), this is a 
requirement. Local standards can be found in the USDA Field Office 
Technical Guide (FOTG). The FOTG requirements for minimum soil 
loss vary from county to county. Annual soil loss is influenced by several 
factors, including soil type, average rainfall, slope and groundcover man-
agement. According to the NRCS, average annual soil erosion should not 
exceed the soil loss tolerance (t-value); those values usually range from 
1 – 3 tons per acre per year. This figure should not be alarming. Three 
tons of soil over an acre is not as thick as a dime. When organic matter 
decomposition and soil fauna decay are taken into consideration, it is easy 
to see how a 1 – 3-ton-per-acre soil loss may not be a loss at all. Recent 
research determined soil loss from “heavy” disking conducted on estab-
lished nwsg fields was negligible and did not approach unacceptable levels 
because of the extensive root systems of nwsg. Switchgrass, for example, 
produces 6.5 times more root biomass than non-native perennial cool-
season grasses; 15.5 times more root biomass than corn; and 46 times 
more root biomass than soybeans. Disking in strips along field contours 
with slopes less than 18 percent should not be a concern for landowners, 
as this will not result in soil loss if proper techniques are used in fields 
with established nwsg.
Fig 6.39  Strip disking helps 
s e t  b a c k  s u c c e s s i o n  a n d 
provides diverse structure and 
composition across the field. 
Five passes with a tandem disk 
were necessary to disk a strip 
and stimulate some ragweed 
and other forbs to germinate in 
this pure native grass field after 
it was burned.
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Herbicides
Herbicide applications are often necessary 
when managing planted nwsg and other 
old-field sites. Herbicides are often required 
to reduce coverage of undesirable forbs and 
grasses, eliminate/reduce woody species or 
reduce nwsg coverage where the grasses have 
become too dense. Herbicides may be applied 
across the entire field, applied in strips or spot-
sprayed. Broadcast-spraying is normally used 
when undesirable plants occur over the entire 
field. Common examples include spraying for 
field invaders, such as crabgrass, johnsongrass, 
sericea lespedeza or small trees (such as winged elm, red maple, green ash 
and sweetgum). Broadcast-spraying is also used to combat non-native cool-
season grasses when they are not controlled adequately prior to planting. 
Using herbicides in strips across the field is similar to strip disking where 
transition zones in vegetative cover are created. This can be accomplished 
with two different methods. A strip one or two tractor-widths wide can 
be sprayed (similar to strip disking) or wider strips (or the whole field) 
can be sprayed with every two out of three nozzles on the spray boom 
closed (Fig 6.41–43). Strip spraying can be used to reduce nwsg coverage 
where they have become too dense in an effort to release forbs from the 
seedbank. A grass-selective herbicide (such as Select™) can be used to 
thin grasses if desirable forbs are present; if not, glyphosate can be used. 
To thin nwsg, they should be sprayed when they are actively growing, 
usually in late April when the grasses are 12–18 inches tall. If the grasses 
are taller when sprayed, the forb response may be limited, and burning 
or disking will be necessary to allow germination. 
Spot spraying is commonly used to control woody encroachment into a 
field, but is also effective in controlling problem areas where unwanted 
invasive plants (such as bermudagrass and thistles) have persisted and 
need “another shot.” Several herbicides are listed in Appendix 4 with the 
appropriate rates and applications. 
As a general rule, herbicides are applied in a mixture with water and a 
surfactant at a rate of 10 – 30 gallons per acre using flat-fan nozzles (num-
bers 002 or 003) at 20 – 40 pounds of pressure per square inch (psi). In 
all cases, herbicide labels should be read and followed closely before 
use with regard to restrictions, precautions, rates, recommended 
tank mixtures, surfactants and sprayer cleaning recommendations. 
Fig 6.40  Fields containing 
extensive coverage of non-
native perennial cool-season 
grasses should be broadcast-
sprayed in the fall. Cool-
season grasses are storing 
carbohydrates in preparation 
for winter dormancy and are 
most effectively killed at this 
time.
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Fig 6.41–43   Strip-spraying can be accomplished by closing off every other or every third nozzle on the spray 
boom. This method can be used to effectively reduce grass density and intersperse forb cover.
To reference herbicide labels, visit the Crop Data Management Systems, 
Inc. Web site (www.cdms.net/manuf/manuf.asp).
In most cases, the use of herbicides is the only way to gain control of a 
field after invasive non-native plants have become established. Mechanical 
and cultural methods simply do not work to eradicate many non-native 
plants. Unfortunately, many managers and agencies resist the use of 
herbicides. Most often, this only delays or completely precludes habi-
tat improvement or restoration because so many non-native invasive 
plants resist other control methods. While it is true herbicide treatments 
may also kill some native plants, with the exception of rare species, they 
can be restored to the site after the invasive non-native plants have been 
eradicated by stimulating the seedbank, sowing seed and/or transplant-
ing individual plants. Thorough eradication of problem plants prior to 
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planting nwsg and associated forbs is the most successful way to minimize 
long term management problems.
Herbicide treatment usually requires patience and repeated applications. 
Some competitors of nwsg are controlled relatively easily (such as crabgrass 
in bluestem and indiangrass plantings); however, others are more difficult 
and require patience and persistence. Recommendations for controlling 
grass competitors (such as tall fescue, bermudagrass, johnsongrass) prior 
to planting are provided in the Competition control section on page 80. 
Listed below are specific competitors that are particularly problematic in 
the Mid-South and the appropriate control techniques.
Sericea lespedeza
Sericea lespedeza is a non-native warm-season perennial legume intro-
duced into the United States primarily as a possible forage from Japan in 
the late 1890s. It is an invasive leguminous forb that outcompetes native 
vegetation and can dominate a field in a relatively short time. Ironically, it 
is for these very traits that many private contractors and even some state 
and federal agencies still promote sericea lespedeza for erosion control. 
This is most unfortunate and completely illogical when there are so many 
native alternatives (especially nwsg) that also can provide erosion control 
as well as attractive wildlife habitat.
While sericea lespedeza can provide cover for some species (such as 
rabbits), it has little food value for wildlife. It is not a preferred forage 
for white-tailed deer, rabbits or groundhogs because of high lignin and 
tannin contents and the seed produced has little value for quail or other 
birds because they are extremely hard and relatively indigestible. Sericea 
lespedeza should be eradicated wherever it is found. 
Invading colonies of sericea (as well as other problematic plants) should 
be spot-sprayed before whole-field treatment is required. When an entire 
field is treated for sericea, many of the forbs in the field may be killed be-
fore the sericea lespedeza is controlled. Killing desirable forbs is not a real 
problem when sericea growth is excessive because the sericea will uptake 
the majority of the herbicide. If desirable forbs are killed after treating 
sericea, it may be necessary to re-establish the forb component by plant-
ing after burning or by disking and stimulating the seedbank. Planting 
desirable forbs is not recommended, however, until the sericea has been 
eradicated. This may take a few years because the hard sericea seed in 
the seedbank may continue to germinate over time. Disking is strongly 
encouraged after killing existing sericea with an herbicide application to 
stimulate sericea seed in the seedbank. Yes, that is correct, to stimulate 
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it! This is the only way to get rid of it. If it is not stimulated on purpose, it 
will be stimulated later when the field is managed by burning or disking. 
Landowners shouldn’t be afraid of sericea (or any other undesirable 
non-native plant). They should be excited to finally get rid of it! 
Sericea is susceptible to spraying through most of the growing season, 
but different herbicides may be used during different growth stages. 
Once sericea is about 12 inches tall, it has enough leaf surface area to 
translocate the herbicide to the root system. Younger plants may not 
translocate enough herbicide to kill the root system. Triclopyr™ (such as 1 
quart per acre of Garlon 3-A™ with non-ionic surfactant added) does not 
harm nwsg and performs quite well at killing sericea while it is actively 
growing. Triclopyr will, however, kill other forbs that may be desirable 
(such as ragweed, blackberry, various legumes). Triclopyr with fluroxypyr 
(1.5 – 2.0 pints per acre PastureGard™ with non-ionic surfactant) is very 
Fig 6.44  Sericea lespedeza spreads quickly and can be a serious problem. It should be sprayed 
before it becomes prevalent and adds to the seedbank. 
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effective in killing sericea and may be less damaging to desirable forbs. 
Metsulfuron methyl (such as 1 ounce per acre of Cimarron™ or Escort™ 
with non-ionic surfactant added) kills sericea quite well if sprayed when 
sericea is flowering. This usually occurs late August through early October 
in the Mid-South. Similar to triclopyr, metsulfuron methyl does not harm 
nwsg. Metsulfuron methyl may also kill desirable legumes (such as native 
lespedezas and partridge pea); however, if sericea is sprayed in early fall, 
other desirable forbs may have already flowered and produced seed and 
thus achieved dormancy and are not affected by the herbicide. Cimar-
ron™ or Escort™ may be tank-mixed with 2,4-D, Garlon 3-A™ or dicamba 
(Banvel™, Clarity™, Overdrive™) to control a variety of other problematic 
forbs growing with sericea. Herbicide labels should be referenced for ap-
propriate mixing rates and species controlled.
Sicklepod
Sicklepod (sometimes called coffeeweed) is an annual warm-season 
legume native to tropical America. It is a major contaminant in grain 
shipments in the US, as it has highly toxic compounds associated with 
the leaves, stems and seeds. The entire plant is toxic to livestock, humans 
and wildlife. It has no food value. While not as invasive as sericea, it can 
present problems in fields by crowding out desirable species. Sicklepod 
can be killed with a variety of broadleaf herbicides; however, many desir-
able forbs (such as native legumes) are also susceptible to these herbicides. 
Sicklepod can be controlled by spot-spraying with glyphosate or heavy 
infestations can be killed by broadcast spraying 2,4-D and/or dicamba 
(Banvel™, Clarity™, Overdrive™). Refer 
to herbicide labels for appropriate 
mixing rates. Following eradication of 
sicklepod, which may take a couple of 
years, desired forbs can be replanted 
after burning in March or early April. 
Seasonal disking will stimulate the 
seedbank and encourage additional 
forb growth. 
Thistles and sowthistles 
There are several species of thistles and 
sowthistles, including Canada thistle, 
bull thistle, annual sowthistle, spiny 
sowthistle and perennial sowthistle. 
These bristle-tipped forbs can be dif-
Fig 6.45  Thistles can be a real problem when managing fields. If thistles are 
allowed to get to this growth stage, they should be mowed to prevent them 
from producing seed. Later, herbicide applications will be necessary.
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ficult to control, especially when they 
occur on neighboring properties and 
are allowed to f lower and produce 
seed, which are dispersed widely by the 
wind. In many cases, thistles become 
prevalent in a field after establishing 
nwsg using imazapic. Thistles are not 
controlled by imazapic, except with 
postemergence applications during the 
rosette or early bolt stage. Thistles also 
may be spot-sprayed with glyphosate, 
2,4-D, dicamba (Banvel™, Clarity™, 
Overdrive™), metsulfuron methyl 
(Cimarron™ or Escort™), thifensul-
furon methyl (Harmony Extra™), 
sulfometuron methyl (Oust™) and/or 
imazapyr (Arsenal AC™). Fall/winter 
treatment of rosettes with 2,4-D may 
be the cheapest and easiest method and precludes damage to desired 
warm-season forbs. Persistence, patience and cooperation among adjacent 
landowners are often required to get thistles under control. 
Shrub lespedezas (Bi-color, Thunbergii 
and VA-70 varieties)
Shrub lespedezas, most commonly referred 
to as “Bicolor” because Bicolor 101 was the 
original commercially produced variety, are 
warm-season perennial shrubs that have 
long been planted for bobwhites. Shrub 
lespedezas produce seed fed upon by bob-
whites and the shrub cover provides protec-
tion from predators throughout the year. 
In many areas, however, shrub lespedezas 
have become problematic by sprouting up 
throughout fields. In isolated patches, they 
are easily controlled with an application 
of glyphosate; however, isolated patches 
are not usually problematic. When entire 
fields are being invaded by shrub lespedeza, 
broadcast spraying is necessary. Applica-
tions of triclopyr (Garlon 3-A™ or Rem-
edy™) and metsulfuron methyl (Cimarron™ 
Fig 6.47  Shrub lespedeza can provide good cover and a seed source for 
quail; however, it can become quite problematic. It seems more and 
more landowners are seeing this problem—shrub lespedeza escaping 
from the hedgerow (left) out into the field.
Fig 6.46  Spraying and/or burning over-wintering rosettes of biennial and 
perennial thistles while nwsg and forbs are dormant is a good way to control 
these problem plants.
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or Escort™) have been successful in reducing bicolor coverage and gaining 
control of an invasive problem. Labels should be referenced for appropriate 
rates for foliage treatments and broadcast applications. Shrub lespedeza 
can be sprayed anytime while actively growing. Because of the invasive 
nature of shrub lespedeza, other plantings should be considered when 
managing for quail. Blackberries, wild plum, elderberry, hawthorn and 
crabapple are alternatives that can be equally attractive to bobwhites. 
Horseweed 
Horseweed (often called marestail) is an annual warm-
season forb that can explode out of the seedbank and pres-
ent serious competition to nwsg. Horseweed is resistant 
to imazapic, therefore it is often a dominant forb in the 
field. Sparse horseweed is not a problem when the field 
is managed for wildlife. In fact, the structure presented 
can be favorable for brooding quail and turkeys. However, 
dense stands can preclude optimum growth of nwsg, es-
pecially in the year of establishment or following disking 
in established stands. A single mowing in June or July 
(just above the height of the nwsg seedlings) usually will 
solve the problem.
When spraying horseweed amongst nwsg, an application 
of metsulfuron methyl (Cimarron™ or Escort™ at 1/10 
ounce per acre) should suppress horseweed sufficiently 
to allow nwsg to come through and establish. Any ap-
Fig 6.48  Native alternatives, 
such as this blackberry field 
border, offer outstanding cover 
and food resources for many 
wildlife species. Wild plum, 
hawthorn and elderberry are 
other shrubs that should be 
considered.
Fig 6.49  During the year of 
establishment, horseweed 
can proliferate and shade out 
native grass seedlings on some 
sites. Mowing no lower than 
the top of the native grass 
seedlings will reduce shading, 
allow the native grasses to 
develop and allow other more 
desirable forbs to develop in 
the field as well.
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plication over 1/10 ounce per acre may be injurious to nwsg. If sprayed 
postemergence, horseweed is best controlled when sprayed early, well 
before flowering. Dicamba (Banvel™, Clarity™, Overdrive™), sulfosulfuron 
(OutRider™) and 2,4-D™ can be used to control horseweed, but desirable 
forbs growing in association with nwsg may be killed. The exception is 
when horseweed is apparently taking over the stand during the year of 
establishment. In this situation, most other forbs in the seedbank may 
be suppressed by the excessive growth of horseweed and relatively little 
herbicide comes in contact with them. Afterward, a response from other 
forbs should be evident fairly soon after the horseweed is controlled. 
Cool-season annuals  
and recurring cool-season grasses 
Henbit, purple deadnettle, chickweeds and ground ivy are common cool-
season annual weeds that often become prevalent after perennial ground 
cover (such as tall fescue) has been removed or after a warm-season row-
crop (such as corn or soybeans) has been harvested. These cool-season 
weeds are not normally major competitors with nwsg, but can suppress the 
seedbank and reduce available nutrition to favorable plants, depending on 
density and growth. In addition, these plants can make dormant-season 
burning more difficult and can increase smoke management problems.
Henbit, chickweed, purple deadnettle and ground ivy can be controlled 
with an application of a glyphosate herbicide at two quarts per acre (with 
surfactant). This application should be made before the plants begin to 
flower. Other forb-specific herbicides – such as thifensulfuron methyl 
(Harmony Extra™), 2,4-D™ and dicamba (Banvel™, Clarity™, Overdrive™) 
– can be used to control these weeds after nwsg have emerged; however, 
efficacy and control will be reduced because the weeds will have flowered 
and already produced seed by this time. In this situation, a dormant-season 
burn is recommended to reduce coverage of cool-season plants and enable 
better germination of desirable forbs from the seedbank.
Recurring non-native cool-season grasses (such as tall fescue, orchardgrass, 
bromegrasses) can be a problem beginning the fall after planting nwsg. 
When not controlled adequately prior to planting, it is common for these 
grasses to appear once again across a field. The best control method is an 
application of a glyphosate herbicide at 2 quarts per acre (with surfactant) 
after the nwsg have gone into dormancy. This is best accomplished by burn-
ing the field in September and allowing the residual cool-season grasses to 
regrow 6 – 10 inches before spraying in late October/early November. 
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Woody competitors
Woody encroachment is often a problem when managing fields of nwsg 
and old-field habitats for wildlife. As discussed under Growing-season 
burning on page 105, burning can be very effective at reducing and/or 
eliminating woody competition, especially smaller stems. However, where 
burning is not possible, herbicides such as triclopyr (Garlon™ or Remedy™) 
and imazapyr (Arsenal AC™) are necessary to re-gain control of a field 
and reduce/eliminate woody cover or limit woody encroachment. Mow-
ing alone is an inadequate method to reduce woody competitors because 
mowing woody sapling stems simply encourages multiple resprouting.
Depending upon objectives, fields may be broadcast-sprayed, strip-sprayed 
or spot-sprayed. If all woody growth is to be killed and woody coverage 
is extensive, a broadcast application may be used. Strip-spraying may be 
used when some woody growth is desired. This is particularly applicable 
(only if desirable woody species are present) when managing for bobwhites 
and a variety of songbirds, especially scrub/shrub species, such as prairie 
warblers, yellow-breasted chats, indigo buntings, blue grosbeaks, chip-
ping sparrows and loggerhead shrikes. Spot-spraying is most often used 
when woody coverage is not extensive. Spot-spraying also allows removal 
of individual unwanted species (such as sweetgum, ashes, elms), while 
desirable species (such as wild plum, hawthorn, black cherry, persimmon, 
oaks) may be retained. Sprayers mounted on the back of a 4-wheeler are 
quite efficient when spraying fields only a few acres in size and when 
woody growth is less than 3 feet high. Otherwise, a tractor-mounted or 
pull-behind sprayer is recommended for larger fields and taller growth.
Fig 6.50  Tall fescue was sprayed in this field 
before planting nwsg. The second fall after 
planting nwsg, tall fescue germinated from 
the seedbank in some areas of the field. If 
not controlled, conditions for wildlife will be 
compromised as the tall fescue thickens, limiting 
openness at ground level and suppressing 
desirable species in the seedbank. Residual tall 
fescue and other non-native cool-season grasses 
are easily removed from nwsg by burning in 
late September, allowing the csg to regrow 
6–10 inches (usually by early November), then 
spraying a glyphosate herbicide.
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Several herbicides are available that will control woody competitors. Her-
bicide selection should be based on the amount of woody cover present 
and landowner objectives. If the goal is to reduce woody cover and retain 
nwsg, landowners should consider an herbicide that does not harm the 
grasses, such as triclopyr (Garlon 4™). Triclopyr will, however, kill a variety 
of forbs, including legumes. If additional forb growth is a primary objec-
tive, imazapyr (Arsenal AC™) should be considered. Nonetheless, if woody 
competition is not extensive, a broadcast application is not necessary.
If the field is completely covered in woody growth, a broadcast application 
is warranted and a mixture of herbicides may be required to ensure con-
trol. Herbicide labels should be referenced for a list of species controlled. 
For example, black locust, honey locust, redbud and winged elm are not 
controlled by imazapyr, but are controlled by triclopyr and metsulfuron 
methyl. On the other hand, yellow poplar, sourwood, sweetgum, red 
maple, hickories and Chinese privet may not be controlled with triclopyr 
or metsulfuron methyl, but are controlled with imazapyr. For broadcast 
applications, a mixture of 16 ounces of Arsenal AC™ and 16 – 48 ounces 
of Forestry Garlon 4™ (OR a mixture of 16 ounces of Arsenal AC™ and 2 
ounces of Escort™), along with one quart of MSO per acre or 0.25 percent 
NIS is recommended to control most woody species. When spot-spraying 
foliage with a backpack sprayer, 4 ounces of Arsenal AC™ and 16 ounces 
of Roundup™ per 4 gallons of solution works well. One percent solution of 
MSO or 0.25 percent NIS should be added to the herbicide mixture.
F i g  6 . 51   U n l e s s  w o o d y 
competition is severe, spot-
spraying using a spray gun 
attached to a tractor-mounted 
sprayer is an excellent way to 
control problem species, such 
as winged elm.
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Mowing and haying
The least-preferred method of managing fields of nwsg and associated old-field 
habitats is mowing (bushhogging). While mowing does set back succession, it 
leaves a tremendous amount of debris at ground level, which limits mobility 
of bobwhites and other birds and suppresses the seedbank. Over time, thatch 
increases, bare-ground space is eliminated and seed, soft mast production and 
availability may be reduced significantly. Haying, which removes debris from 
the field, is preferred over bushhogging. The timing of haying, however, is a 
real concern as nesting and brood-rearing cover is removed when it is needed 
most (May through July). Where nwsg are hayed for livestock and there is 
interest in wildlife, the field should be cut only once per growing season (see 
Maximizing forage production and wildlife habitat on page 51).
If a field cannot be burned or disked, and mowing is the only option, it should 
be done in late winter. At this time, there is much less impact on wildlife, 
especially if completed just before spring green-up so winter cover is eliminated 
for only a short time. In addition, mowing is much easier at this time as there 
is considerably less biomass in the field, conditions are much more comfort-
able and there is no worry of stirring up yellowjackets! As with prescribed fire 
and disking, mowing also should be completed on a rotational schedule. It is 
important that all available habitat is not cleared during one year. Blocks may 
be set aside in a 2- or 3-year rotation, providing cover for brooding, nesting 
and escape all in the same field or general area. Problematic woody succession 
should be controlled by spot-spraying specific herbicides.
Fig 6.52  Fields should not 
be managed by mowing . 
Mowing increases the thatch 
lay er,  inhibi t s  mo bi l i t y, 
reduces availability of seeds 
a n d  i n v e r t e b r a t e s  a n d 
limits germination from the 
seedbank . Further,  when 
completed during the growing 
season, mowing destroys 
reproductive cover along with 
the nests, nestlings and young 
wildlife within.
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Benefits of mowing
Mowing can be effective in reducing weed competition during the year 
of establishment for nwsg, especially when herbicide applications are not 
possible. Several species that are difficult to control during the year of 
establishment can be effectively “knocked back” by mowing before the 
competition flowers. This is especially true with annual forbs (such as 
horseweed and cocklebur) where pure stands of nwsg are being established 
for haying/grazing and/or where herbicide options are limited. Unwanted 
vegetation should be mowed to a height of approximately 12 inches and 
repeated as necessary.
Fig 6.53  In fields where forb 
coverage is extensive and 
additional grass coverage is 
desired, mowing strips during 
mid-summer can help increase 
grass density for nesting 
structure and fine fuel to 
facilitate burning. This field 
was completely dominated 
with goldenrod, dewberry 
and several other asters. A 
few strips were mowed in the 
field in late July to stimulate 
broomsedge bluestem.
Fig 6.54  Strips also can be 
mowed in fall to provide 
sight lanes to facilitate rabbit 
hunting. However, mowing 
in the fall can stimulate cool-
season grasses, such as tall 
fescue. Residual cool-season 
grasses can easily be sprayed 
and killed in mowed strips; 
nonetheless, this once again 
highlights the importance 
of eradicating non-desirable 
plants before planting.
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When managing old-field habitats, mowing can be used to increase grass 
cover where the field is completely dominated by forbs. Not only is some 
grass cover desirable for nesting, but it is also needed to help carry a fire. 
Fields containing little or no grass can be difficult to burn unless there is 
considerable wind, which can make burning more dangerous. Mowing 
strips in the field during mid-summer will reduce forb density and increase 
grass density if grass is present in the seedbank.
Final thoughts on management
Managing nwsg for livestock forage is much easier than managing for 
wildlife habitat. Cutting and grazing at the proper time and height 
combined with the proper soil amendments and a weed control strategy 
(which usually means spraying all forbs with a forb-selective herbicide) is 
all that’s necessary. Managing early-succession habitat for wildlife is much 
more involved. Attention must be given to species composition and the 
structure of cover available. Woody cover is an important component, 
but it adds another dimension in the correct use of fire, disking and/or 
herbicide applications. Timing of management is critical to influence 
plant species composition. Arranging successional stages to juxtapose 
various cover types and food resources is most important if the goal is 
maximizing carrying capacity and minimizing home ranges and associ-
ated movements of wildlife.
Unfortunately, many landowners and wildlife managers have thought that 
by simply planting nwsg that they have created desirable wildlife habitat 
and that they don’t have to worry with it anymore. How untrue! With 
few exceptions, managing wildlife habitat means managing succession. 
Succession marches forward. Desirable early-succession habitat is short-
lived; it passes by in just a few years. Managing wildlife habitat must 
not be thought of as a one-time event, but a way of life!
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Conclusion
Availability of quality early succession habitat is a limiting factor for many 
wildlife species. Throughout the Mid-South, quality habitat has been 
destroyed by suburban development and degraded by various land-use 
practices (such as establishment of tall fescue pasture/hayland, “clean” 
farming and allowing fields to develop into closed-canopied forest). 
Converting perennial cool-season grass acreage to nwsg and associated 
vegetation and establishing nwsg around field borders and “odd” areas 
that are not cropped will improve conditions for wildlife and positively 
affect wildlife populations dependent upon early-succession habitats. 
Existing areas of early-succession habitat must be maintained if benefits 
are expected to continue.
Dependable production of quality forage is critical for livestock producers. 
Nwsg can be used to provide an abundance of high-quality forage during 
a period when production of cool-season forages is inadequate. For those 
producers interested in wildlife, nwsg are a much better alternative than 
non-native warm-season grasses, such as bermudagrass, sorghum-sudan 
and the Old World bluestems.
Management of nwsg (as with other habitats) is absolutely necessary for 
wildlife and is different from that recommended for cool-season forages. 
Prescribed fire is highly recommended to maintain and improve wildlife 
habitat and stimulate nutritious forage growth. Timing and intensity of 
haying and grazing should be considered carefully to ensure quality forage 
and maintenance of the stand and provide wildlife habitat.
Landowners should not be skeptical about nwsg. The advantages for 
wildlife and the quality of forage produced have been proven time and 
again throughout the Mid-South and in other regions as well. With 
the recent technological advancements in equipment and herbicides, 
establishment is no longer a concern. And cost of establishment is much 
reduced, especially with the cost-share opportunities provided through 
USDA programs. Technical assistance is as close as the county NRCS 
office or Extension office. Advice and assistance is also available through 
state wildlife agencies and land-grant universities.
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Finally, another real benefit 
of nwsg that cannot be un-
derestimated is the aesthetic 
beauty of a field dominated 
by native plants. Getting a 
glimpse of what early explor-
ers might have seen centuries 
ago as they traveled through 
the Mid-South region is most 
pleasing. The beauty of the 
plants, coupled with the pres-
ence of the associated wildlife, 
provides real satisfaction for 
many landowners. For those 
who enjoy quail, rabbit and 
deer hunting, the benefits go 
beyond aesthetics and enable 
many landowners to pass down 
a tradition that, most unfortu-
nately, is disappearing as quickly as the habitat is destroyed. Hence the 
need to reverse this trend!
Nwsg should not be construed as a panacea for wildlife or forage manage-
ment. However, there should be no doubt that nwsg can be used to benefit 
the landowner who desires quality early-succession habitat for wildlife 
and/or improved forage for livestock.
Fig 7.1
The value of native grasses and 
quality early succession habitat 
goes beyond wildlife populations 
and cattle weight gains. Passing 
on family traditions as pure and 
wholesome as quail and rabbit 
hunting is immeasurable.
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Appendix 1
Use of early-succession fields containing native 
warm-season grasses and associated forbs by 
various wildlife species in the Mid-South region.
Wildlife species Nesting/ Birthing
Brooding/
RaiseYoung Escape Thermal Foraging
Hunting/
Scavaging
Loafing/
Courtship
Birds
Northern harrier
   Circus cyaneus X X
Red-tailed hawk
   Buteo jamaicencis X
American kestrel
   Falco sparverius X
Wild turkey
 Meleagris gallopavo X X X X
Northern bobwhite
   Colinus virginianus X X X X X
Common snipe
  Gallinago gallinago X X
American woodcock
   Scolopax minor X X
Barn owl
   Tyto alba X
Great horned owl
   Bubo virginianus X
Long-eared owl
   Asio otus X
Short-eared owl
   Asio flammeus X
Common nighthawk
   Chordeiles minor X
Chuck-will’s-widow
   Caprimulgus 
carolinensis
X
Eastern kingbird
   Tyrannus tyrannus X X
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Wildlife species Nesting/ Birthing
Brooding/
RaiseYoung Escape Thermal Foraging
Hunting/
Scavaging
Loafing/
Courtship
Loggerhead shrike
   Lanis ludovicianus X X
Horned lark
   Eremophila alpestris X X X
Purple martin
   Progne subis X
Northern rough-
winged swallow
   Stelgidopteryx 
serripennis
X
Cliff swallow
   Hirundo pyrrhonota X
Barn swallow
   Hirundo rustica X
Sedge wren
   Cistothorus 
platensis
X X X
Marsh wren 
   Cistothorus palustris X X X
Eastern bluebird
   Sialia sialis X
American Pipit
   Anthus rubescens X X
Prairie warbler
   Dendroica discolor X X X
Common 
yellowthroat
   Geothlypis trichas
X X X
Yellow-breasted chat
   Icteria virens X X X
Blue grosbeak
   Guiraca caerulea X X X
Indigo bunting
   Passerina cyanea X X X
Dickcissel
   Spiza americana X X X X
Bachman’s sparrow
   Aimophila aestivalis X X X X
Field sparrow 
   Spizella pusilla X X X X
Vesper sparrow 
   Pooecetes 
gramineus
X X X X
Savannah sparrow 
   Passerculus 
sandwichensis
X X X X
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Wildlife species Nesting/ Birthing
Brooding/
RaiseYoung Escape Thermal Foraging
Hunting/
Scavaging
Loafing/
Courtship
Swamp sparrow 
   Melospiza georgiana X X
Grasshopper sparrow 
   Ammodramus 
savannarum
X X X X
Henslow’s sparrow 
   Ammodramus 
henslowii
X X X X
Lapland longspur
   Calcarius 
lapponicus
X X
Red-winged 
blackbird 
   Agelaius phoeniceus
X X X X
Eastern meadowlark 
   Sturnella magna X X X X
American goldfinch
   Carduelis tristis X X X
Mammals
Opossum
   Didelphis 
virginianus
X
Southeastern shrew
   Sorex longirostris X X X X X X
Eastern mole
   Scalopus aquaticus X X X
Silver-haired bat
   Lasionycteris 
noctivagans
X
Big brown bat
   Eptesicus fuscus X X
Red bat
   Lasiurus borealis X
Hoary bat
   Lasiurus cinereus X
Evening bat
   Nycticeius humeralis X
Mexican freetail bat
   Tadarida brasiliensis X
Raccoon
   Procyon lotor X
Longtail weasel
   Mustela frenata X
Striped skunk
   Mephitis mephitis X X X
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Wildlife species Nesting/ Birthing
Brooding/
RaiseYoung Escape Thermal Foraging
Hunting/
Scavaging
Loafing/
Courtship
Coyote
   Canis latrans X X X X X
Red fox
   Vulpes fulva X X X X
Gray fox
   Urocyon 
cinereoargenteus
X X
Groundhog
   Marmota monax X X X X
Plains pocket gopher
   Geomys bursarius X X X
 Harvest mice
   Reithrodontomys 
spp.
X X X X X
White-footed mouse 
   Peromyscus 
leucopus
X X X X X
Deer mouse 
   Peromyscus 
maniculatus
X X X X X
Hispid cotton rat 
   Sigmodon 
hispidus
X X X X X
Meadow vole 
   Microtus 
pennsylvanicus
X X X X X X
Prairie vole 
   Microtus 
ochrogaster
X X X X X X
Meadow jumping 
mouse 
   Zapus hudsonius
X X X X X
Cottontail rabbit 
   Sylvilagus floridanus X X X X X X
White-tailed deer 
   Odocoileus 
virginianus
X X X X X X
Reptiles and Amphibians
Eastern box turtle
   Terrapene carolina X X X
Fence lizard
   Sceloporus 
undulatus
X X
6-lined racerunner 
   Cnemidophorus 
sexlineatus
X X
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Wildlife species Nesting/ Birthing
Brooding/
RaiseYoung Escape Thermal Foraging
Hunting/
Scavaging
Loafing/
Courtship
Ground skink 
   Scincella lateralis X X
Southeastern 5-lined 
skink
   Eumces 
inexpectatus
X X
Slender glass lizard 
   Ophisaurus 
attenuatus
X X
Eastern garter snake
   Thamnophis sirtalis X
Black racer
   Coluber constrictor X
Rat snake
   Elaphe obsolete X
Northern pine snake
   Pituophis 
melanoleucus 
X
Black kingsnake
   Lampropeltis 
getula
X
Eastern milksnake
   Lampropeltis 
triangulum
X
Prairie kingsnake
   Lampropeltis 
calligaster
X
Mole kingsnake
   Lampropeltis 
calligaster
X
Northern 
copperhead
   Agkistrodon 
contortrix
X
American toad
   Bufo americanus X
Fowler’s toad
   Bufo woodhousei X
Barking treefrog
   Hyla gratiosa X X
Note: Inclusion of species in this appendix does not imply native warm-season grasses are 
necessary for various life requirements, just that the species listed may use early-succession 
fields for the activities identified. Use of fields containing native warm-season grass may 
vary greatly among the species listed and is determined by many factors, such as season, 
size of field, structure of field (such as presence of brush), composition and juxtaposition of 
surrounding habitats, and management strategy (such as burning/haying regime).
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Appendix 2
A brief description of USDA programs provided  
through the Natural Resource Conservation 
Service (NRCS) and Farm Service Agency (FSA).
Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) General Signup
The CRP is a voluntary program available to landowners to help im-
prove water quality, reduce soil erosion and enhance wildlife habitat on 
highly erodible cropland. Under this program, landowners remove highly 
erodible or other environmentally sensitive land from production under 
contract for 10 years in exchange for annual payments and cost-share 
assistance to establish permanent vegetation. During a general signup, 
landowners have approximately 30-45 days to offer their land into the 
program. Offers are ranked nationwide by USDA using the Environmen-
tal Benefits Index (EBI). Higher EBI points suggest a greater chance of 
acceptance into the program. In CRP general signups, landowners enroll 
“whole” fields or large acreage. Many landowners have selected nwsg for 
this program and have established thousands of acres across the South. 
Recent changes in CRP regulations require and pay landowners to apply 
mid-contract practices that enhance wildlife habitat, such as strip-disking, 
strip herbiciding, legume interseeding and prescribed burning.
Conservation Reserve Program (CRP)  Continuous Signup 
Conservation buffers (filter strips, riparian forest buffers, contour grass 
strips and grassed waterways) and other small acreage or targeted practices 
are offered under a continuous signup for the CRP. This continuous signup 
allows landowners to enroll strips of cropland or marginal pastureland 
into the CRP without a competitive bidding process (like the general CRP 
signup). Recent bonuses and incentive payments have added an additional 
financial incentive for participation in continuous CRP. If land eligibility 
requirements are met, the eligible land can be accepted into the program 
immediately. Certain practices are eligible for a one-time Signing Incen-
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tive Payment (SIP) of $100 per acre plus a 40 percent Practice Incentive 
Payment (PIP) and/or an annual rental payment 20 percent higher than 
the general CRP rental payment. One of the most flexible and financially 
beneficial practices is CP33-Habitat Buffers for Upland Birds. This prac-
tice allows a landowner to enroll buffers 30 – 120 feet wide on one to all 
of their eligible cropfield borders, where crop yields are generally lowest 
and often below “break-even” profitability. An annual rental payment is 
received on all acreage enrolled into CP33 during the 10-year contract, 
and landowners are also eligible for the SIP and PIP payments.
Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP)
EQIP is a volunteer program available to all privately owned agricultural 
land. Landowners typically apply for EQIP funding based on an EQIP 
plan developed by local NRCS personnel to achieve conservation and 
environmental objectives. Local working groups help identify environ-
mental concerns and objectives and conservation practices to help meet 
these objectives during a signup. Applications are evaluated for funding 
based on a state- and locally-developed ranking procedure to optimize 
environmental benefits. EQIP assists landowners by cost-sharing 50 – 75 
percent of installation costs. Limited-resource producers and beginning 
farmers and ranchers may be eligible for up to 90 percent cost-share as-
sistance to establish conservation practices. Landowners are required 
to maintain the conservation practice throughout the contract. Some 
wildlife provisions such as native grass hay establishment, native grass 
field borders and other wildlife practices may be eligible within EQIP; 
however, this may vary by state and county.
Grassland Reserve Program (GRP)
GRP was created by the Farm Security and Rural Investment Act of 2002 
(Farm Bill). To be eligible, land must be in a contiguous block of 40 acres 
or more. Easements (30-year or permanent) or rental agreements (10- to 
30-year) are available for landowners to protect grassland from urban 
development, conversion to crop production or any other development 
using an agricultural commodity that requires breaking the soil surface. 
Common grazing practices, haying and maintenance consistent with 
maintaining the grassland and forb species are permitted. 
Wildlife Habitat Incentives Program (WHIP)
WHIP is a cost-share program that assists landowners with establishing 
wildlife habitat on private lands. Contract lengths vary from 5 – 10 years 
and applications are competitive with other landowners in the state. Up to 
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75 percent cost-share assistance is available for establishing a wide range 
of wildlife-friendly practices, such as establishing nwsg, shrub hedgerows, 
invasive species control and other wildlife-friendly practices. Management 
practices, such as prescribed burning and strip-disking can also receive 
cost-share when included in the initial WHIP plan. No annual payments 
are provided for practices enrolled into WHIP. Many times landowners 
who do not have land that qualifies for CRP can enroll their property 
into WHIP; however, eligible practices may vary among states.
These are general guidelines for program information. Available programs 
can change upon passage of new Farm Bill legislation, and specific program 
practices are subject to change from state to state. For the most current 
information on these or other USDA programs, contact the local USDA 
Service Center, NRCS office, FSA office or Soil Conservation District. 
Below are important Web sites for more information.
http://www.usda.gov/farmbill
http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/
http://www.fsa.usda.gov/ 
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Appendix 3
Calibrating sprayers 
Accurate herbicide application is essential when establishing nwsg and 
controlling undesirable weeds. Sprayer calibration involves measuring the 
output of solution from a spray rig for a given speed over a measured area 
to determine gallons per acre. This is as essential to successful establish-
ment as selecting the proper herbicide and time and depth of planting. In 
general, a spray rate of 10 – 30 gallons of water per acre is recommended 
with a spray pressure of 20 – 40 pounds per square inch (psi).
There are many different methods for calibrating spray rigs. Whichever 
calibration method is used, it is important to check spray rig calibra-
tion:
 • when starting a project;
 • when using a different speed;
 • when PTO or RPM levels change (unless spray output is powered 
by other sources such as a battery on smaller spray rigs);
 • when output or desired volume of water changes; 
 • when equipment is changed (spray rig, tractor, PTO pump, spray 
tips, etc.);
 • when sprayer pressure is adjusted.
Spray-an-acre method 
This is an easy and direct method to calibrate spray rigs. The steps below 
outline the spray-an-acre calibration method. 
 1. Measure and mark the boundary for one acre (such as 300 feet X 
145 feet).
 2. Fill up spray rig tank or fill to a recorded mark on the tank or 
gauge with water only.
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 3. Select a gear and engine speed combination that allows a full 
spray rig to be driven safely and comfortably across the area to be 
sprayed.
 4. With sprayer operating, adjust pressure to desired setting. [Note: 
this is usually 20 to 40 pounds per square inch (psi). Higher 
pressure levels tend to vaporize water and may cause drift during 
application. Select the larger water droplet size for spray tips and 
low to mid-range psi levels to avoid drift problems.]
 5. Refill if needed with clean water.
 6. Spray the marked area at the pre-selected gear, speed and pressure. 
Avoid overlaps when spraying.
 7. After the marked area is completely covered, shut off sprayer 
and measure how many gallons it takes to refill or return to the 
recorded mark.
 8. The number of gallons used to refill is the gallons per acre (GPA) 
applied.
1/128-acre method
This procedure is a popular and quick method of calibration by captur-
ing a small amount of water over a specific straight driving distance. The 
steps below outline the 1/128 acre 
calibration method.
 1. Referencing the table at 
right, measure and mark the 
appropriate distance to be 
sprayed. Select the straight 
driving distance that cor-
responds to the spray tip or 
nozzle spacing.
 2. Fill spray rig with clean 
water.
 3. Select a gear and engine 
speed combination that 
allows a full spray rig to be 
driven safely and comfort-
Spray tip or 
nozzle spacing 
(inches)
Distance to time 
for calibration 
(feet)
18 227
20 204
22 185
24 170
26 157
28 146
30 136
32 127
34 120
36 113
38 107
40 102
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ably across the straight line distance after adjusting pressure to 
desired setting (usually 20 to 40 psi).
 4. While maintaining the selected gear and keeping the engine 
speed (RPM) constant from step 3 (if using a PTO-driven 
pump), record in seconds the time required to drive or pull 
the spray rig through the marked distance. Do not record time 
from a standing start, but have the spray rig at desired speed 
when entering and running through the marked “distance for 
calibration.” 
 5. Repeat step 4 and average the time for two runs. 
 6. Return to a level stop and park spray rig while letting it run 
at the same engine speed (RPM) and pressure as during step 
4. Using a measuring cup, measure in ounces the spray output 
from a single spray tip or nozzle for the same time it took to 
drive the measured distance in step 4.
 7. Repeat step 6 several times with different spray tips and average 
the volume from individual spray tips or nozzles.
 8. The average amount of water, measured in ounces, collected per 
spray tip or nozzle equals gallons per acre (GPA). 
Adding the herbicide to the tank
After the spray rig has been calibrated, the amount of herbicide to 
be added to the clean water already in the tank must be determined. 
The tank should be at least half full prior to mixing in any herbicide. 
After the appropriate amount of herbicide and surfactant (if needed) 
are added, the tank should be filled with clean water to help disperse 
the chemical throughout the tank. Herbicides and surfactants should 
not be mixed together before pouring into spray tank. The spray tank 
should always be half full of water when mixing chemicals. Cloudy 
water from ponds, creeks or other water sources should not be used 
because the organic materials present may result in an ineffective ap-
plication. 
For broadcast applications…
 1) Divide the full tank capacity by the gallons per acre (GPA) out-
put to get the number of acres (A) covered by one full tank.
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 2) Multiply the herbicide rate (ounces per acre or pints per acre) by 
the acres (A) from one full tank.
 3) Pour this amount of herbicide into the tank and fill the rest of the 
tank with clean water. Add the appropriate amount of surfactant, 
if needed.
Example
A landowner wants to eradicate tall fescue in a field and convert it to 
nwsg. The prescription for spraying tall fescue is 2 quarts of a glyphosate 
herbicide with 1 quart of MSO per acre. The spray rig will hold 300 gal-
lons. After cleaning the sprayer and filling it up, a safe speed for spraying 
the field was determined. A calibration distance of 204 feet was marked 
off in the field after determining the spray tips were 20 inches apart. It 
took 35 seconds to pull the spray rig through the calibration distance (204 
feet). The spray rig was parked and, with the engine still running at the 
same speed (RPM), water from one spray tip was collected in a measuring 
cup for 35 seconds. Fifteen ounces were collected; thus, the output of the 
spray rig was 15 gallons per acre (GPA). The following calculations were 
made before pouring herbicide into the tank:  
 • 300-gallon tank divided by 15 GPA = 20 acres covered by one 
tank;
 • 2 quarts of Roundup™ per acre X 20 acres = 40 quarts in one full 
tank;
 • 1 quart of surfactant per 100 gallons of water = 300 gallons X 1 
quart per 100 gallons = 3 quarts per full tank.
Useful Conversions:
1 square mile = 640 acres = 2.590 square kilometers
1 acre = 4,840 square yards = 43,560 square feet = 4,047 square meters
1 mile = 5,280 feet = 1.609 kilometers
1 yard = 3 feet = 36 inches = 0.914 meters
1 inch = 2.54 centimeters = 25.4 millimeters
1 gallon = 4 quarts = 8 pints = 128 ounces = 3.785 liters
1 pound = 16 ounces = 256 drams = 7,000 grains = 453.592 grams
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Cleaning sprayers
It is important to thoroughly clean and rinse the entire spray rig, including 
spray nozzles and tips, before calibrating the spray rig. Residual herbicide 
in sprayers can cause damage to nwsg, as well as other desired vegetation. 
Some herbicides, especially the ester formulation of 2,4-D™, Banvel™, 
Weedmaster™, sulfonylureas and imidazolinones are very difficult to 
wash out of a sprayer. Dedicating spray rigs to specific herbicides is one 
way to avoid serious damage to non-target vegetation. Recommendations 
for cleaning sprayers are provided on many herbicide labels. Household 
ammonia can be used to clean spray rigs as follows:
 1) Drain spray rig in an appropriate area or container. Rinse the tank 
and flush hoses with clean water.
 2) Fill the sprayer with clean water and add household ammonia (1 
gallon 3 percent active ammonia product for every 100 gallons of 
water or 1.5 ounces of ammonia for every 10 gallons of water for 
smaller tanks). Flush hoses, boom and spray tips.
 3) Shut off boom and refill the entire tank with water.  
 4) Turn on spray rig and allow water and ammonia mix to circulate 
for at least 15 minutes, then flush hoses, boom and spray tips.
 5) Drain tank.
 6) Remove spray tips and screens and clean thoroughly.    
 7) Repeat step 2.
 8) Rinse tank, hoses, boom and spray tips thoroughly.
Sprayers should not be cleaned near creeks, wells, sinkholes, drainage 
areas, other water bodies or near desirable vegetation. If concentrated 
liquid herbicides are accidentally spilled, absorbent kitty litter should 
be used quickly to soak up the herbicide. The herbicide-laced litter may 
be broadcast in an agricultural seeder spreader on targeted vegetation at 
label rates.
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Appendix 4
Herbicides, rates, approximate applications, cost 
and manufacturer information
Primary active 
ingredient (%)
Trade name1 
Sugg. rate per 
acre2
Application3 Manufacturer Approx. cost
Residual 
soil 
activity
Purpose for spraying / comments4
Broad-spectrum herbicide
glyphosate
Roundup Ultra-
Max (50.2);  
Gly-4 Plus (41); 
Accord (53.8); 
several others
1–5 quarts postemergence several
$45–140 
per 2.5 gallons
No
Controls existing vegetation when preparing 
to plant or restore early-succession habitat; 
kills cool-season weeds in dormant nwsg 
and forbs.
Herbicides for native grass establishment
imazapic (8.1) and 
glyphosate (21.9)
Journey 16–32 ounces
preemergence 
postemergence
BASF
$275 per 2.5 
gallons  
($10–20 per acre)
Yes
Controls a variety of forbs and grasses when 
planting/restoring early-succession habitat, 
including bluestems, indiangrass and 
sideoats grama.
imazapic (23.6) Plateau 4–12 ounces
preemergence 
postemergence
BASF
$270 per gallon 
($10–25 per acre)
Yes
Controls tall fescue, crabgrass, johnsongrass 
and other grasses and forbs when planting/
restoring/managing early-succession 
habitat, including bluestems, indiangrass 
and sideoats grama; Plateau is available only 
through select government agencies.
sulfosulfuron (75) OutRider 0.75–2.0 ounces
preemergence
postemergence
Monsanto
$305 per 20 
ounces 
($11–31 per acre)
Yes 
Controls various forbs and grasses when 
planting/restoring early-succession 
habitat, including bluestems, indiangrass, 
switchgrass and sideoats grama
Grass-selective herbicides
clethodim (26.4) Select 2EC 6–16 ounces postemergence Valent
$158 per gallon 
($7–20 per acre)
No 
Controls various grasses in firebreaks 
planted to soybeans, alfalfa, sunflowers, 
Brassicas and clovers. Does not harm yellow 
nutsedge. Also may be used to set back 
nwsg and allow more forbs to establish.
quizalofop (10.3) Assure II 5–12 ounces postemergence DuPont
$135 per gallon 
($8–13 per acre)
No 
Controls various grasses in firebreaks 
planted to soybeans. Also may be used 
to set back nwsg and allow more forbs to 
establish.
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Primary active 
ingredient (%)
Trade name1 
Sugg. rate per 
acre2
Application3 Manufacturer Approx. cost
Residual 
soil 
activity
Purpose for spraying / comments4
sethoxydim (13) Poast 1.5L 2–3 pints postemergence BASF
$173 per 2.5 
gallons 
($17–26 acre)
No 
Controls various grasses in firebreaks 
planted to alfalfa, clovers and soybeans.
Forb-selective herbicides
triclopyr (25); 
fluroxypyr (8.6)
PastureGard
2–3 pints 
(herbaceous); 
3–8 pints 
(woody)
postemergence
Dow 
AgroSciences
$146 per gallon 
($37–55 per 
acre herbaceous; 
$55–146 per acre 
broadcast woody 
control)
No 
Controls various forbs in native grass 
hayland and pastures; no grazing 
restrictions on non-lactating dairy animals.
metsulfuron 
methyl (60)
Escort
0.1 ounces 
(native grass)
1–3 ounces 
(woody)
postemergence DuPont
$350 per 16 
ounces ($3 per 
acre native grass; 
$22–66 per acre 
for broadcast 
woody control)
Yes
Controls various forbs when managing 
native grasses, including bluestems, 
indiangrass, switchgrass and sideoats grama; 
controls various woody species.
metsulfuron 
methyl (60)
Cimarron 0.1–1.0 ounces
preplant 
incorporated; 
preemergence; 
postemergence
DuPont
$230 per 10 
ounces ($3–23 per 
acre)
Yes
Controls various forbs when establishing/
managing native grasses, including 
bluestems, indiangrass, switchgrass and 
sideoats grama; no haying or grazing 
restrictions.
metsulfuron 
methyl (60-Part 
A); dicamba (10.3-
Part B); 2,4-D 
(29.6-Part B)
Cimarron Max 
(5 ounces of 
Cimarron and 
2.5 gallons of 
Weedmaster)
(refer to label) postemergence DuPont $285 Yes
Controls various forbs when managing 
native grasses, including bluestems, 
indiangrass, switchgrass and sideoats grama.
aminopyralid 
(40.6)
Milestone 4–7 ounces postemergence
Dow 
AgroSciences
$93 per quart 
($12–20 per acre)
Yes 
Controls forbs in grassland habitats; apply 
only to established grasses; no restrictions 
on haying or grazing following applications 
at labeled rates.
dicamba (48.2) Banvel 
2–4 ounces for 
wheat, oats and 
rye; 
8 ounces for 
grain sorghum; 
8–16 ounces 
for field corn 
preplant 
incorporated; 
preemergence; 
postemergence
Micro Flo
$140 per 2.5 
gallons  
($1–7 per acre)
Yes 
Controls various forbs in fallow/old-field 
habitats (refer to label for rates) and in 
firebreaks planted to corn, wheat, oats, 
grain sorghum or soybeans.
dicamba (56.8) Clarity
2–4 ounces for 
oats, triticale, 
and wheat; 
8 ounces for 
grain sorghum; 
8–16 ounces 
for corn;
preemergence 
postemergence
BASF
$238 per 2.5 
gallons  
($2–12 per acre)
Yes
Controls various forbs in fallow/old-field 
habitats (refer to label for rates) and in 
firebreaks planted to corn, wheat, oats, 
grain sorghum or soybeans.
dicamba (55.0%) 
and diflufenzopyr 
(21.4%)
Overdrive 4–8 ounces postemergence BASF
$36 per pound 
($9–18 per acre)
Yes 
Controls various forbs in native grass 
hay and pasture; no haying or grazing 
restrictions.
dicamba (12.4) 
and 2,4-D (35.7)
Weedmaster 1–4 pints postemergence BASF
$34 per gallon 
($5–17)
Yes
Controls various forbs in established native 
grasses and in firebreaks planted to wheat.
2,4-D (47.2) 2,4-D Amine 0.5–3 pints postemergence several
$37 per 2.5 gallons 
($1–6 per acre)
Yes 
Controls various forbs in native grass 
habitats and in firebreaks planted to wheat, 
oats, corn and grain sorghum.
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Primary active 
ingredient (%)
Trade name1 
Sugg. rate per 
acre2
Application3 Manufacturer Approx. cost
Residual 
soil 
activity
Purpose for spraying / comments4
2,4-DB (25.9) Butyrac 200 
0.7–0.9 pints 
for soybeans;  
1–3 quarts 
for alfalfa, 
birdsfoot 
trefoil, alsike, 
ladino and red 
clovers
preplant 
incorporated; 
preemergence; 
postemergence
Agri-Star
$37 per gallon 
($3–4 per acre for 
soybeans;  
$9–28 per acre for 
other plantings)
Yes 
Controls various forbs in native grass 
habitats. Does not harm many legumes, 
but will kill some, including sicklepod. Also 
controls various forbs in firebreaks planted 
to alfalfa, birdsfoot trefoil, alsike, ladino and 
red clovers.
thifensulfuron-
methyl (50)
Harmony Extra 0.3–0.6 ounces postemergence DuPont
$240 per 20 
ounces  
($4–7 per acre)
No 
Controls various forbs in fallow/old-field 
habitats and in firebreaks planted to wheat 
or oats.
Selective herbicides primarily for firebreak plantings
imazethapyr (70) Pursuit 3–6 ounces 
preplant 
incorporated; 
preemergence; 
postemergence
BASF
$538 per gallon 
($13–25 per acre)
Yes 
Controls various forb and grass weeds 
in firebreaks planted to alfalfa, clovers, 
birdsfoot trefoil, lespedezas, cowpeas and 
soybeans; do not apply preemergence on 
alfalfa or clovers; Pursuit can also be applied 
to bluestems and switchgrass to control 
various problem forbs, annual grasses and 
yellow nutsedge.
pendimethalin 
(37.4)
Pendulum 3.3 
EC;
Prowl 3.3 EC
Prowl H2O 
2–4 pints 
(varies by crop 
and soil type)
preplant 
incorporated; 
preemergence; 
postemergence
BASF
$100 per 2.5 
gallons ($10–20 
per acre)
$59 per 2.5 gallons 
($6–12 per acre)
Yes 
Controls various forb and grass weeds in 
firebreaks planted to corn, various legumes 
and sunflowers; do not apply preplant 
incorporated before planting corn; apply 
preplant incorporated only before planting 
Southern peas and sunflowers.
trifluralin (43)
Trifluralin 4EC;
Treflan HFP 
1–2.5 pints
preplant 
incorporated
Dow 
AgroSciences
$46 per 2.5 gallons 
($3–6 per acre)
$83 per 2.5 gallons 
($5–11 per acre)
Yes 
Controls various forb and grass weeds in 
firebreaks planted to cowpeas, chicory, 
Brassicas, wheat, soybeans and sunflowers; 
trifluralin can be applied postemergence 
on alfalfa if 0.5 inch or more of rain occurs 
within 3 days; trifluralin does not control 
established weeds.
halosulfuron-
methyl (75)
Permit 0.6–1.3 ounces postemergence Gowan
$350 per 20 
ounces  
($11–23 per acre)
Yes
Controls various forbs and yellow nutsedge 
in firebreaks planted to field corn and grain 
sorghum; do not use more than 1 ounce 
per acre on grain sorghum.
S-metolachlor 
(82.4)
Dual II 
Magnum
1–2 pints
preplant 
incorporated; 
preemergence
Syngenta
$285 per 2.5 
gallons  
($15–29 per acre)
Yes
Controls various grasses and forbs in 
firebreaks planted to corn, cowpeas and 
soybeans.
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Primary active 
ingredient (%)
Trade name1 
Sugg. rate per 
acre2
Application3 Manufacturer Approx. cost
Residual 
soil 
activity
Purpose for spraying / comments4
bentazon (44) Basagran 1–2 pints postemergence BASF
$218 per 2.5 
gallons  
($11–22 per acre)
No
Controls various forbs and yellow nutsedge 
in firebreaks planted to corn, grain 
sorghum, cowpeas and soybeans; may 
cause yellowing or speckling in soybeans 
and cowpeas, but this is temporary and 
outgrown within 10 days.
Selective herbicides primarily for woody control, but also for control of various forbs and grasses
imazapyr
Arsenal AC 
(53.1); Chopper 
(27.6)
6–24 ounces postemergence BASF
$160 per quart 
($30–120 per acre)
Yes 
Controls a variety of woody competitors 
(see label for species); releases legumes; may 
kill native grasses; controls bermudagrass 
prior to planting native grasses.
triclopyr
Garlon 3-A; 
Triclopyr 4 EC
1–8 quarts postemergence
Dow 
AgroSciences
$200 per 2.5 
gallons ($20–160 
per acre)
No 
Controls a variety of woody competitors 
(see label for species); kills forbs (including 
legumes and blackberry) and releases 
grasses.
1 Use of brand, trade or company names in this publication is for clarity and information; it does not imply approval of the product or company 
to the exclusion of others, which may be of similar composition or equal value. In particular, generic products commonly become available and 
may differ in price and percentage of active ingredient. Always be sure to read, understand and follow directions and precautions on herbicide 
labels before use. As herbicides, herbicide labels, and their availability and recommendations may change, it is best to consult your local Exten-
sion agent or farm supply distributor for the latest recommendations on herbicide use.
2 Various crops labeled for a particular herbicide often require or tolerate different types of applications (such as pre- or postemergence) and 
different application rates. Application rates also may differ depending on soil texture. Always refer to herbicide labels for specific application 
rates for a given crop.
3 A surfactant should be added to all postemergence herbicide applications unless the herbicide already contains surfactant. Refer to the herbicide 
label as to which surfactant to use, mixing instructions and recommended rates.
4 Many herbicides have multiple uses. Read the herbicide label before use. The purposes stated in this table are for general information. In ad-
dition, there are rotation crop restrictions for many herbicides, which may preclude you from planting specific crops for a given amount of time 
after applying various herbicides. Refer to herbicide label for information concerning crop rotation restrictions. The majority of postemergence 
herbicides work best when applied to actively growing plants, often before they reach a certain size/height. Refer to herbicide label to identify 
optimum application effectiveness.
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Appendix 5
Using no-till technology  
to establish nwsg
There have been many changes in agriculture during the last 50 years. 
One of the most significant changes has been the use of no-till planting 
methods. When no-till planting is mentioned, most people usually think 
of crops such as corn, soybeans and cotton. Though often overlooked, 
no-till technology is also well-suited to establish forage crops, including 
nwsg, for wildlife or livestock. Soil erosion in conventional row-crop 
production has been decreased significantly by using herbicides to kill a 
cover crop and planting without tillage. This same benefit is also realized 
when no-till planting nwsg.
Why use no-till?
Many fields in Tennessee have been planted to permanent pasture because 
they were too steep to conventionally plant corn or soybeans. The potential 
for soil erosion was so great that a perennial cover had to be used to pre-
vent excessive soil erosion, which was inevitable on many slopes. The main 
advantage to no-till planting is to conserve soil and decrease erosion.
No-till planting has several other advantages. Planting is able to occur 
soon after rain using no-till, while the soil must be allowed to dry before 
disking when conventional planting is used. After planting, the soil re-
tains moisture longer when using no-till technology because the soil is 
not directly exposed to the sun. This is a real consideration when planting 
nwsg, especially when planting later in the season (June).
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Characteristics needed in no-till drills
To be successful, no-till drills must place seed at the right depth, at the 
right rate and in firm contact with soil. They need to do this across a 
wide range of soil-moisture gradients, soil types, slopes and residue cover. 
Listed below are some characteristics to consider when choosing or using 
a no-till drill.
Weight
A no-till drill needs enough weight to let coulters and seed openers pen-
etrate firm soil, allow press wheels to close the seed furrow and keep drive 
wheels or coulters in good contact with the ground. Depending on soil 
moisture, depth of planting and the setup of the drill, this may require 
300 to 600 pounds per foot of width. 
Coulters
Many drills use coulters to cut through residue in front of seed-furrow 
openers. In general, narrow coulters less than 1 inch wide disturb less 
residue, require less weight and work better across a wider range of con-
ditions than wide-fluted coulters. Either narrow-ripple or smooth-edge 
ripple (bubble) coulters work well. Coulters should be as close to seed 
furrow openers as possible for better tracking on hills. Generally, coulters 
should be run at the depth of seeding or slightly deeper. When planting 
nwsg, this is just below the ground surface. Some drills use offset double-
disc openers or angled, single-disc openers instead of coulters. These drills 
require less weight to penetrate the soil and have fewer moving parts. Disc 
openers wear out quicker on these drills, and the coulter may be useful 
in heavy residue.
Seed furrow opener
Double- or single-disc openers give more consistent depth of seeding and 
handle heavy residue better than hoe or shovel openers. They are particu-
larly better for shallow planting, such as nwsg, alfalfa and clovers.
Depth control
Seeding depth is usually controlled by the press wheels or by depth gauge 
wheels mounted by the seed openers. Some drills rely on coulter depth to 
set seeding depth, but this method will not give consistent results. 
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Press wheels
Press wheels cover the seed, firm the soil and control seeding depth on 
many planters. Generally, either single 2-inch press wheels or two angled, 
narrow press wheels in a V-shaped configuration work well on no-till 
drills. Single, narrow press wheels (1-inch wide) will not control depth 
well in soft soils and should be used only if depth is controlled by gauge 
wheels. Press wheels wider than 2 inches will not close the seed furrow 
unless they have ribs on either side of the furrow. The angled, V-shaped 
press wheels work well on hard ground, but may clog in heavy residue 
like corn stubble. Staggering the press wheel/seed opener units helps 
reduce clogging.
Seed metering
Most drills have internally fluted metering mechanisms that are easy to 
adjust and are suitable for a wide range of seeds (various species). However, 
special seed box attachments with an agitator or auger and picker wheels 
(or similar device) are necessary for bluestems and indiangrass seed that 
have not been de-bearded. Also, many drills have a small seed box for 
planting switchgrass, alfalfa or clovers.
Power requirements
Pull-type drills need five to seven horsepower per foot of width. 
Tractor hydraulics
Many drills require that the tractor have external hydraulics, so two 
hydraulic hoses can be plugged in.
Tracking
Proper tracking, with the seed opener and press wheels following in line 
behind the coulter, is often a problem on hilly ground or in turns. Drills 
with coulters close to the openers have less problems with tracking. Wider 
coulters help by tilling a wider zone, but require more weight.
Maintenance and operation
Of course, it is important to follow the recommended maintenance prac-
tices for no-till drills and to be familiar with the operating procedures 
as described in the owner’s manual. Drills should be inspected before 
planting and maintained as necessary. Many drills used to plant nwsg are 
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borrowed or rented from state wildlife agencies, Quail Unlimited chapters, 
or farm supply companies. The age, type and maintenance of these units 
vary greatly. It is critical to understand how to adjust the seeding rate, 
change the seeding depth, realize how the weight and ballasting system 
works, and know the horsepower and hydraulic requirements of the drill. 
Drills should be inspected before transport or use for worn, broken or 
missing parts. Fittings should be greased and hoses inspected for wear 
and to make sure they are not clogged. Before beginning to plant, coulter 
settings and seeding depth should be adjusted as necessary, and the drill 
must be calibrated. More tips on calibration are described below.
Calibrating the drill
Calibrating a drill is nothing more than determining how much seed is 
being released per acre at a given setting. There are several ways to calibrate 
a drill, depending upon make and model. Nonetheless, any drill can be 
calibrated using the following steps. 
 1) Set the seed flow rate for the drill according to the calibration 
chart guidelines. 
 2) Mark a 100-foot length to use for catching seed. 
 3) Detach the seed flow tubes from above the press wheels. 
 4) Load seed (when using bluestems and indiangrass that have not 
been de-bearded, use enough to seed to fill to the top of seed agita-
tors) and pull the drill until seed begins to flow. 
 5) Tape or tie a bag onto each of the hoses and pull the drill over the 
100-foot marked area. 
 6) Weigh the amount of seed released over the 100-foot area. 
 7) Seeding rate in pounds per acre can be determined by the follow-
ing formula:
Seeding rate (lb/acre) = seed released (lbs)   X  43,560 sq ft per acre     
       100 ft X drill width (feet)
Note: this equals the seeding rate in bulk pounds per acre, not Pure Live 
Seed (PLS).
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When more than one seedbox is used, each one should be calibrated indi-
vidually before seeding. For example, when planting nwsg for wildlife, the 
seedbox for nwsg must be calibrated, as well as the seedbox for small seeds 
if forbs are added separately from the grasses. Changing the calibration 
on one seedbox does not affect calibration of the other boxes.
Some drills provide instructions for calibration by raising the drive wheel 
with a jack and turning the drive wheel a certain number of rotations at 
the proper ground speed to approximate a usage distance. This is often 
easier than pulling the drill several times before getting the seeding rate 
adjusted properly. 
Several factors may affect seeding rates. Humidity, seed density, purity, 
inert matter and debris in the seed bag, speed of travel, seedbed condition, 
slope, soil type and tire size may influence the seeding rate. This illustrates 
the importance of calibrating the drill on the site to be planted, with 
the seed being planted on the day planting is completed. Operator error 
also can affect the seeding rate significantly. Overlapping rows, leaving 
too wide a space between rows and not lifting the drill at row ends can 
impact grass density significantly. 
Coulter adjustment
No-till drills vary in the method used to control coulter seeding depth. 
Coulter depth on some drills can be adjusted by adding or removing 
weights to the drill. Some drills have a hydraulic mechanism that can be 
raised or lowered to adjust coulter depth. A variety of mechanisms are 
used to adjust disc opener depth. When the drill is being calibrated for 
seeding rate, several furrows should be checked to determine the depth 
the coulter is cutting into the ground and the depth of seed placement. 
Generally, it is best to use only enough pressure, weight or coulter depth 
to ensure the coulters will turn. The final determination of seeding depth 
is made by checking the planting furrows when planting and measuring 
seed depth. If the seeds are not obvious, they are too deep or are not be-
ing planted!
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Appendix 6
Approximate number of seed per pound  
for selected grass species
Species Seed per pound
Native warm-season grasses
Big bluestem Andropogon gerardii 165,000
Little bluestem Schizachyrium scoparium 240,000
Broomsedge bluestem Andropogon virginicus ?
Indiangrass Sorghastrum nutans 175,000
Switchgrass Panicum virgatum 389,000
Eastern gamagrass Tripsacum dactyloides 7,500
Sideoats grama Bouteloua curtipendula 191,000
Introduced warm-season grasses
Bahiagrass Paspalum notatum 273,000
Bermudagrass (hulled) Cynodon dactylon 2,071,000
Crabgrass Digitaria sanguinalis 825,000
Dallisgrass Paspalum dilitatum 281,000
Johnsongrass Sorghum halepense 119,000
Introduced cool-season grasses
Tall fescue Festuca arundinacea 227,000
Orchardgrass Dactylis glomerata 416,000
Timothy Phleum pratense 1,152,000
Kentucky bluegrass Poa pratensis 1,440,000
Smooth bromegrass Bromus inermis 135,000
Annual ryegrass Lolium multiflorum 224,000
Oats Avena sativa 16,000
Wheat Triticum aestivum 11,000
Rye Secale cereale 18,000
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Appendix 7
Sources of native warm-season grass seed
Growers/Suppliers
Bamert Seed Company 
1897 County Road 1018 
Muleshoe, TX 79347 
(800) 262-9892 
(806) 272-5506 
www.bamertseed.com 
Ernst Conservation Seeds 
9006 Mercer Pike 
Meadville, PA 16335 
(800) 873-3321 
www.ernstseed.com
Garrett Wildflower Seed Farm 
1591 Cleveland Rd.  
Smithfield, NC 27577 
(919) 989-3031 
garrettwfseed@mindspring.com 
Lickskillet Seeds Inc. 
22324 State Hwy HH 
Gallatin, MO 64640 
(660) 663-3095 
www.lickskilletseeds.com
Native American Seed 
3791 N. US Hwy 377 
Junction TX 76849 
(800) 728-4043
Osenbaugh Grass Seed 
Rt. 1 Box 44 
Lucas, IA 50151 
(800) 582-2788
Roundstone Native Seed LLC 
9764 Raider Hollow Road 
Upton, KY  42784 
(270) 531-2353 
www.roundstoneseed.com
Sharp Brothers Seed Company 
396 SW Davis Street – LaDue 
Clinton, MO 64735 
(800) 451-3779 
(660) 885-7551 
www.sharpbro.com 
Stock Seed Farms 
28008 Mill Road 
Murdock, NE 68407-2350 
(800) 759-1520 
(402) 867-3771 
www.stockseed.com
Turner Seed Co. 
211 County Road 151 
Breckenridge, TX 76024 
(800) 722-8616 
www.turnerseed.com
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Suppliers
Adams-Briscoe Seed Co. 
P.O. Box 19 
325 East Second Street 
Jackson, GA 30233 
(770) 775-7826 
www.abseed.com
Applewood Seed Co. 
5381 Vivian Street 
Arvada, CO 80002 
303-431-7333 
www.applewoodseed.com
C.P. Daniel’s Sons Inc. 
P.O. Box 119 
Waynesboro, GA 30830 
(800) 822-5681 
(706) 554-2446
Carl R. Gurley, Inc. 
P.O. Box 995 
Princeton, NC 27569 
(919) 936-5121
Pennington Game Food Seed 
P.O. Box 192 
Madison, GA 30850 
(706) 342-1234 
www.penningtonseed.com
Seeds, Inc. 
2435 Harbor 
Riverside Station 
Memphis, TN 38113 
(800) 238-6440 
(901) 775-2345
Spandle Nurseries 
RFD#2, Box 125 
Claxton, GA 30417 
(800) 553-5771 
www.spandles.com
Tennessee Farmers Co-op 
200 Waldron Road 
PO Box 3003 
LaVergne, TN 37086-1983 
(615) 793-8400 
www.ourcoop.com
Turner Seed 
P.O. Box 739 
LaVergne, TN  37086 
(615) 641-7333 
The local state farmers’ co-op, Southern States Co-op, farm supply outlet 
or other seed vendors may also be able to provide native grass seed or locate 
other sources. 
Buyers are urged to compare seed quality (germination, purity rates, percent 
inert material) when shopping among vendors.
Inclusion on this list does not entail endorsement, nor is any discrimination 
intended by omission from this list of known growers and suppliers.
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Appendix 8
Glossary
annual – a plant that completes its life cycle in one year or season
auricle – an ear-shaped appendage or lobe
awn – a bristle-like appendage
axis – the elongated central supporting structure, often specifically 
called a rachis
backing fire – a fire set to spread into the prevailing wind, or downhill; 
slow-moving
basal area – the average amount of a given area occupied by the cross-
sectional area of tree stems, usually expressed as square feet 
per acre
beard – a group of long awns 
biennial – a plant that completes its life cycle in two years or seasons
blackline – preburned area (with no unburned fine fuels) adjacent to 
firebreak or other control line
blade – the upper expanded part of a grass leaf
bract – a reduced or modified leaf
bramble – plants from the genus Rubus, including the blackberries and 
raspberries
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browse – leaves and twigs of woody plants, including those from bram-
bles and vines, typically eaten by animals such as white-tailed 
deer and rabbits
bud – an aggregation of undeveloped leaves or flowers on an axis with 
undeveloped internodes, often enclosed by scales
buffer – strips of land maintained in permanent vegetation designed 
to trap pollutants, reduce water and wind erosion, and provide 
other environmental benefits, including wildlife habitat
bulb – a short underground stem surrounded by fleshy leaves or scales
bunchgrass – a grass that grows in a well-defined clump, as opposed to 
sod-forming grass that spreads by stolons or rhizomes
clump – a single plant with two to many stems arising from a branched 
rootstock or short rhizome
collar – the outside area of a grass leaf where the blade and sheath join
composition – a mixture of a variety of plant species
controlled burn – see prescribed fire
cool-season grasses – grasses that make their active growth during the 
cooler months of the year, generally September through Novem-
ber and March through May
covert – the area where three or more habitat types come together
culm – the flowering stem of grasses and sedges
decreaser – a plant that decreases as a result of overgrazing
disseminate – to scatter or spread seed for growth
dominant – superior to the other grasses with which a grass is associated 
dormant-season burn – prescribed fire implemented during the dormant 
season (generally October – March for warm-season plants)
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drip torch – hand-held tank holding a fuel mixture (usually 55–70 
diesel; 30 – 45 gasoline) used to ignite fires by dripping flaming 
liquid, at an adjustable rate, onto ground litter 
ecotone – the transitional zone between two vegetative communities 
(a.k.a. “edge”)
edge – the area where two habitat types come together
emigration – movement of animals out of a local population, typically 
as a result of dispersal
entire – a leaf margin without teeth, lobes or divisions
fallow – describes an area previously planted but since left to respond 
to successional growth
firebreak – a natural (creek, road) or artificial (disked strip) disconti-
nuity of fuels (grass, leaf litter) used to contain/control fire and 
limit the area burned
flame height – the vertical distance from the ground to the upper limits 
of the flame
flame length – the distance from the base of the flame to the flame tip, 
usually at an angle as wind directs the fire
flanking fire – a fire set to spread at right angles to the prevailing wind
forage – leaves and stems of herbaceous plants typically eaten by vari-
ous animals
forb – a broad-leaved herbaceous plant (as opposed to grasses, rushes, 
sedges and ferns or woody plants)
germination – the percentage of seed that is capable of producing healthy 
plants when placed in a suitable environment.
glumes – the pair of bracts at the base of a grass spikelet
growing-season burn – prescribed fire implemented during the growing 
season (generally April – September for warm-season plants)
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hard seed – the percentage of seed that is viable, but will not germinate 
immediately due to a hard or waxy seed coat
heading fire – a fire set to spread with the prevailing wind, or uphill; 
generally fast-moving
herb – a vascular plant without a woody stem
hydric – wet 
immigration – movement of animals into a local population, typically 
as a result of dispersal
increaser – a plant that increases as a result of grazing
inert material – the percentage of sticks, stems, leaves, broken seed, 
sand and other such material mixed with the desired seed in 
the bag
inflorescence – the seedhead or flowering part of a plant
internode – that part of the grass stem between two nodes or joints
interspersion – refers to the number of habitat changes and amount of 
edge created over a management area
inundate – to cover with water (flood)
invader – a non-native (exotic) plant that spreads in an area where it is 
not native
juxtaposition – refers to the placement (proximity) of habitat types
keel – the sharp fold at the back of a compressed sheath, blade, glume 
or lemma
lemma – the bract of a spikelet above the pair of glumes
ligule – the thin, membranous, hairy or ridgelike appendage or pro-
jection on the inside (base) of the leaf where the blade and 
sheath join
litter – represents dead natural fuels on the ground, including leaves, 
needles, sticks, limbs, grass, etc.
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membrane – a thin, soft, pliable structure serving as a covering or lining
mesic – moist 
midrib – the central vein of a leaf
node – the joint of a grass stem that normally bears one or more leaves
noxious weed seed – the number of undesirable (potentially invasive) 
seed present per pound of desired seed
palatability – indicated by the preference an animal shows for feeding 
on a particular plant
panicle – a seedhead (inflorescence) with a main axis and subdivided 
branches; may be open or compact and spikelike
pedicel – the stalk or stem of a spikelet or single flower in a cluster
peduncle – stalk of a flower cluster or of a solitary flower when that 
flower is the only member of an inflorescence 
perennial – a plant that produces aboveground parts from the same root 
system for at least three years or growing seasons
petiole – the stalk of a leaf blade
prescribed fire – controlled application of fire under specified environ-
mental conditions that allows the fire to be managed at a desired 
intensity within a confined area to meet predetermined vegeta-
tion management objectives
pure live seed – the percentage of seed that is capable of germinating 
soon after planting in a suitable environment
raceme – an elongated seedhead in which the spikelets are pedicelled 
on a rachis
rachis – the axis of a spike or raceme (an axis bearing f lowers or 
leaf lets)
rhizome – an underground horizontal stem with nodes (usually produc-
ing roots), buds and scale-like leaves
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ring fire – a fire set by igniting the entire perimeter of an area, allowing 
the fire to converge in the center
rootstock – subterranean stem; rhizome
rosette – a cluster of radiating basal leaves
scabrous – rough or gritty feeling to the touch
scale – the reduced leaves at the base of a shoot (especially said of those 
rudimentary leaves on a rhizome)
seedbank – the collection of seed occurring naturally in the soil
seedstalk – the stem on which a grass seedhead develops
senescent – dead or dying vegetation; often used to refer to deciduous 
leaves in the fall and winter, or dead grass from the previous 
growing season
serrate – with sharp teeth pointing forward
sessile – without a stalk (petiole or pedicel)
sheath – the lower part of a grass leaf that encloses the stem
shoot – individual stem and leaf growth
spathe – a large bract enclosing or surrounding an inf lorescence 
(flower)
spike – an unbranched, elongated seedhead in which the spikelets 
(f lowers) are sessile on a rachis
spikelet – a flower; the basic unit of a grass seedhead, consisting of one 
or more florets and a pair of glumes
stolon – a propagative, horizontal, shoot, stem or runner that is usually 
aboveground, rooting at the apex
strip-heading fire – fire set by a series of strips ignited upwind of a 
firebreak or blackline intended to burn with the wind into the 
firebreak or backing fire
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succession – the orderly progression through time of changes in com-
munity composition, usually described in terms of plant life
terminal – at the tip
tuber – a fleshy enlarged portion of a rhizome or stolon with only ves-
tigial (rudimentary) scales
warm-season grasses – grasses that make their active growth during 
late spring and summer
winter annual – an annual plant vegetatively persistent through the 
winter, flowering and fruiting in late winter or spring
xeric – dry
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